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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 
West Virginia is a comparatively young stnte. Special. 
Education 1n the public schools 1s younger still. Throughout 
the history of West Virginia, the state has had financial 
d11'f1cult1es and pol1t1cal factions.1 When West V1rg1n1a. 
became a state she had no institutions, no social organs to 
provide for the general welfare, no common schools, no· normal 
schools, and no un1vers1ty.2 Within sixty-:five years the 
state had provided twelve institutions tor exceptional 
children. And today, six yea.rs before the state cel.ebrates 
its :first centennial, West V1rg1n1a. has a well established 
special education program. 
THE PROBLEM 
statement .2!,~ problem. The purpose of this study 
was to investigate the development of' special. education in 
West Virginia by (1) studying the underlying concepts that 
were responsible for the recognition of "exceptional" needs, 
(2) tracing the first aes1atanoe by West V1rg1nia. to meet 
le. H. Ambler, A History of ~Virginia (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, 1933J pp. 357-3W. 
2J. M. Callahan, Semi-Centennial H1storl of West 
Virs1nia (Charleston: Semi-Centennial Commies oil; l9l3} p.,229. 
the needs or its exceptional children, (3) f1nd1ng the 
factors which expanded this assistance to the free public 
schools, and (4) noting the possible steps which tho state 
might attempt to take 1n the future. 
Importance Q! !ill!!. study. One value of this study is 
that it is the first study of its kind for the state of 
West Virginia. Since the Special Education Program is new 
to the state, no other study has attempted. to measure its 
growth. 
It is also important because it reviews progress. 
2 
Birth, gr~wth, and development aJ.l contribute to the picture 
~f progress. The story of the concepts underlying the devel-
opment or such a program are here recorded. 
It brings together, 1n one volume, the story of an 
important phase of education; and will cause those who here-
tofore had not known of 1te extent, much less its potentia.11-
t1es, to support wholeheartedly the advances of this im-
portant program which had devolved upon the state. 
II. PROCEDURES USED TO DEVELOP THE STUDY 
Sources !!:ID! methods 2t collecting ~· The methods 
of investigation used in the development of this study are 
as follows: 
1. A review of current literature 1n speo1f1c fields: 
no program in their county system. 
7. Notes f'rom courses nnd observation periods during 
college study or exceptional children. 
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8. Personal discussion and written correspond.once with 
1-iisa Frances Scott, State Director or Special Filu-
cation, Charleston. 
9. Information received f'rom Dr. D .• L. Strunk, School 
Psychologist, Cabell County Schools, Huntington, 
w. Va. 
10. Interviews with two special teachers, each or whom 
ca.me from different counties. This was to get an 
objective picture or local progra.ms.3 
11. Questionnaires to the county superintendents concern-
ing the following: 
(l) T;Ype of special education program they have. 
(2) Number of ·special teachers employed. 
(3) Type or handicapped children trained under the 
program 1n their county. 
(4) The speo1a.l techniques. philosophy, and attention 
designated by their supervisor or instruction 
for the gifted children in their schools. (5) From the cotm.ties which have no special program, 
information concerning the anticipation of' having 
one. 
12. Questionnaires to (l) each special teacher employed 
by the state in the public school system, (2) special 
teachers employed 1n the past, and (3) specialists 
such as psychologists, speech therapists, etc. 
This was a quite long questionnaire and can be found 
in Appendix A. 
13. Anecdotal notes, for the year 1956-57. The notes 
followed the usual system of anecdotal recording, but 
·were concerned with the parents• overt behavior 
rather than the pupils• • These were short paragraphs 
aimed at discovering need, evaluating gro·wth, and 
assisting the teacher in the establishment of rapport. 
3The author does not include the county system in which 
she is employed as a special teacher. 
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14. The aas1atanoe of ¥.ir. Brooks Hardy, Aea1stant 
Superintendent of Education and. Director of Special 
F.duca.t1on 1n Mercer County. Mr. Hardy supplied the 
history of special eduoe.tion 1n that county • 
. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
Organization of ~ thesis. The continuity of thought 
throughout this thesis will depend upon the factor of growth. 
Time sequence 1a not stressed, but 1t cannot be avoided 1n 
an historioa.1 study or in a discussion of growth. History 
1s made by the passing of time. It requires time for a. con-
cept or a. program to "grow"~ However, this thesis 1s not 
divided into set periods o'f time, but into periods of (1) de-
velopment or basic concepts which brought about certain needs, 
and (2) the development of' a means to meet these needs which 
resulted 1n the spacial educnt1on program as it is today. 
Chapter II discusses some of the important concepts 
, .. 1hich led educators to recognize exceptional children. Be'fore 
the understanding of such concepts, the except1ona.1 child was 
often an outcast and mlsunderstood. Consideration for the 
needs of exceptional children developed out of such concepts. 
Chapter III shmis growth from the understanding of need 
toward an effort to supply the need. The chapter deals with 
the first interests taken by the state of West Virginia 1n 
caring for exceptional children. 
The 1nst1tut1ona.l ca.re, discussed 1n Chapter III, was 
not sufficient. Only a ema.11 number of the handicapped ch11-
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Dull-normal.: The lm'fer end of the intelligence range, 
genera.1ly enumerated a.a an intelligence quotient poaseas1on 
of eighty (80) to ninety (90). 
Emotionally: disturbed; malnd.lus ted, or ha.nd1ca.nped: 
The 1nd.1v1dua.l rTho is tmable to achieve a state of order or 
tranquility within himself. One type or nooio.J.ly handicap-
ped child is the emotionally disturbed child. 
Enrichment: The process and content of educa.t1one.1 
adjustment 1n the regular classroom situa.t1on for the men-
tally superior child• 
Educable: .An 1nd.1v1dua1 f al11ng in the approximate 
intelligence quotient range f'ifty-five to seventy-five (55-
75) and who has e. ca.pa.city for social and economic ·indepen-
dence and the ab111ty to achieve a limited prot1c1enoy 1n 
the basic learning sk.11ls. 
Exoent1onnl.: The term denoting "rare" or unusual 
individuals, special training techniques~ or peculiar 
traits. Ra.re, unusual, special, and peculiar because the 
normal is usual. an:1 denotes the majority. 
Exceptional children: The "normal''curve shows that 
the majority of the population possesses traits of s1m1-
lar1 ty to one another. The majority of the population is 
phys1oally capable, mentally normal., emotionally balanced, 
and possessing social traits which a.re considered "acceptable 
. \ 
conduct." Those 1nd1v1dua.ls who are outside, (above or below) 
the majority a.re ·0 exceptlons to the ru1a .. " The term 
exception.al child ha.s been devolved by eduoa.tors in an 
attempt to adapt instruction to these "exceptions." It is 
not a techn1oa.J. term, in that it doea not clearly define 
the category to whloh the child may belong - genius or .. 
moron. It is used here only when such distinction is not 
necessary. 
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Exceptionn.ll:Y e;li'ted: That individual who is 1n the 
upper end of the intelligence range, whose intelligence 
quotient range may be at the lowest one hundred and thirty-
five and at the highest may go beyond one-hundred and eighty. 
G1i'ted child: That individue.1 of high intellectual 
ability who may also possess some other spec1a.~ ability. 
The gifted child does not necessarily possess special ab111-
ty, however. There is a d.1et1nct1on in thia study between 
the gifted and exceptionally gifted. The former being those 
1nd.1v1duals higher th.an "bright.'' norma.J. and lower than exoep-
t1one.1ly gifted 1n 1ntell1genoe quot1en·t range. 
Hi5hest-expend1ture 3roun .Qt sohoole: Those schools in 
West Virginia., who, dependent upon amount of revenues as-
sessed have more monies to spend on the education of their 
children 1n the (1) type of building supplied thrOugh expend-
itures, (2) teachers with the high nclassified" certificates, 
and (3) the equipment and. suppl1oa of the school plant. 
There were thirty such schools used by a survey 1n 1945 to 
9 
rate the eduoationaJ. opportunities or West Virg1n1a youth. 
Idiot: That exceptional child who possesses the great-
est degree of retardation and who is educationally incapable 
to the extent that he requires custodial care for his entire 
life. 
Imbecile: That exceptional child who possesses the de-
gree of retardation above that or the idiot, but who is 
trainable only. Such a child is trained to ca.re for bodily 
needs and ha.bits in the home to reduce the amotmt of' care he 
requires therein. 
Mentally: retarded and mentsl.ly handicapped: Terms 
used synonymously 1n describing both educable and trainable 
children in this study. 
Mental age: A score reflecting the tests which can 
be passed by children at a certain age level. 
Moron: That exceptional child possessing some retard-
ation but who 1s educable when given special classroom in-
struction. 
Orthopedics: That branch or surgery dealing with 
correction of deformities and treatment of chronic diseases 
or the joints and spine·. 
Personal nd.,lustmant: Those subjective feelings of an 
1nd.1v1dual; such as feelings of' adequacy or inadequacy, per-
sonal happiness or unhappiness, the adjustment reactions of 
l 
the individual. the presence or absence of inner conflicting 
10 
tendencies. This 1s interrelated with social adjustment 
e.nd represents one aspect of the emotional adjustment of a 
person to his environment • 
. Physiot?.l. handicap: That 1ndividua1 who deviates from 
the norm 1n that he is incapable to exert the strength or to 
i'unct1on with h1s body as the normal, major~ty of people. 
Prevention: That technique which should be practiced 
by every school to assure the total adjustment of every ohlld 
within the school~ It depends upon testing, guidance, the 
entire staff of 'f.;he school, and the understanding of be-
havior symp~oms of mal.a.djustment. It is a technique pri-
marily concerned trith "preventing" social handicap. 
Psychosis: A diseased condition of the mind. 
Re-education: The technique or special classes for 
the socially handi.capped to inspire this child to change 
his attitudes toward society, and to train him 1n ad.juet-
ment techniques which are acceptable to society. 
Re-ha.bilitation: The concept of training an individ-
ual to adjust to 111'e, persona1ly and socially, after a 
handicap has impaired this ability. 
Soc1a1 hand1oan: l'hat individual who because of 
social 11!D.ladjustment or personal maladjustment or emotion-
a.l imbala.n.oe is uncapable of asso~1at1ng with the group. 
His function is detrimental to the group or may soon become 
so. This child is socially exceptional; the terms are used 
ll 
synonymously. 
Specially gifted: That 1nd1v1dua.i who poeaeasea a 
"ts.lent" or gift ·within the areas ot graph1o, a.rt, or 
music. This child 1a not always of a.n above average intel-
ligence. 
Specific ability: This term 1s·used synonymously with 
specially gifted or specially exceptional. It is the Spear-
man quality ot intelligence (s). 
Subject ability: This term denotes unusual ability to 
achieve in subjects (or a certain subject) in school. Unless 
this subject is in the area of graphic, musioa.1, or a.rt1s't1c 
expression, this does not par1#1cularly determine that the 
individual 1s excepti011a.lly superior or specially gifted. 
"Ta.lent": This term, although not technical, is used. 
synonymously with special. gift or specific ability. 
Trainable: The trainable child is the imbecile or 
low-grade moron. This child is trained in the areas ot sociaJ. 
adjustment, selt cs.rel economic usefulness, and physical de-
velopment for health. 
Specific terms .. invented" !2£, this study: 
"Rome'' curriculum: This is a by-word used by teachers 
of the trainable mentally retarded. The curriculum for such 
a child is centered almost entirely around the home. 
"~ hidden child" - Th.is term was used because the 
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author desired to discuss exceptional children of any or 
e.J.l degrees. The concept 1s that the child within the reg-
u1a.r classroom who exhibits symptoms of exc.eptional. ability 
or limitation is not discovered as such because or the :fail-
ure or the school to provide testing personnel or opportunity. 
This child, may be except,1ono.J.ly gti'ted, gifted, specially 
gifted, dull-normal, or mentally retarded., The curriculum 
is not adjusted to his needs, and he becomes recognized as 
"lazy", "indolentn, or "bad." 
CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTS THJ\T LED TO THE RECOGNITION OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD 
AND HIS NEEDS 
Ma.ny concepts have oontr1buted to a clearer under-
standing of exceptional children. Basic to the recognition 
of this group and its needs is the concept of individual 
differences. Since children all differ 1n several ways and 
for several reasons, an understanding of individual differ-
ences ls not enough. 
Social adjustment and personality defferenoee, the 
concept of specific intelligence as well a.s superior intel-
ligence, rehabilitation, and many other suoh ideas have led 
to a better understanding of the needs, capabilities a.nd 
interests of exceptional children. 
Individual Differences 
The term, individunlly different, explains itself. 
It has always been understood as fact. For many centuries 
me.nkind 'has accepted this concept.l The extent to which 
these differences may occur, and the possible causes of 
these differences have been determined much more recently. 
Is. A. Kirk and G. o. Johnson, .. Educating the Retarded 
Child. (New York: Houghton M1ff'l1n Company, 195IT p. 69. ' 
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Ga.lton,2 ~ho is generally considered the first scien-
tist to study.individual. dii'terenaes, stnted that 1t a mental 
test were to be devised, it would show that the majority of 
1nc!iv1dua1s centered arotmd the same area, that there would 
be a few above this area, and that 1nd1v1duale 11ould be 
scattered 1n between the areas .3 In any group, there is a 
majority 11keness~ Tb.is is generally called normal. In any 
group there are those individuals who appear different. 
These different 1nd1v1dua.le are either superior to the group 
or deviate from the group~ 
The concept of individual diff erencea is simple to 
understand as long as it stays in the realm of physical 
chare.cterist1cs or menta1 ability. But individual.a differ 
1n other ways. Ind1v1dua.ls differ w1th1n themselves. Al-
though it is not generally true~ there a.re people who have 
gift or ta.lent in a certain area; but are found to be defi-
cient 1n another. Individuals differ according to mental 
ability, phy'e1cal chara.cteristios. social ha.bits end atti-
tudes, psychological adjustment, personality needs, environ-
mental factors, and 1n many other ways. Ind.1v1dua.ls differ 
at d11"~erent times and for different reasons.4 
2H. E. Garrett, Great Experiments in Psycholo~ (New 
York: Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1932) p. 171. 
3c. C. Ross, Measurement in Tode.y • s Schools, (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Ina., 1950) pp. 31-36. 
. 4charles Skinner, F.ducat1ona.l Psychology (New York:. 
Prentice-Ho.11, 1947) p. 368. 
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When 1t w..:is recognized that individuals do d1frer (that) 
they dif'fer quantitatively a.nd qual1tat1vely, and that they 
possess speclel traits peculiar to themselves a.long), then 
tho educ~tors tried to furnish every individual. with conditions · 
of benefit to h1s needs,:1nteresta,·and abilities. 
The real.1za.t1on of the a'":tent of divergence from the 
average, by some 1nd1v!duaJ.s, led the eduoators to ma.tee addi-
tional prov1s1ons for these "extreme" cases. 
Specific Intelligence 
Individuals who have specific intelligence nre cla.e-
s1f 1ed a.a the "specially gifted. nS The term, spec11'1o intel-
ligence, means an aptitude for or capa.o1ty in a certain area. 
or subject field. Rose0 calls it capac1tx in !!. restricted 
area.. Spearman (1901) first stated that there were two 
integers fundamental 1n considering the abilities of man. 
The first, he called the (g) factor, common to some degree 1n 
all tasks, the second (s) in the speci:fio phase. cha.re.cteristic 
in particular activities or situations.7 
The m1smiderstand.1l'..g that has often occurred is in 
supposing that all "talented" 1nd1v1duala are of superior 
5A. o. Heok, The Education of Excentional Children (New 
York: MoGrav-Hlll BOcik company. 1953) pp. 4crr tr. 
'5aoss, SW.• cit. p. 41. 
7sk1nner, 232.•, cit. p. 368. 
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1ntell1ganoe. Dpearman 1 s (s) quality indicates that this is 
not necessarily so; that s.n individual. possessing an aptitude 
or gift may be a person of o.vera.ge intelligenoe. Th.e'Bpe-
cinlly gli'ted" individual usua1ly has e.t lea.st average intol-
ligenco. 
The areas in which the aptitude traits are found may be 
music, art, meohaaica.J. ability and o. i'lair for writing. Sub-
ject abilities do not el.ways indicate apeoii'ic 1ntell1gence, 
unless tho subject (or subjects) in which the individual 
'' 
exhibits ability or aptitude pertain to the fields of music, 
art, graphic or poetic art. 
The concept of specific intelligence has contributed to 
the understtl!ld.ing of the exceptional child of the above the 
average type. Teachers 1n observing their pupils, o.re con-
stantly looking for signs of specific intelligence. The 
observation or teachers is compiled 1n the cumulative folder. 
This observation 1s essentially importnnt in the early 
·grades, because early training of the aptitude is so very 
important.a 
The extra-curricular oot1v1t1ea were :first introduced 
h1to the schools as a means or of:fering special opportunity 
to the gifted.9 The extent to which this ha.a been done, and 
8Heck, op~ cit., p. 409. 
9H. J. Otto end s. A. Ha.rnrin, Co-Curricular .Activities 
in Elemente.~ Schools ( New York: Appleton-Century Company, 
1937) pp. 5- ; ~ Osburn, .QI?.• £1!_., pp. 10-12. 
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the value received by the gifted from such a program varies 
from school to school. 
social Adjustment !.!.!f!.PersonDJ.ity Differences 
The socially handicapped child ma.y be known as a truant, 
delinquent, or behavior problem. This oh1ld may also be 
institutionalized as insane. Any of these terms might apply 
to an individual i:f his behavior implied 1t.lO 
BUt the concept of social maladjustment has brought 
modern thought to recognize "bad.11 behavior a.a a sympto~ or 
inner cause. 
From the psychologists and mental hygienists has come 
the concept that every individual has certain personality 
needs. These needs a.re generally listed as (1) the need 
for emotional security. (2) the need for mastery, (3) the 
need for status, and (4) the need for physical satisfactions. 
When one or these needs is denied an individual. or when his 
home environment conflicts with his "outside world" environ-
ment, he becomes frustrated. Continual thwarting of desire 
or need for satisfaction equals continual frustration. This 
' 
eventually renders the individual emotionally disturbed. An 
emotionally disturbed individual is maladjuated.11 
10 Heck, 91!.· cit., p. 4. 
llH. A. Carroll. :Mental Hygiene (Nelt York: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1948) p. 30. 
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With the contribution of the mental hygienists and the 
guidance movement that· stressed knowing the total picture of 
each. 1nd.1v1dual, came the. progressive "whol~ Child" .1dea.12 
Now behavior was diagnosed as disturbed behavior,. rather 
than "disturbing behavior." An attempt was ma.de to train 
teachers to consider "a child with a problem" rather than a 
problem child. 
Conoepts and teohniques of this type gre.dually changed 
the thinking of individuals 1n regard to the delinquent or 
potential delinquent. Realization that significant causes as 
environmental influences, emotional inetabili ty, and low 
1ntell1genoe were responsible tor incorr1g1b111ty was not 
enough; recognition of the responsibility of his school envi-
ronment 1n helping him to adapt to these causes and many other 
interrelated causes was a step 1n the right direction. Real-
ization th.at oa.usa.l factors are so numerous and interrelated 
that individual study of each child was pre-requisite in 
aiding the child with a. problem. The courts no longer judged 
the delinquent alone" but his personal environment. The term 
"pa.rental delinquency, 11 though trite,_ was used by the public. 
The preventive technique replaced the penal technique; and in 
cases of apprehended delinquency._ reform gave way to re-educa-
tion. 
12Heiµ-y Otto~ El.ementar,y School organ1ent1on and Adm1n-
1stra.t1on (New York: Appleton-Century-Cro:fts, Inc. 1 1954) p. 43. 
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Rehab111ta.t1on 
In the late 18001 s, investigators looked for statistics 
on the cost or institutional ca.re• The statistics were not 
to be f'ound in most eases. After more thorough inVestigation, 
the investigators were not satisfied with the results and the 
cost or institutional care. 
As the ,institutions became more crowded, and as the 
waiting lists grew longer, it was realized that custodial care 
and aid would not be sutric1ent. something beside aid must 
be done to relieve ~he situa.tion.13 In 1890, the charity 
organization decided upon re-train.tng or re-education of the 
handicapped for vocational fitneaa.14 
The oonoept of rehabilitation has grown in practice 
during the twentieth century. The first World War accentuated 
the need after the soldiers returned f'rom abroad.15 The idea 
of ma.king an individual aelf-sttff1c1ent an a manna of the 
saving or publio funds is not the whole idea of rehabil1tat1on. 
The recognition of the 1nd1v1duaJ.•s need to a 1'eel1ng of worth 
brought the handicapped from a self-pitying. dependent role, 
and offered him opportun1t1es tor vocations suited to his 
York: 
13Allen Ea.ton, A j31bl1ogro.nhy Q!. Social Surveys (New 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1930} p. xiv. 
14Ib1d, p. 15. 
15H. A. Csrroll, f.1ente.1 Hygiene, (Nelr York:. Prentioe-
Hall. Ino.,) p .• 425. 
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oa.pa.bllitiea. 
"Education 'for rehabilitation and vocational opportunity 
of the phya1cal.ly handicapped" became a. law in 1920. In 1943, 
this law was extended to include the mentally handicapped a.a 
well as the physically handicapped.16 
16Herbert Yahraea • Gains for the Handicapped. Public . 
Affairs Information. Bulletin 212. Washington, D .c. In 
cooperation with the Association for Aid for Crippled Children. 
1954. PP· 22 r. 
CHAPTER III 
FIRST CONCERN FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN WEST VIRGIMIA 
Aa the understanding of' exceptional children grows, 
b.istory reveals the change 1n attitude and concern. One of 
the first methods of endeavor 1n this behalf was the providing 
of' better institutions. The transition from custodial care 
to the treatment of dii'fiaulties was the next step of progress. 
As early as the 18th century attempts had been made to educate 
the deaf and the blind but it was not until the late decades 
of' the nineteenth century that serious attempts were made to 
educate the handicapped. 
-A.s the institutions tor the handicapped were established 
throughout this country it became apparent that the state could 
not care :tor all of these children in this way.. Agencies of' 
socinl welfare had to be organized. Boards of control, boards 
or health, boards of education, and boards of general welfare. 
The federal government, although slow to consider this its 
duty, orge.n.ized the Children's Bureau. The states each took 
the responsibility of caring for these "extremen cases at 
home or in hospitals for correction and treatment. County 
boards were formed and cooperated with the state.-
When the federal government and state governments 
cooperated, more agencies were formed. Conferences, clinics~ 
diagnostic centers, and fotllldations were only some or the 
means devised to correct, treat, train, and eduonte the 
handicapped exceptional child. 
The local clubs, a.ssoc1e.t1ons, and fraternal orders 
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have had their place 1n this assistance. Often it was their 
interest th.at encouraged legislature to establish agencies of 
welfare. Associations were formed, either independently or 
as an arm of a. former agency, which dealt exclusively for the 
protection and promotion of the needs of exceptional children.· 
The handicapped child who stumbles along with the 
mark of his need so evident to a.11 who see him, has been of 
first concern to the public. The blind, deaf, or crippled 
child has been oared for first. The mentally handicapped 
have been 1nstitut1ona.11zed, until recently, or hidden in the 
back of the home. When the stigma. attached to mental he.ndioap 
passed and when treatment and training provod beneficial, the 
public took other steps in h1s behalf. The socially handi-
capped, 1nst1tut1onal1zed at first for the protection of 
society, were then looked upon as possible "re-eduoatedn citi-
zens. Only through a few local associations and one inter-
national assoo1at1on has the gi:fted child yet been served. 
The White House Conference {1930) gave special recognition to 
the gifted child. Much is yet to be done 1n his behalf. 
THROUGH. INSTITUTIONAL CARE 
~~for Institutions fil the Time of~ Vire1n1a's 
Statehood 
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In 1863 West Virginia had no state institutions, no 
social organs to seaure general lleli'a.re, no common school 
system,. no normal schools and no university.l The state had 
no charitable institutions or reformatoriea--a.11 such 1nst1-
tutions having been built east of the mountains. There were, 
however, comity almshouses into which the several types of 
"unfortunates had been swept, swept as if into a rubbish 
heap.« By 1922 this condition had not changed for the better. 
By 1922 there were forty-four such farms, into lthioh one hun-
dred e.nd seventy-five children had been placed with eight 
hundred adults. Some of these children were delinquent, some 
mentally and physically defective, and others that had no 
family identity. From statehood to 1922, the condition 1n 
the a1mshouses had not improved; it had grown worse. The 
children were not even trained in the regular training usually 
given to any individual lrithin an institution; that is, 
training tor adjustment to the institution. The children 
lJ. M. Callahan, Semi-Centenn1e.l H1sto31 .Qi. West Virginia (Charleston: Semi•Oentennial Commission, 1913 p. 229. 
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were not oared :for medically. The conditions were unsa:ni-
tary.,2 
As there were no institutions :for the illsane, delin-
quent or· criminal, these 1nd.1vidua.ls were kept 1n the 1nst1-
tut1on 1n Staunton, Virginia. When the Staunton prison be-
came too crowded. the county jails o:f West Virginia became 
1nst1tut1ona pro tem. From 1863 to 1870 the blind \"rere 
boarded in other states under special arrangements. While 
the blind were cared for in this manner (and it is recorded 
that they were well cared for). the jails were filled 1t1th 
all kinds of "unfortunates,. .1ns~.,,e~ convicts, and juvenile · 
of'f'end.ers of both sexes."3 
'By 1866 it was obvious to West Virgin,.o. administrators 
that. the conditions in the jP~ls had to be taken ca.re or. 
The m!ngl.ing of sexes anc1 races within the jails, the over-
crowded conditions, the mromer 1n which they were maintained, 
and the continual addition to their number would have been 
bad enough if' they were normal. mentally and morally. The 
fact that many feebl.e-minded and insane made the situation 
deplorable.4 
2Report of tho West Virginia. State Child rlelf'are Commis-
sion. L. J •. Forman, Chairman. .Authorized by the 1921 Legisla-
ture by Gov. Morgan {Charleston: Capitol Building, 1922) 
pp. 9. 10. 
3caila.ha.n, sm.. sU.t,., pp. 232, 233. 
4 Ibid. loo. cit. 
--
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Institutions !2.£. Exoentional Children .!n. ~State 2f. West 
V1r51nia 
In 1866, the state prison wa.s erected 1n Moundsville. 
A1though there 1s no record available as to the capacity at 
the time of' erection, it seems reasonable to deduce that the 
oapac1ty as listed for 1893 was the same a.s that 1n 1866, 
since no record of' addition or annex is found. The capacity 
in 1893 was f'our hundred and f'ifty-five.5 If' the prison was 
ta.king care of' the ca.pa.city of. inmates it would appear that 
the conditions 1n the jails were greatly improved. 
During the same year an institution was opened 1n 
Weston for the "accommodation" of the white insane. This 
institution had. been erected, f'or th.is purpose, while the 
state was still a part of' Virginia.* The Civil War had 
prevented its oomplet1on.6 With the opening of' this insti-
. 
tution, capacity listed as 800, the condition 1n West V1r-
g1n1a. county Jails was greatly relieved. The criminals and 
the insane, 1n limited numbers, had been taken to Moundsville 
and to Weston. 
*D1sorepancy in :figures: Callahan says 1866, Blue Book 
says 1864, Barrows says 1864 and Ambler records 1866, 
5Isabel c. Barrows, (edit.) Proceedings of the National . 
Conference of' Oha.r1t1es end Correction at the 22nd Annual. Com-
missioned Session, New Haven, conn. (Boston: Ellis Press, 1895) 
P• 439. 
6aallahan; ,gn. ~., p. · 232. 
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··From 1866-1870 the legislature was induced to erect 
an institution for the deaf' and blind. This wa.s called the 
West Virginia Institution for the Deaf,. Dumb,and Blind• and 
was opened at the close of 1870. The name waa changed in 
1887 to West Virginia Schools :for the Deaf and Blind. At 
this time it ottered courses on the elementary and secondary 
level along with certain occupational training course.7 
With the new institution at Romney; West Virginia now 
had three institutions beside one university and severo.l. 
normal schools. The State Const1tut1on, Article XII, Section 
12, states: 
The legislature eha.11 roste?J,and encourage, moral, 
intellectual, soientif1c, and agricultural improvements: 
it shall, whenever it may ba practicable, make suitable 
provision for the blind, mute, insa.ne, end for the orga.n-
1zat1on of, such institutlons or· lea.rning as the beat 
interests of general education in the state may demand.e 
In 1887, another aot of legislature authorized the 
·. 
erection of the Second Hospital tor th~ Insane. Thia 1nst1-
tut1on was opened 1n 1893 at Spencer.9 There was still a 
pressing need. There was no institution tor the colored in-
sane. 
The period generally Im.own as "the nineties" was a 
period of intensive institution building 1n West Virginia. 
. _7mue Watkins, (edit.) ~ ·v1rg1n1a. Blue Book, vol. 26, 
(Charleston: Jarret Printing Company, 1942) p. 285. 
8Roy E. Power, (edit.) W. w. Trent (director) The 
School Law 2f. West Virginia (Charleston: Jarrett Publishing 
Co., l943'f P• 5. _ 
9watkins, (editor} 2l2• ill_., p. 289. 
After listening to protests from Governor Stevenson for 
twenty years, concerning the mingling o:r young delinquents 
with hardened criminals, the 1889 legislature established a 
reform school for boys in Prnnytown~ This institution was 
called the West Virginia. Reform School lllltil the name was 
changed to West Virginia Industrial S.chool for Boys •10 In 
1897, the state provided an institution of reform for girls 
in Salem which was known as West Virginia Industrial School 
i'or Girls. 
As has already been stated, the School :for the Blind, 
was an educational endeavor. The Industrial School for Girls 
was, at the time of opening, and is now one of the best spe-
cial educational institutions 1n the state. From one cottage, 
at the time o:r erection, this 1nst1tut1on has grown in size 
to include four cottages, one dormitory, and an ad.ministration 
bu1ld1ng.ll 
In 1897, an asylum was established at Huntington for 
such incurables as epileptics, idiots, insane, and others 
whose disorders a:ffected their minds.12 This was first 
called the Home for Incurables.. In 1901 it became the West 
Virginia Asylum, and in 1916 the Huntington State Hospital. 
lOib1d. p. 284. 
llA. H. Walkins, West yirp;inia Blue Book, (Charleston: 
Jarrett Printing co., 1942) p. 284. 
l2calla.han, .ma.. cit., p. 233. 
This hospital. has a fine reputation throughout the country for 
its work. 
The progress 1n erection of institutions for West 
Virginia's insane, delinquent, or1minel., ·mentally def1c1ent, 
and. poor is noticeably good. When it is pointed out that 
West Virginia became a state 1n 1893. had no institutions at 
that time, .was in a strained· f1nanc1e.l condition, and was not 
1n complete internal harmony politically, it is a credit to 
the early founders of the state that thirty-four years later 
seven institutions had been erected to meet the need of the 
"a-typ1cal11 sroups.13 
This period of 1nst1tut1ona.1 growth included many 
beginnings. 
In matters pertaining to health 8nd the care of 
dependents. delinquents, and defectives, legislative 
histocy was in line with the best tendencies. An act 
of 1881 created a state board of health7 composed of 
six physicians with power to regulate the praot1oe of 
medicine and surgery and to safeguard the heal.th of 
the state generally• •• • In 1881, county courts were 
authorized to e~}}iP county infirmaries :for the care 
of the poor.... · · 
There were many problems yet to be solved. The condi-
tions within the jails were better• but as yet no provision 
had been made for the colored; insane or delinquent. In 
1867, Doctor Hills. the superintendent of' the Hospital. for 
13ch.arles Henry Ambler, A Hlstoi of' Weet V1r~1n1a 
(New York: Prentioe ... Ha.11• 1933T pp. · 3 -3b5, 382, 3 5 •. 
l4Ibid. p. 405. 
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the Insane, ma.de the fo1low1ng report to the National Confer-. 
enoe of Charities and Correction: 
Several applications have been received for the ad-
mission of colored insane persons of both sexes. These 
have been necessarily refused adm1ss1on, a.s we have no 
special arrangements for that class. Their admission 
into the wards with whites 1s1yery properly refUsed in all hospitals of the ootmtry. :> 
The total population 1n West Virginia 1n 1900 was 
958,800. O:f' this number,- 915,233 were white,.43,499 colored, 
including 56 Chinese and 12 Ind!ans.16 Since no institution 
had been established for the colored insane, these individuals 
remained within the local. ja.!ls and e.lmshouses.17 
In 1901. the Legislature was requested to provide 
another school for the deaf and blind. It was not stated 
specifloa.lly that this. was to provide for the colored deaf 
and blind, nor was ~t stated specifically where this 1nst1-
tut1on was to be sltuated.18 The end resu1t. however-; was 
the establishment of the Schools for the Colored Deaf and 
Blind 1n Institute, West Virginia.. This end result took 
15Earrows, .2.E..• cit., P• 182. 
16 Ambler, .212.• ~., p. 428. 
17callah.ant .QP.• cit .. , PP• 232, 233; and Forman 
(editor), on. cit., p. 9. 
--
lBca.llahan, loo. £!.:!:.• 
twenty-four years to materialize, for the school wa.a not 
chartered until 1925.19 
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In the first quo.rt er of the twentieth century, West 
Virginia made several additions to its program for the colored 
needing institutional ca.re. The 1919 session of the 
leg1sla.tr're established the Lakin State Hospital for the 
colored insane. In 1926, this hospi ta.J. ppened. At the same 
t1me a training school for Negro delinquent boys was established 
a.t La.kin. This oorrect1onal 1nst1tut1on20 was located on a 
1,272-acre farm and supplied the food for its own needs as 
l'lell as· those of' the La.lcin Hospital. 21 
The following year, an Industrial Home for Colored 
22 Girls was opened at Huntington. 
~TO institutions l'Th1ah are of great 1ntereat to a 
study of this nature are the faro institutions for the training 
and care or the mentally defective •. These institutions are 
called The West Virginia Training School and the West Virginia. 
Children's Home.. '!'hey serve. aa.re, and train boys and girls. 
West Virginia. Children's Home was established by a 1911 act 
l9J • E. Walkins, (edit.) West Virginia. Blue Book, Vol. 
26, (Charleston: Jarret:t Pr~nting Company, 1942),~296. 
20rsabel c. Barrows, {edit.) Proceedings of the National 
Conference of Charities· and· Correction. 22nd Annual Session, May 
21~, 1895, New Haven,. Conn. (Boston: Ellis Press, 1895}, p. 432. 
21walkins, ou. cit~, p. 285. 
22~ •• p. 288~ 
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of legislature. The home was so small that a second unit 
wa.s built 1n 1935. This 1nst1tut1on is situated in Elkins, 
West V1rg1nia.. 23 
Like the Children's Home, the Training School has a 
limited eapa.oity. In 1941 there were 76 inmates, but 100 
were on the waiting list. This institution serves boys 
between the ages of 7 through 14.24 
Growth ~ Progress of the Eatab11shed Institutions 
These institutions were erected for the present felt 
need of that day. The establishment of such institutions 
revealed an 1norea.sing amount of need. In many 1neta.ncea, 
the institutions have had additions and annexes. It is of 
interest to see these institutions as they are today. 
Growth-!!-!t measured El. physioe.l e:xnans16n. Today 
there are twelve institutions which ca.re, treat, train or 
educate except1onaJ. children in West Virginia. For the sake 
of clarity and review, it seems important to list these 
institutions according to the type of exceptional child they 
serve. 
1. Institutions :for the physically ha.ndica.pped. 
West Virginia Schools f'or the Dear and Blind (white) 
West Virginie. Schools for the Deaf and Blind (colored) 
23A. H. Walkins, ~ Virginia Blue ~. Vol. 22, 
Charleston: Jarrett Printing Co.·, 1942)"; p. 283. 
24Ibid., p. 284. 
2. Institutions tor the socially handicapped 
West Virginia Industrial School for Boys 
West Virginia Industrial School for Colored Boys 
West Virginia. Industrial Home for Girls 
Weh~ Virginia Industrial. Home for Colored Girls 
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3. Institutions tor tha insane* and mentally de:feotiva 
Huntington State Hospita.1 
State Hospital for the colored Insane 
Weston State Hospital 
Spencer State Hospital 
4. Institutions for the mentally he.ndicapped 
West Virginia Training School 
West Virginia Childre:n•s Home 
The following pa.re.graphs will describe the type of 
physical expa11sion which has taken place since these 
1nst1tut1ons began. 
Weston State Hospital 
This institution began with one building which oost 
twenty-five hundred dollru.•s with ;I.and. In 1890.- th1a 
institution housed nine hu..'rldrcd and n1nety-n1na inmates. 
* The author includes the hospitals for the insane. 
The reason being that treatment is being carried out within 
these institutions at present which ma.y effect the cure and 
readjustment of these individuals for li:re 1n society. As 
the mentally def active might be defined as that individual 
emotionally imbalanced. the author feels tha.t these children 
a.re exceptional in that they are socially handicapped. The 
brain damaged child 1s often institutionalized as insane. The 
brain damaged child is both physically a.nd mentally handi-
capped.. In these ways. these institutions serve exceptional 
children. 
It had a capacity of' eight hundred.25 Today it is a farm 
ns wel1 as a hospital. Substantial improvements have been 
ma.de 1n t~e past few years; buildings. f'ireproof'ing, new 
equipment, new laundry, and the addition of a payohiatric 
unit. 
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The hospital holds a grade A rat:"tng with the American 
Hospital Association and the West Virginia Hospital Association, 
·am the institution 1s recognized by the American College 
of Surgeons. The new psychiatric unit, opened 1n 1942. 
1s the result of' exhaustive study and consultation with the 
foremost psychiatrists. It is believed to bo the first of' 
its kind to house all the facilities f'or rehabilitation 
o:f mental patients under one roof. Today 1t houses 1,878 
patients.26 
Growth-!!!!, measured EJ:, change in ob,lective. With the 
grcn11ng understanding of the quality and quanity of 
individual. differences, there developed a growing awa.x-eness 
of the fact that exceptional ohildrenwere not "odd,. 11 merely 
extremely different. With this increase in understanding 
of the "extreme" child, there uns increased interest and 
desire to do something for him. Ned1c1ne, psychology and 
25Em'rows, on. ill.·, p. 406 .r. 
26A. H. Walkins, The West V1r5inia Blue Book, (Charleston: 
Jarrett Printing Company, 1952}, Vol. 26;-pp:" 56 'f:f. 
psyohia.tcy devised teohniquos and experimented with drugs 
for the correction e:nd/or improvement of the handicapped. 
Mental hyg1en1£?ts and €duos.tors recommended socie..l re-edu-
oa.t1on :for the socinl.ly hand1ospped.. Mental. hygienists and 
guidmtce educa.tors proved that tra.1.n!ng for a vocation 
suited to each ind.1v1d.ue.l. 1s expedient to re-education, 
reha.b111tation, and. adjustment to society. 
With this new emphasis, growth of th.a institutions by 
physical expansion a.lone would not be enough to classify that 
institution a progressir..g or developing institution. In the 
account that preceded, the physical growth was discussed. In 
measuring purpose, this study has attempted to give the pr1-
marY' purpose for which the institution was established by the 
Legislature. The felt need at the time or legislation was 
one of emergency' a.nd. expediency 1n many instances. Three of: 
the institutions have been chosen to point out the progress 
as measured b]' a change 1n objective. The hypothesis or the 
author of the study 1s, that when a person or a group of per-
sons change the objective of a program. 1£ that objective 1s 
1n line with modern thought {which itself is based upon sc1en-
t1f1c experiment and exper1ene) that person or group o:r per-
sons has "grown!'. Developmenta1 progress is the result. 
The institutions chosen to po1nt out the change of ob-
jective are: (l) The West Virginia Schools for the Deaf and 
Blind, (2) The liest Virginia Training School, and (3) the 
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Huntington State Hosp1ta1. They have been chosen because oi' 
the difference 1n the type of' 1nd1v1dueJ. they serve, because 
of the d1ff'erenoe in the age of the inst,1tut1ons (that is, .. 
they a.re not the three oldest institutions 1n the state), and 
because the nature of their change is so d1ff erent. These 
representative institutions a.re a true picture of all of the 
institutions in regard to change of objective. 
The West Virginia Schools t'or the Deaf and Blind 
or1g1.na.1 9~Jectivq 
TYPE F.dueational 
STATED "Every pti..rent or guard-
ian having control of 
eny mentally normal 
minor over eight yea.rs 
of age who is def active 
1n sight or hearing, 1s 
required to send aueh 
minor to this institu-
tion where he shall con~ 
t.inue to attend school 
until he has completed the 
course of' instruction as 
prescribed by the Ste.ta 
Boa.rd of Education. The 
Present ObJectiv~ 
Educat1onal-Vocat1ona.l 
"Thie school 1e a stand-
ard state school oi'f er-
ing elementary, secondary, 
and vocational training 
in separate schools for 
the deaf' and blind. All 
the avnilable techniques 
for the vocational train-
ing of' the pupils are 
used."32 
pupils of said sohool may . 
continue therein f 1ve yea.re. nJl · 
3lsta.te School Lnt<T of West Virginia., Art. 17, Bee. 1 
and Seo.. 5. 
32A. H. Walltins, yTest. l!_irgin!n. ,Blue Book {Charleston: 
Jarrett Printing co., 1955} Vol. 36, P• 20. 
The West Virginia Training School 
Ob.1ect1ve 
TYPE OF 
CHILD IN "Feeble-minded" 
INSTITU..:o: 
TION 
'l'YPE or cust0d.1n1 ca.re 
PROGRAM 
OBJECTIVE nThe establishment 
STATED of a training school 
tor the menta1ly de-
~ ~ctitre (common1y 
cla.ss~d a.s f eable-
mindad) is author-
ized f o~ ca.re of 
nuoh 1ndiv1dua.J.s.0 33 
Ob.lective 
Mentally retnrded 
Treatment, tratitlng, 
and readjustment 
uThe purpose of this 
inatitution today is 
to treat the condi-
tions of menta.l def ac-
tiveness, train the 
child to return to 
lii'e, well adjusted, 
salf'-suffiaient, and 
(if possible) aelf-
supporting. An avo-
cation 1s trains~,. in 
every 1nstance.":n 
State Colored Hospital for the Insane 
ORIGil~ALLY 
TYPE OF Treatment and ca.re 
OARE 
STATED "establish this 
hosplt.al for th~ 
c~1re and treatment 
of insane persons 
who a.re mentally 
a.ffected."35 
Treatment; correotiona.1 
and therapoutic. 
Patients are thoroughly 
examined for physical. 
and mante.l abilities. 
. They e.re treated by drugs 
and baths. Correctional 
surgery has been inst1-
33Act of Legialo.ture, 1921, A~. XI. 
34Jen1s R. Jerry, Who.t ~ lli?, !Q!: ~ Ghlld. An i.mpub-
11shed article for distr1but1on to pa.rents. St. Mary's, W. 1Va. 
35Act 1919 Boe.rd of Cont?'Ol. 
tuted. Occupational 
and recreational 
therapy a.ims at ad-justment and cure, if 
poas1ble.36 
From these sample institutions, the che.nge in objec-
tive has been dependent upon the contributions of mm.1y fields 
of endeavor. The 'fields of psycholog:r, medioi11e, sociology, 
nnd eduao.tion h..~ve each made the:tr 0011trlbution. This has 
not been true or i11etitut1ons in West Virginia. exaltteively. 
the transition o:r thought nationally and internationally hao 
been simller to such ffgrm1th." Again, it must be stated 
that the acceptance o:f' the exceptional groups, dependent upon 
the rscogni tion of individual differences, has wrought oppor-
tunities for.the exceptional child. 
Growth-as measured t:ith other ste..tec:. Since this child 
-
has been recosn!zed in other areas than West Virginia, 1t is 
interesting to discover h<JW West Virginia has grmrn in rela-
tionship to other sta.tes of the United States. ·wast Virginia 
has shown progress in the type of institutional care offered. 
West Virginia has bean able to improve the physical. plants 
of' her institutions·. Hou then has West Virginia. "grownn 1n 
relationship to other states in 1natitut1on.:.'1.1 ca.re? 
In a study by the Russel Sage Foundation, West Virginia 
Industrial Home for G1rla waa compared with thirteen other 
36v; al.kins, .2J2.• £.ll., Vol. 36, p. 27. 
southern states• training schools. The f'ollowing diagram 
shows this institution's rank as compared to the other thir-
teen states in current expense per ca.pita, administration 
salaries per ca.pita,. teachers• salaries per ca.pita., number 
on staff, and average wards pet' worker. 
WEST VIRGINIA ASSISTS THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD 
THROUGH SOO IAL WORK 
Influence gt Federal Af5enc1es 
The Federal Government did not consider itself to be 
responsible ror the welfare and health or its citizens unt11 
the 1860 • s. The welfare or the general population was con-
sidered in some instances to be the responsibility of the 
individual states and 1n many instances, the responsibility 
or the local governments.37 The establishment of several 
departments and bureaus began 1n 1862. The Office of Educa-
tion was established in i867. None o:r these early departments 
of the government were of the social welfare kind. The fede-
' ral government had not yet considered this to be a function 
o:r the na~1on. 
The White House Conference on the Care of Dependent 
Ch11dren in 1909, marks the entrance of the federal govern-
' 37navid E. Ho.ilman, "Federal Agencies 1n Social .Work," 
R. H. Kurtz, (editor) Social ~Year Book (New York: National 
Association of Social Workers, 1957) Thirteenth Issue. pp. 251. 
Avere.{!o lto.rd.o per 1i1orl:or 
number on ntart 
Exponoo per OD.pita 
Tonohor'o anlnriea por caii1to. 
Pox- cQnt or otntt' 1rl.th t.1vo to 
ton yen.ra of ton'U.%'0 
Ad.~1n1atrc.t1on aalor1on :PO~ 
cc.p1tl\ 
Menn rank 
Rt'\JU\.: lot to 14th 
oth 
Sth 
lath 
12th 
2nd 
11th 
7th 
The or..a.oplo nbovo i·m.o only e. pctrt of the stll"'VOy-otudzr • 
Tho f!guro ohot1a the rnnl: of the state 1n rolt\t;ton to ote.:f'i" 
tenuro 1 onlary, and nunbar only. 
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ment into the a.ff'airs o:r soc1o.l work.38 This very important 
Coni'erenoe culminated in the development of the Children's 
Bureau of 1912.39 This conference is also important to excep-
tional children, f'or the conf'erences to follow concerned them-
selves with this child end his needs. 
·To the Children's Bureau the government assigned the 
job of making and keeping atat1st1cal records on education 
and welfare. It was still the task of the state and local 
government to care for 1ts poor, aid its disabled, correct 
and 1nst1tut1ona.11ze its criminals,. and pay for welfare and 
health services. 
It remained this 'ltay until 1930, when the depression 
yea.rs made it 1mpoes1ble f'or the states to continue supporting 
a.11 its institutions and social organs. In the emergency the 
government bad to become responsible. The Federal Emergency 
Relief Administration was one answer to this crisis. Tho 
Civilian Conservation Corps and the National Youth Adminis-
tration were other such programs, the latter two relating 
entirely to children during this trying time. The 1935 Social 
Security Aot combined all types of social agency needs into 
one and the Social Security Board was i"ormed. This depart-
38Report or the Committee on Socially Handicapped~ 
Delinquency. From the Foreword.. Hon. Frederick Cabot, Chair-
man. (New York: The Century Company, 1932) p. xv. 
39Ib1d. p. 3. 
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ment was to assist the states 1n their attempt to take care 
of the needy dependent children, blind, tmemployedand the 
a.ged.40 
, In 1953 the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare was formed under the new adm1n1stra.t1on. This 
aonta1ned within !ts body the Department or Social Security, 
the Public Health Service, and: the Office of Vocational· 
Reha.b111ta.tion. 41 (It also contained other bodies, but the 
d1acues1on here is interested o~y 1n child welfare.) Each 
of these bodies has units directly.assisting or concerned 
with the welfare of exceptionally handicapped youth. 
From the early 1860's the government haa s~~wn interest 
and hns given some aid to the welfare of children, especially 
the exceptionally handicapped. It is not to be overlooked, 
however, that the White House Con:f'erenee has concerned 
itself w1th the gif'ted ch11d (1931). 
State Welfare Agencies 
West Virginia. at statehood we.a interested in its 
' 42 
citizens but hnd no social organs for their general welfare. 
40Brookings Institution. Functions and Activities of 
the National Government in the Field of Wel"i'are; Renort. COmmission 
on-organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, pp. 84-85. 
41Ha.1lman, on • .9.!i·• p. 261. 
42J. M. Ca.l.lah. an,. Semi-Centennial Hiator) .Q!. ·west Virp;inia, (Charleston: Semi-Centennial coramiosion, 1913 , pp. 229 and 232. 
It was a~\the time that West Virginia declared herself a 
state ... fr: ha.~ 'the government was starting to take an interest 
42 
[-~ \l 
in pu~~io l}'lalfare • It . is not hard to understand, then, that 
West ~irginia would have provided custodial 1nst1tut1ons for 
the c.are h:r its ha.ndioa.pped and penal institutions :for the 
prot6ctd.o~ 1.of 1t~ citizens before organizing executive 
~ ,: 
II' , 
depart¢onta of welfare within the state government. 
:,,:th the 1889 session or legislature, a. commissioner of 
statistics and labor was provided for the stnte.43 One of 
the duties of the commissioner was to provide an efficient 
child labor law aimed at the lessening of delinquency. 
In 1895 the twenty-second session of the National 
Conference of Charities nnd Oorreot1on met. The proceedings 
include a report from West Virginia. which shows the lnok of 
any organization within the state executive board in rage.rd 
to institutional management. From the yea.rs 1867 to 1894 
the reports show that "nothing has been done, 0 "something has 
been promised,u end expressions of gross disorgan1zat1on.44 
It was not until 1908 that organization came to the 
state government of West Virginia 1n matters of public welfare. 
43 Ibid., p. 238. 
44rsa.bel c. Ba.rroi'ts ( ed1 tor), Proceedings of the Na tiono.l 
Conference of charities e.nd correction o.t the 22nd Annual 
Conference session held at New Haven, Conn. {Boston: Ell1s-
Press, 1895), p. 182. 
The beginning or Governor Glasscock's adminis-
tration was marked by a more centra11zed manage-
ment of the finances of state institutions through 
the agency of a newly created board of control, which 
by liberal principles or economy reduced much waste 
ot expenditure.45 
43 
At the forming of the Board of Control the government had 
placed into the hands or certain individuals the care and 
interest ot 1ts inatitutiona.46 M~ other departments were 
formed at this time, and organization in state government was 
apparent. 
In 1921 certain citizens o:r the state showed. an inter-
est. 1n caring for and educating the crippled children. sev-
era1 fraternal orders and women's social soc1et1es sponsored 
a program which they called the Humane Society. From this 
action, the legislature acted in 1919 to change this society 
to ·the Board of Ohlldren·•s Guardian •. In an act of 1921 this 
Board was given an appropriation of eighty thousand dollars. 
The Crippled Children's Council, also beginning as a. c1v1c 
project, was formed at about this same time.47 
The most important action that the state government 
4Scailahan, 2.12.• oit .. , p. 247. 
46A. H. Walkins, ~ Vim1n1a. ~Book (Che.rleston: 
Jarrett Printing.Co., 1942) Vol 23., p.;-ra. 
47c. H. Ambler, History of West Virginia (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1933) p. SI'o-512. 
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took toward the development o:r public welfare was 1n 1921.48 
At this time the Child Welfare Commission was authorized by 
the.legislature to ma.ke a. survey of the state and to make 
recommendations for the 1923 session. The Commission was 
told that "their' funat1onwa.s to study and +,o investigate the 
laws and oond1t1ons existing relating to dependent, neglected, 
defective, and delinquent children and to report the result 
oi" the 1nvest1gat1on together with its recommendations to the 
1923 ses~1on of the West Virginia Leg1slature."49 
The commission made a survey or the almshouses. In 
forty-five of the fifty•five counties 1n the state, there 
were auch.aJ.mshouses. Some or the inma.tea were delinquents. 
Many of them were mental defectives.· The condition nee es- · 
s1tated.a thorough statistical survey to decide what action 
should be taken. 
As a result of this survey the commission made two 
recommendations: one recommenda.t1on was a request for the 
creation of' county welfare boards, e.nd the other was a 
recommended bill for "the creation of homes 1n each of the 
congress1onal districts o:r the state for the care and support 
48Reporl of' the West Virginia State Child Welfare 
Commission, 1922, L. J. Forman, Chairman. Authorized by the 
1921 Leg1sle.ture by Governor_E. F .. Morgan. (Charleston: Cap-
itol Bldg., 1922) p. 7. · 
49Foreman. , !Q£_. 2&· 
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of the poor. u50 The latter recomm.eridti.t1on had the intention 
of separating the mental def eotives ·from the poor, and at the 
same time establishing five good poor homes 1n place of forty-
five deplorable ·ones. 
The duty·or the county welrare boarder said the com-
mission, was to make visitations, make statistical. charts to 
be submitted to the state boa.rd of welf'are, and to determine · 
the amotint or dependency, delinqueney, and the present distri-
bution of .funds to the poor. The members or the board were 
to cooperate with the truant officers, the Board of Health 
and the Child Labor Inspectors. It was the aspiration of the 
Child Welfare Commission that this new cooperative effort in 
ea.oh county or the state would (1) decrease the a.mount of' 
delinquency, (2) provide for better and wiser appropriations 
to the poor, (3) develop local resources of each county to-
ward a better opportunity for child life, (4) awaken the 
citizens to their duties to the child, and (5) make provisions 
for the physically and mentally defective child. 
It.was not that this commission wanted to use more 
publ1o funds in order to build more almshouses. It was rather 
that they wanted to sell the present homes and build f'ive 
country farms, one in each district. They also wanted to do 
away ·with the care f'or the poor under the contra.ct system. 
That is. contracting the care of individuals per year to the 
50chap. 134, Sec. 4, 24, Amendments 1923 Act of Leg .. 
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lowest bidder.51 
One of the most significant factors of the commission's 
study was the use of a. survey which had been made during 1920 
by the National committee for Mental Hygiene 1n nooperation 
with the West Virginia. Committee of Mental Hygienists. The 
results of the survey l1ere numerous. The :following includes 
only the pa.rt in which the Child Welfare Commission had a 
particular 1nterest:52 
West Virginia. Industrial Home for Girls 
48% had a mental age of 12 yea.rs or under (only one 
girl of this group was chronolog1cally 12 years 
of a.ge) . 
20% were feeble-minded 
West Virginia. Industrial School for Boys 
63% had a mental age of 12 yea.rs or under (only 5% 
were chronolog!cel.ly 12 yea.rs or under) . 
31% were feeble-minded 
Inmates of County Jails 
40%. had criminal records 
28~ of these were feeble-minded 30% of the prostitutes were feeblo-m!nded 
Inmates of 16 County Infirmaries (Almshouses} 
22% were suffering from mental disease 
41% were feeble-minded . 
West V1rg1n1o. Children's Home for Ornhans 
42% were feeble-minded 
51Ib1d •• p ... 9. 
52Ibid., p. 15 (condensed for th1s study). 
West Vlrs1n1a.'e Odd Fellow•s Home 'for Children 
5% were f'eeble-m1nded 
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The Ohild 1f elf' are Comm1sa1on, acting on this survey, 
said, "Throughout the state are to be found mentally defective 
children who ara not receiving that protection and preparation 
f'or life which might prevent them from becoming the future 
crL'ilinals, vagrants, dependents, or from becoming the mothers 
of 1lleg1t1mate children and from propagating more of· theil:' 
own k1.."ld. faster than we can train or control them. n 
The Commission ma.de an endorsement of the 1921 act of' 
legislature which had authorized the establishment of a train-
ing school for mental. defectives. The Commission added thnt 
the 1923 session shou1d make an appropriation for the erection 
of such an 1nst1tut1on.53 
The~ also added a recommendation for the transfer of 
insane and epileptic patients from the Huntington State Hos-
p1 tnl to the Weston and Spencer hospite.ls. The latter two 
hospitals were exclusively for the insane. •1The reason for 
th1s transfer," said the eomm1s&1on, was that "one~half' of 
the patients at the Huntington State Hospital. were feeble• 
minded ........ this transfer was to provide adequate facll-
1t1ea for ...... segregation or the feeble-minded thus.m1ti-
53Ibig., p. 15. 
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gating a very vita,l need 1n the state .... n54 
As a fins.l chapter.of their two-year study, the Child 
Welfare commission added what they called the "rights or 
Childhood~" 
One of these rights they called the "right to 
educat1on."55 Under this right they 11sted severa.1 school 
raoil1t1es needed and the requirements necessary to the 
enforcement of' compulsory school law. or most interest to 
this study is the inclusion of the physically and. mentally 
handicapped child. They recommended that special. opportunities 
for advancement be afforded every child according to h1s 
abUity•56 
Under the third right, the commission spoke in behalf 
o'f the sooia.lly handicapped child. The reaormnendat1on was 
that juvenile courts be set up for the protection or delinquent 
children. Throughout the commission's report their concern 
for the delinquent child 1s reflected~. They expressed 
spec19.l. concern for the girl older than eighteen. This girl 
would, of course, be too old· to attend the state Industrial 
School for Girle. "These g1rls," said the committee members, 
"are wandering our streets, committing crimes,. and getting 
54Ib1d., p~ 16. 
55Ib1d., p. 20. 
56J?oreman, ~· £.!!. 
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1nto our courte ...... There 1s no provision for these unfortunate 
delinquent girls excepting the county ja11a.n57 
From the Commission's survey, then, ca.ma two recom-
mendations for the soc1a.1ly handicapped group. one, that 
/ 
luvenlle courta1 be esta.b11sheda and two, tho.t another school 
i.f 
for delinquents1over the age or eighteen and under the age 
of twenty-one be established. 
j/ 
The Federa.1 Government, 1n the forming of its first 
departments tor the public welfare, had actually accomplished 
little for the states. The state of' ·west Virginia. had in 
its first established boards done little more than make 
statistica.1 accounts and pass bills into legislative acts .• 
The Child Welfare Commission of 1922 is important to the 
history or West Virginia not because or the extent of their 
survey alone nor the number or their recommendations. They 
are important to the picture or the development or agencies 
assisting exceptional children because their survey and. 
recommendations brought about changes 1n legielntion and, 
greater st111, changes within the state. 
One result of' this study was the formation of the county 
welfare boards. In 1931 it was reported that these county 
agencies were or active assistance to the crippled children 
1n their area. They had been authorized from the state office 
to bring to that Department's attention a.11 crippled children 
57~., p. 18. 
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needing attention. The county welfare boards. by 1931, 
were transporting crippled children to a.nd from the hospitals 
and clinic. Perhaps the most effective work of these county 
boards was the f ?~~ow-up v1s1 ts they made to the home a.f ter 
the child had received trea.tment.58 
Another result of the Child Welfare Commission was·· 
the formation by the Legislature of a Crippled Children's 
"" council.· 
The most indicative resu1t of the commission's study 
was the merging of the Chlld~en's Council, the Unemployment 
Relief Administration,. and th~ Boa.rd of Ch11dren1 s Guardians 
1nto one State Department of Public Welfare. This department 
was the action of' the ~931 session of the Legislature. 
The Public Welfare of Weat V1rg1n1a. l'Ta.s f ortune.te 1n 
having as its first director Gal.vert L. Estill. .t\11 history 
h.a.s men whose works and words must be recorded. Mr. Calvert 
was such a mo.n. From his research,. policies, and recom-
mendations West Virginia's handicapped children benefited 
greatly .. 
58calvert L. Estill, The organization !.!.!!. Activities 9f 
the West Virginia Department of Public Welfare, (Charleston: 
Matthews Printing co., 1933), p. 34. 
* Thie Council was later merged with two other boards. 
It was formed by a 1925 Act of Legislature. 
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One of the first revisions P..r. Calvert made was to 
have the age extended from sixteen to twenty-one yoars of age 
for the treatment of the phys1ca1ly handicapped. He also 
changed the State's policy or treating only ttorthopediou 
cases. He felt that all.children suffering from physical 
hand.1oa.ps were acceptable for rehabilitation on state ftmds. 
"The law states," sa.1d Mr. Estill, ttthat any oh1ld with a 
physical handicap can be accepted by the Department for 
treatment."59 
Mr. Estill was also responsible :for the development of 
a record system. He declared that the institutions should 
be required to keep records showing, :family history. social 
background. cause of difficulty. and the physical, mental, 
social and educational status of the child and his immediate 
family. Up until this time, manf of the 1nst1t~t1ona had no 
records at all other than names and address of closest rela-
tive. 
Mr. Estill was a progressive man. He instituted a plan 
for diagnostic centers in the state. "I have in mind a plan 
Which. 1£ ad.opted, would help take a good deal of the load 
59calvert L. Estill, Organization ~ Activities, State 
of West Virginia, Department of Public Welfare. July 1, 1931 
to Janue.17 l, 1933· (Charleston: Matthews Printing and. Litho 
co. f 1933} p. 18. 
off the shoulders or the tax:payers. 1160 
At the time that J.fr. Estill spoke, ·the three wh1 te 
hosp1tB.ls. for the insane were distributed throughout the 
state. The mental hygiene commissions of the counties 
would commit their patients to any of these hospitals~ 
Mr. Estill's plan was to determine· the degree of the 
insanity in each case where the person was judged insane. 
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Mr. Estill called this a d1nsp.ost1c center. Every 
1nd1v1dua1 who came to the center would be thoroughly 
examined and the cause of h1s emotional or nervous disorder 
determined and recorded. If he were judged incurable he 
would then ba sent from the diagnostic center to one of the 
other two hospitals and would be given simple oustod1e.l ca.re. 
If, however, the individual had .been judged 1nsane because 
of a physical defeat, by a misunderstanding considering his 
health, or was f'ound to be curable. he would ata.y at the 
diagnostic center and. receive treatment. 
t•'.'r. Estill was not mo.king a humanitarian appeal. He 
fully realized that the majority o~ people were a.lraa.d.y 
concerned for those less fortunate thnn themselves. He was 
attempting to save the public money ns well as to send 
healthy 1nd1v1duals home. 
60 . Ibid., PP• 19-21. 
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Take, for instance, a boy ten years of a.ge, certified 
as mentally defective by a mental hygiene commisoion and 
committed to one or .our state hospitals under present 
conditions. ·Let us suppose that the boy lives to be 
sixty. He will receive custodial care for fity yea.rs 
at a cost of' certa.1n1y not less than f1fty·centa a day. 
The care of this one case wou1d cost the taxpayers $9,275.00 
Let us suppose, on-the other hand, that th1s child's 
condition was ea.used by diseased tonsils or other physical 
defeat and that correct diagnosis of his trouble and. 
proper treatment would,. in a. year's time, have restored 
him to good physical and mental health. If' that treat-
ment cost $200.00, $500.00 or even ~l,000.00, wouldn't 
it be the part.of.wisdom and economy to insure that he 
received it? I realize that the cause I ha.ve cited--
diseased tons11--1s6f re.re one; but I used the example for its n1mpl1o1ty. 
Thia a.c1dress of Hr. Estill •a was progressive for the 
state of West Virginia. Many states had already established 
diagnostic centers and clinics for th1s purpose. Mr. Estill 
presented his 1nterpretatiou ot this 1dea to the Public 
Health Assoc1nt1on.· In November of 1931, the Public Health 
Asaoo1a.tion endorsed Mr. Estill's plan, and the center (with 
the sanction of the Governor) was established at the 
. . 62 Huntington·Hospital. 
The words of a man do not determine his value to a 
system. The results of the program, under the direction of 
Mr. Estill, show that he was the lllDn of progressive action 
61rb1d. * p. 20. 
-
62Ib1d •. , p .. 22. 
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West Virginia needed. 
The following is a list o:f results of •the Public 
Welfare Board from 1931 to 1934. These results a.re only the 
moat outstanding ones relating to exceptionally handicapped 
ehj.ldrent.63 
Results of the program of public welfare 1931-1934 
l. Each year there 11as an average of 364 physically 
handicapped children authorized for treatment by 
state funds. 
2. Conley Hoapittll. as a preventorium fully equipped 
with the latest and best equipment for treatment 
of children with bone tuberculosis. 
3. D1agnostio clinics were held 1n ten counties. 
Five hundred and. seventy-eight children wer~ ex-
amined by these clinics and by specinlists. 
Their parents were given advice concerning nec-
essary treatment and ca.re. 
4. Two Orthopedic nurses were added to the stuff' to 
do field service and follow-up cu.rth 
5. F.duaational s.nd oocupat!ona.1 therapy was estab-
lished. T\-10 teachers were employed during ti·ro 
school. years to tench the children who t-rere 
hospitalized for long periods of time. 
6. The most outstanding result was the cooperation 
received by the citizens or the state. Railro~..d 
and bua companies transported the children at no 
expense. CotUlty superintendents of' schools, city 
superintendents, and local teachers gave assiate.nce 
by making surveys to find crippled children in need 
of' help. 
The work of both state and county public uelfa.re boards 
begins the history of education under the public school system. 
63Ib1d., PP• 29-34. 
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In 1932, the Sta.ta Department of Education started supplying 
teachers to the hospitals in cooperation with this program.64 
SUMMARY 
. From the trends and changes within the i"edera.1 govern-
ment, the state government changed as if following an example. 
The government ha.s influenced and aided West Virginia through-
out its orgonized program of soo1al welfare. The government 
was slow in assuming its respons1b111ty for the needy members 
of its society. After the organization for public welfare 
was established, the government.was slow 1n giving the a.id 
that.the states needed. 
West Virginia was sloi'T in developing any system of 
organization for public welfare. In the early twentieth cen-
tury mo.ny acts were passed. But it was often years before 
a.ny action developed. Callahan said of West Virginia., "the 
state turned quickly to solve 1ts social needs through 1nst1-
tut1ona11za.t1on. EXecu.t1ve a.gene 1es f'or inspection were 
developed rather slowly.n65 
Today West V1rg1n1a has increased her a.id to the eiclt 
and needy. Today her organs of social welfare have grown. 
Today s1x boards of the state have u1th1n their organization 
64I'Q1Q,., p,. 35. 
65callnhan, ,g,a. cit., p. 229-232. 
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assistance which they give to the exceptional chUd.66 
66vralkins, Em.• ill.·• Volume 26, P• 1+4, 45. 
CHAPTER IV 
SPECIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION FOR THE 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN WEST VIRGINIA 
Before 1930 West Virginia did not have a program for 
educating the exceptional child. In 1930 the State Department 
of Education. established schools for the physically he..ndi-
ca.pped child 1n the hospitals. A homebound program had devel-
oped in a few of the counties of the state by 1941. Appro• 
pria.tion was increased 1n 1946. and the special education pro-
gram spread to the public schools. Special. classes were 
formed for the physical.l;r and mentally handicapped. In 1955, 
a State Director or Speo1a1 F,ducntion was employed. 
Today the State's Special Education Program extends to 
33 of its 55 counties. The development of suoh e. program 
rested on the state a.dm1n1stra.tors• as thoy (1) recognized 
quantity and quality or individual differences within their 
schools, (2) surveyed to find the. incidence of those di:f:fer-
ences among their schoo1-age youth, (:;) modified the curr1o-
ul.um and school organization beaause of those differences, 
and {4) employed personnel to meet the needs of those who 
were "different." The extent to which that program has grmm 
today depends upon (1) the method they used to determine the 
quality and q.ua.nt1ty ·of individual. differences, (2} the types 
of program they offered to those who were different. (3) the 
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qunlity of personnel they employed for the program, (4} the 
number of children reached by the program, and (5) the con-
tribution that the program has made to its pupils and the 
community from which ea.ah crone. 
RECOGNITION OF RESPONSIBILITY BY PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
It is not fair to say that prior to the 1920•s West 
Virginia Educators did not recognize the la.ck of provision for 
the phyeio~ly and mentally h~.nd.1capped 1n their school pro-
gram. Neither would it be fair to sa.y that they ha.d never 
considered. the ind1v1dual.e 'tf1th1n their program who were not 
prof1tt1ng from instruction. Educators have e.lways evaluated 
to some degree.1 The amount of retention, the large number 
of drop-outs, and the.many rural children who were leaving 
school to go to work had been pointed out in the annual re-
ports of the state supervisors and county superintendents 
many t1mes.2 From the middle 192o•a to the present doca.de 
many ch~..nges have taken place in behalf of exceptional chil-
dren. The many surveys, curriculum studies, and apeoial sub-
ject expe1•1ments which took plnoe during this time contributed 
to this change. 
le. c. Roee, Measurement E1 Today's Schools (New York: 
Prent1oe-He.J..1, 1950) pp. 17, 18. 
2w. c. cook, j31enn1nl Report of :till!!, state fupt. Qt Free 
Schools. Fo:t~ the two years endine, June 1930. Charleston: 
Dept. 0£ F..d.., 1930) P• 46. 
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The 'Educational Survez .Q!. 1928 
Lorimer Cavins was e.uthorized by tho Superintendent· ·of 
State.Free Sahoo1s to make a survey 1n·aacordo.nce with en a.ct 
of the 1927 legislature. The second soct1on was to deal with 
"Educational Achievement." The results were obtained by the 
use of standard tests of general intelligence and specific 
achievement. The method of' organization started with a. zoning 
of the state. The state was divided L~to rive zones, each 
zone representing natural. a11d distinct divisions of the varied 
interests of West Virginia. The tests used were reliable and 
valid standard tests.3 
It is not the purpose of this study to discuss all of 
the resul ta of the 1928 sv.rvey. Only the summary o:f' 1'1nd1ngs 
which relate to this study are iltoluded here. 
(1) The age-grade distribution f'or all cl~.sses of 
schools typical of the entire state, counting 
only one year as the range ~or norme.l pup11a, 
reveal.a that 12% of the pupils are :f'rom one to 
three yea.rs under-age, 31% or normal a.ge, and 
57/~ a.re from one to ten yen.rs over-age. 
(2) The pupils from all types of schools are mentally 
eleven or twelvemonths below sta.ndnrd 1n the 
fifth and seventh grades. 
(3) A oonmar:lson of the mental and chronological 
v.ges reveals that for upper grades the pupils 
3Lor1mer v •. Cavins SurveI f?!:. Education in ~ Virginie .• 
"Ed.uca:t1ona.1 Achievement", under the direction of George Ford, 
State Superintendent of Free Schools. (Charleston: Dept. of 
El:lucat1on, 1928) pp. S, 9. 
are slightly more than two4yeo.rs older chro-nologically than mentally. 
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The findings revealed that children from the ruro.1 one-
room schools were better grouped 1n age-grade distribution, 
but this was partly due to the faot that the look-step system 
of promotion was less pronounced 1n suah a situation. The 
findings revealed that '37 percent of the pupils of West Vir-
ginia were from one to ten years over-age. Mr. Cavins con-
clUded these find.ings by saying the.t either the pupils do 
not attend regularly or fa.11 for some reason to make their 
promotion. As a. result or these findings, the surveyor ma.de 
six recommendations. 
Four o:f' the six reoommendn.tiona apply to this study. 
(1) That standard test be required to determine the 
ca.pa.city of the pupils to do the work 1n the 
various grad.es. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
That :f'1rst grade teachers give especial attention 
to the classification of primer and first grade 
children with the view o:f' promoting the "brighter" 
children as rapidly as possible. 
That spao1a.l classes be formed wherever possible 
tor the extremely slo1·r pupils, and other classes 
t:or the especially capable pupils, in order to 
enable the normal group to do a year's work in a 
year' a time,. and to prevent the vast amount or 
re-teaching now going on 1n the state. 
That graded-school teachers and administrators 
give much more time at present to encouraging 
individual in.Btruot1on to the end that th5y may 
modify the look-step system of promotion. 
4Ibtd., pp. 41-43. 
5Ib1d., pp. 43, 44. 
6l 
~ Curriculum Change of .!221 
superintendent Trent, in explaining the reason for 
curriculum change 1n 1937, said, "this constitutes e. step 1n 
the formulation of the courses of study, which are intended 
to be enriched by further study, by experimentation, and by 
application of present and new lmowledge of psychology. 11 6 
His idea was to adjust the program of the schools to the needs 
of the day. 
The important clk"1.llges 1n this course of study a.re found 
1n three objectives favoring the specially gifted child. 
(1) Knowledge should be obtained through individual 
activities that tend to discover and conserve 
precious talent of specially gifted ohildren.7 
And under the course of study for a.rt: 
(2) To encourage and giye special opportunities to 
the talented child.~ 
The courae of study for mus1c included the following aim: 
(3) To provide additional opportunities for those 9 especially talented 1n vocal or· instrumental. music. 
Quite extensive rrork was done toward outlining the 
oourse or study for the fields of music and art. Several units 
were planned and outlined for the teaoher or each grade. 
6.Forest \·l. Stemnle, (Chairman and editor) Pror~nm of 
Study for Elementary Schools, State of West Virgiriia (Charle-
ston: Jarrett Printing Co., 1937) P• iv. · 
7Ib1d •• P• 7. a~., P• 215. 
9Ibid., p. 267. 
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Separate suggestions were made to teachers in rural areas •. 
Whereas one of the strengths of this cUl'riculum over the 
former ones adopted by the state was ite stress on individual. 
capacity, the courses of study in eaoh of the fields men-
tioned did not indicate to the teacher any means whioh ahe 
might use to determine this capacity. 
The Curriculum StudI .2!. 1942 
The survey of 1928 was followed nine years later by a 
ourrioulum change. From 1940 to 1953 several curriculum 
studies were carried out, some of which were experimental. 
Handbooks 1n selected subject fields were ma.de and given to 
the teachers of the sts.te who, in turn, would use the pre-
scribed units (or make some of their own to adapt to the needs 
of their particular group}.. After a year(s trial, the teachers 
could send in comments and suggestions for improvement. If' 
the teachers preferred, they might simply send in the report 
ot their success. 
One of the subject fields to be studies was elementary 
science. The aim or this study was to take science from the 
realm of the printed text-book and put it into "activity" 
learning. The program included a 11going beyond just one text" 
a.im. It encouraged free a.nd·1nd1v1dua.l res.ding to any level. 
In other words, a child in the tourth gr~e lr~s not to be 
restricted to texts or resource materials written on a fourth 
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grade level, if his science project had inspired him to do 
10 
otherwise. 
The hand.book prescribed. for the field of the practical. 
arts showed a more pronounced change 1n method and philosophy 
of teaching. This program endeavored to udevelop individual 
talents and abilities as completely as possible, not as an 
end 1n 1tsel.f', but a.a a contributing factor to more complete 
learning.ull 
Some of the objectives of the experimental practical 
arts program wero: 
(l) To guide, extend, and enrich the experiences of 
children. 
(2) In all the planning the teacher should not over-
look the ability and interest of the pupils. 
They need to have a definite part 1n the planning, 
othertr1se the re~ aim of the practical arts program 
may be defeated .. 
While the teachers tried the experiment, they were to 
observe the value that the program had for individuals within 
the group. Several of the observations 'ttere similar ror many 
lOi<-oreet Stemple, (chairman and editor) A Curriculum 
Study, ''Handbook i'or Teachers of' Elementary Science. 11 
Authorized and directed by W. w. Trent, Superintendent o-r 
Free Schools 1n West Virginia.. (Charleston: Jarrett Printing 
company, 1942) Vol III of four volumes. p. 1. 
llForest Stemple, (chairman and editor) ! Curriculum 
Study:, "A Handbook for Teachers in Elementary Practical Arts. 11 
Authorized and directed by W. W. Trent, Superintendent of Free 
Schools 1n West Virginia. (Charleston: Jarrett Printing 
Company, 1942) Vol IV of four volumes. p. 8. 
12rus.., pp. 8, 9., 
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teachers. · Two or these apply to "exceptional children." 
(1) Corrections or maladjustments 1n children. 
(2) ~t~~i~~~dt&!~1~r0~~~d~i3ght child and st1mu-
It is t.mderstood that teacher observations are some-
what subjective in ruiture; however, the fact that teachers 
ware looking ror individual needs and a.bilities·waa indicative 
-
of growth. The fact the uenrich.-rnonttt was becoming part of 
the program was a sign of batter instruction for the gifted 
child in West V1rg1ri1a. 
The Fiiucational Survey of 1942 
Resolved by the Senate, the House of Delegates 
concurring therein: 
Tha~ an 1nteri.TI1 committee be created for the' 
purpose of studying the following subjects. and 
such others as may be agreed upon by the committee, 
on 1ts own motion or at the request of the Governor: 
(1) The educational. system or West Virginia, 
1noluci1ng the institutions of higher lea.ming, with 
particular reference to: (a) finances, sources of 
revenue, and the administration of state aid; (b} the 
elimination or duplicate or overlapping facilities; 
(c) the creation of assumption by counties of greater 
local responsibility for the financing and administration 
of the public schools; (d) the nomination and election 
of members o~ boards of education; and (e) such other 
matters •••• 1 
13Ib1d., pp. 88-92. 
14A. H. Walkins, West V1w,1n1a Blue Book (Charleston: 
Jarrett Printing Company, 1940) pp. 62, 63:--
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It \>ms this resolution by the State Senate tha.t brought 
a.bout the State F.ducationa.l Survey 1n 1945. The Interim aom-
mi t tee employed George Strayer* to be chairman of' the survey. 
Eighteen other professional men and women made up the survey 
committee as field agents. Five research assistants and six 
clerks were also contracted to assist the field agenta.15 
The survey was to answer three questions f'or the West 
Virginia taxpayer. Are their schools efficiently administered? 
Does the program of education satisfy the.needs of the youth 
of the Sta.ta? Are the schools :properly f1na.nced?16 
The study was an extensive one. It took the committee 
f'rom July 1, to December 10th of' that yea:r to complete their 
findings. The digest or their survey report is over seven 
hundred and :fifty pages in length. 
In their survey the committee indicated the streng,ths 
and weaknesses of the West Virginia public school system. 
They listed these into what they called findings and then 
made recommendations for improvement .. 
In their survey they reported many existing situations 
pertaining to the exceptional child. They made several reaom-
i!Dr. George D .. Strayer, Pro:fessor Emeritus of' Education, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 
15George D.. strayer (director of survey), !. Report 2f. 
a Survey of' Public Education in the State of West v1rsin1a 
\Charleston: Jarrett Printing co:-;-1945) -
16 7 Ibid.' p. • 
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menda.tions which (1) ·were directly 1n his behalf, or (2) wou1d 
indirectly affecrt him ln that the improvements ·would be of 
benefit .to him, but ware not ma.de exolus1vely for his benefit. 
Since the report was such a long one, the findings and 
reoommenda.t1ons ma.de by this committee for the exceptional 
child l't1ll be listed; both those affecting him exclusively 
and those recommendations from which he would benefit if they 
were adopted. In· most cases the findings and recommendations 
have been condensed, for the sake of brevity. On the fol-· 
lowing pages will be found a. list of the1r findings and recom-
mendations concerning the socially handicapped,, the physically 
and mentally handicapped, and the gifted and superior child,, 
respectively. 
The curriculum changes recommended would not only bene-
f 1 t those who were individually different, but would make n 
changes in thought from the st1ll-too-f orma.1 classroom 1n-
s truot1ons to a. more ~lexible philoeophy.17 The committee 
felt that a complete re-study of all.curricula and courses 
of study in use in the schools of the State was expedient. 
This was to be done to the end that.such curricula and courses 
of study should be recast to provide a program of education 
suited to the various ages, abilities, interests, and needs 
171bid., p~ 414. 
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FINDINGS .AND RECOMMENDATIONS LISTED FROM THE SURVEY 
OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN .THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA18 
Re5ardin.g the Socially Handicanped and His Needs 
Findings 
Law 
Article 8, Section 2, of the 
schoo1 law requires each board o 
of education, not later the.n 
August first of each year, to 
"appoint a county director of 
school attend.a.nae and fix his 
sala.r.r." The boa.rd is also em• 
powered to appoint in similar 
manner, any needed assistant 
directors. The board ie further 
authorized "to set up special. or 
prof essione.l qua11f 1cat1ons for 
attendance directorn as are 
deemed expedient and proper." 
Enforcement 
Only 40% of attendance offi-
cers were prof eseiona.lly pre-
nared for the task. 
Recommendations 
That the State Superintend-
ent of Schools, formulate 
a certificate for directors 
and assistant directors of 
attendance. • •• he is a 
combination or a teacher, 
a psychologist and a social 
worker. 
That the State Board request 
at least one of the state 
colleges ••• to offer appro-
priate courses for the 
professional prana.rnt1on of 
school attendance officers. 
These courses should empha-
size pupil personnel and 
human relations. 
Recommendations 
Re5ard1ng Prevention of Social Handicap 
In a six-year school these might well be assigned as 
follows: (1) an assistant (a woman), to the organiza-
tion and administration of the junior high school, and 
to girls' problems in all grades, (2) an assistant (a 
man} to the organization and administration of the 
senior high-school and to boys' problems in all grades 
and (3) an assistant (man or woma.n) to organize the 
programs of guidance and of extracurricular work in 
both schools. 
l8Ib1d., pp. 183, 205, 206, 341. 
-
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS LISTED FROM THE SURVEY 
OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE STATE OF WEST VlRGUlIA19 (cont'd) 
Regarding Classes for the Mentn.llI and Ph:ysicD.l.ly Handicapped 
LAW--Art1cle 2, Section 5, of the school law authorized 
the Sta.ta Eoard of F.duaa.tion to make .,rules relatirig t-0 
the physical welfare of pupils, the education of the 
feeble-m.1nded and physically disabled or crippled oh11-
ren of school age. During the year 1944-45 the Legis-
lature appropriated $25.000, annually. 
Findipss 
(1) Several counties had no 
program. 
(2) $11,000 of appropriation 
was not used. 
(3) Handicapped other than 
crippled deaf and blind not 
provided for in State. A fem 
counties have organized spe-
cin1 ola.ssea on their own. 
One ola.ss sight saving. 
One class ha.rd of hearing. 
One open air school. 
TWo speech teachers for 
defectives. 
co~~unity classes for 
slow learner. 
Recommendations 
Needless to say, not much 
1s being done for the hand-
1oa.pped. The State should 
have more of such provisions. 
The whole posa1b111ty should 
be explored,of using busses, 
to take pupils to special 
c1asses. 
Tests used to determine 
mental age. For the slow 
learners 1n'the.regular 
classroom, provision must 
ba made for individual dif-
ferences. Devices must be 
set up to make every youth 
feel at home with other 
youths of his age regard.less 
of how much or how little 
he oD.n contribute to the 
group. Tha 8low pupil must 
be encouraged to attack prob-
lems within his grasp and 
rewarded for his success in 
dealing with them. 
19 . . 
~., PP• 200, 212, 321, 449 and 450. 
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of children and youth of West V1rg1n1a.20 Under such a pro-
gram the Department of Education would have to add some di-
visions directed by trained professional leaders. These 
departments would include; (1) a Bureau of Tests and Meas-
urements; (2) a Curriculum Division (for curriculum study 
and revision), (3) a Division of Research (to make studies 
of progress made through school and to establish a program 
of guidance to be ad.opted by the count1es)i (4) a Director 
of Tests and Measurements and. to aoopsrate.w1th the Division 
of Research 1n ·setting up a. complete program of guidance, 
and (5) looa.l. officials to be 1n charge of the same in each 
county.. Although a system of age-grade studies (which the 
committee already found started in West V1rg1n1a as a result 
of the 1927 survey) is good, they should be supplemented by 
studies of progress through school based on individual pupil-
peraonnel reoords.21 
The curr1oulum has been designed to supply a. ttmold" 
for a type of youth, rather than designed to supply 
offerings rich enough that each and every youth may 
develop the plan best suited to the needs of the com-
munity 1n lrhioh he lives and to his own need to earn 
a living and/or to further his eduoat1on.22 
The committee's findings, like those of the earlier 
20Ib1.d., p. 414. 
21Ib1d., pp. 360, 202, 352, 356,. 414, 358, 454, 460, 
502, 357, 3(51, 362. 
22Ib1d., P• 414. 
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surveys and studies already discussed in this chapter, were 
indicative 1n many instances of improvement within the West 
Virginia eduoatione..1 system since its 1926 rigid format 
philosophy. The committee commented on the philosophy and 
objectives of the Department of Education by saying that the 
philosophy and. objectives were improved over former ones in 
that they were stressing enrichment for the very cape~ble·, 
ind1v1dua.11z1ng instruction, and emphasizing evaluation 
measures. But the committee felt that these had not completely 
lei't the realm of «words.'' The planned courses or study had 
said thnt such objectives uere incorporated, but in the 
example-units formalism and rigidity or construction were 
23 found. 
concluding their study of the program of education in 
the public schools; the committee said: 
All 1n a11; this brier picture•••is a complicated 
one. Besides that; it 1a hardly in agreement with the 
provision of the Constitution of West Virginie. that 
"Legislature shall provide, by genere124aw~ for a thorough and efficient system of free schools•" 
The committee felt that the systemwae not thorough in 
that all the children had not been reached; They felt it 
was not efficient in that local and state officials did too 
23Ib1d.,. p. 447. 
24Ib1d.. t p. 430. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMHElIDATIONS LISTED FROM THE SURVEY 
OF PUBLIC EDUCATION Il'l THE STATE OF WEST VIRGIMIA 25 
Regardinf; ~ Specially Gifted and MentallX Suuerior 
Findtnss 
T\1enty counties did not have 
special supervisors. Forty-
t,10 counties had at lea.st one 
special supervisor. One county 
had ten supervisors of this 
type. 
The following departments of 
speo1a.1 supervision were among 
those found: 
Voce..l music 
Instrumenta.1 music 
Industrial arts. 
No specla.1 groupings or classes 
were round for the specially 
gifted or bright ahild-
There was a tendency found to 
reduce requirements for all 
pupils to the minimum required 
of slow pupils. 
Recommenda.tiona 
A community art program is 
needed, incited by the pres-
ence and work of an artist.-
supervisor. This supervisor 
will find within each com-
munity, when possible, an 
artist of talent to develop 
appreciation end expression 
among a.11 pupils, ultimately 
some of the pupils will be 
able to become prof ess1onal 
artists. Here and there a 
great artist with talent 
will be :round, and developed. 
Scholareh1pa should provide 
for the very abl.e pupils who 
otherwise could not go to 
college. 
This is f ata.1 to the interest 
of able pupils as failureia 
to the interest of the slow 
pupils. What is recommended 
is a school which provides 
challenges according to 
ability and demnnds results 
on the same basis. 
An ability testing progrrun 
should be included. Addi-
tional. courses offered to 
develop talents. 
25 ' ~., pp .. 202, 443-457, 450, 427. 
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many or the important guidance, programming personnel, 
study curriculum construction, and special subject planning. 
These, said the committee, should be delegated to special 
off1o1a.ls, with specific jobs and necessary assistants, 
pro:f essiontlly trained :for each of these important phases of 
26 
education. 
Summary 
It 1a not the object of this study to evnJ.uate the 
several surveys a..fld curriculum studies that were ma.de in 
this period of the educational history of the state. V!B.ny 
other curriculum studies were made besides thoae_disausaed. in 
this chapter. The ones chosen to be included here were 
chosen beae.use or their noticeable characteristic emphasis 
on enrichment and ind1v1dual1za.t1on o:f instruction. 
The annuBl contribution of these studies and surveys 
cannot be .fully evaluated.. The experimental curriculum 
studios of 1942 ma.de it necessary for many of the teachers of 
West Virginia to try un1t planning, individual instr~ction and 
study in regard to pupil ability, and evaluation of their 
teaching outcomes. These things made the curriculum studies 
most 11orth'while. 
26stra.yer, !Q.g_. cit. 
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The survey of 1928, although proven by the 1945 survey 
to be a bit unrelia.ble, 27 started the educators thinking of 
means to prevent re-teaching and. lock-step promotion. This 
survey also contributed by pointing out to the teachers a.~d 
profession~.l staff the ability difference of their pupi1s. 
This survey and e.11 of the ourrioulum studies were partly 
responsible for the establishing or the Interim Leg:lsla.ture 
11h1.ch prompted the 1945 survey .. 
The tangible outcomes of the 1945 survey can be listed 
* in part. 
(1) An increase in appropriation for the teach1n~ 
· and training of the physically ha.ndicap:ped.20 
(2) A 0 physica.1 restoration" appropriation u.YJ.der the 
supervision of the State Department of Education· 
for the training and treatment of the phys1ce1ly 
disabled. The training was to include a. broader 
and more remunerative sk11l of each individual 
according to his capacity and sk111.29 
(3) The establishment of a Division of Re0earch within the state department in 1948.-' 
27 Ibid., pp. 360-362. 
*rt is not moa.nt to be implied that other factors than 
the survey did not contribute to these outcomes. 
2 3v:. W. Trent, Biennial Renort of the State Suoorin-
tendent of ~ Schools, for the tlro years-ending June, 1948. 
The 38th Biennial Report. {Charleston: Dept. of Filucation-: 
Jarrett Printing co·., 1948) p. 52. 
29 -··· ... 1947 Law, Seo. 1, Endorses Art. 9 p. 2, 1945 with 
appropr1o.ti6n. 
3°vi1111s W. Chambers (director) West V1r~1n1e. Educa.t1ona.1 
. Directory, for 1950-1951. (Charleston:Dept. of Fil. Rose City 
Press, 1951) p. 4. 
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{4) Numerous additions to the state department in 
positions of assisting officers to each department 
head.31 
(5) Numerous additions to local boards or education 
in positions of special subject supervisors, 
guide.nee directors, attendance directors, and 
special education tea.ohers.32 
{ 6) A curriculum chtinge more 1n a.ccord!'l.nce t·1ith the 
one recommended by the committee.33 
WEST VIRGINIA'S FIRST PROGRA1·! 
In.the :aospitals 
Arter the consolidation of several boards of relief 
and welfare 1nto the Department of Public Welfare, many 
changes were seen in respect to the attention given crippled 
children. One or the outstanding results of this merger, was 
the cooperation between this department a.nd. the Department of 
Education. It has already been pointed out in this study 
that the Department or Health cooperated by the establishment 
of an Orthopedic Ste.ff 1n several hospitals throughout the 
state which would ca.re for the handicapped. This cooperation 
had developed into the formation of die.gnostic centers in 
31 0 ~., pp. 5-o. 
32cha.mbers, loc. Q.!1. 
33w. w. Trent (dlrector), Biennial. Renort of the State 
Superintendent of Free Schools, t"or the two yenrsending 1950. 
The 39th Report:-(charleston: Dept. of Ed. Jarrett Printing 
co., 1950) p. 114. 
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crippled children were the Huntington Memoria.l Hospital, the 
Huntington orthopedic Hospital, and the Morr1s Memorial Hos-
p1 te.l, at Milton,. The directors of supervision were Calvert 
Estill of the Welfare Department and H. A. Ri~e, Superintend• 
ent of Huntington City Schools. The Boa.rd of Education of 
Huntington ottered its cooperation in 1932 by supplying all 
necessary school equipment. 
During these two years, 60 children with physical. de-
:feots received instruction., They ranged 1n age i'rom six 
years to seventeen. Some of them were so severely handicapped 
that they had never, received any type of instruction before. 
5ome1 _when discharged, were able to return to the public 
schools 1n their home communities. 
The curriculum used was praotloally the same as tha.t 
used in the public schools. Emphasis was placed on manual 
training, drawing, and basket weaving for obvious reasons. 
One of the special subjects given extra attention was that 
of personal hygiene. This was done so as to encourage the 
children to influence the home 1n such matters after their 
disoharge.35 
One of' the teachers in this original program gave an 
interesting response to the question conoern1ng cooperation 
between the community a.nd. this program. This teacher stated, 
"(7 
11 I have never needed or asked for help i'rom· anyone individual 
or group, but that I have had more help than I needed. n T'ais 
program we.a a good beginning 1n that it established coopera-
tion between departments of state government in-behalf of the 
handicapped, and tha.t it also fostered community h,elp and 
good· public relations. Cabell County (in which these hospitals 
are situated) has ona oi" the strongest Special. Education pro-
grams in the State. 
By 1940 this program had grown. F.duca.tion of the dea:f 
and ha.rd or hearing, education or the blind or partially so, 
training for the speech dei"ect1ve, and open-air schooling ror 
the children of lm-r vitality had been ad.dad to this program. 
The number of hospitals had grown. The county tuberculosis 
sanitarium had one teacher for the children hospitalized 1n 
that institution. Morgan County had one teacher :ror 0011va.les-
oant children at '!The Pines", an 1natitution for crippled 
children. Kana.wa. C01.mty had one 1 t1nerent teacher for those 
suffering from speech defect. This hospital schooling was 
operated by state funds and county funds cooperatively.36 
In the 1956-57 school term the hospital program was as 
follows: 
3~:;. ·w. Trent (director) ~ Th.1rty-rourth Biennial. 
report .Q! .19!. Superintendent .Qt Free Sohoo1a !!!. .!illQ. State 
of West V1rs1n1a. For the two years ending June 1940. 
{Charleston: Jarrett Pr1nt1ng co., 1940) pp. 37-39. 
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1 class Morris Memorial Hospitai-1 teacher-:-13 pupils. 
1 cla.ss Dr. Jones Hospital--2 teachers~6 pupils. 
l cla.ss Marmet Hosp1tal-l teacher--23 pupils. 
·1 class Hillcrest San1ta.rium--l t.eaoher--13 pupils. 
The hosp1 taJ. p1~gram has grown in a 1ze in the last 
fifteen yes.rs from an original two teachers to five, from the 
or1g1naJ. three hospitals to four. Besides this the number of 
children receiving. hospital lnstructio11 has grown from sixty 
to ninety-two. There are children throughout the state re-
ceiving 1nstruot.1on .. from homebound teachers not included 1n 
this number. m response to Q.uastionna1re #2 another or these 
hospital teachers reported, ttThe coopere,t1on between tha med-
ioal staff and the tea.oher is one of the finest character-
istics of this problem. The ch11clran seem to recognize that 
lfe both (the dootor and I) are doing everything with their 
interest at heart." 
~Homebound. Program 
In the 1936 Biennial. Report of the Department of Educa-
tion, the first mention of education for th& physically hand-
icapped was ma.de by the adm1n1stra:tion. The instruction with-
in the hospitals had been under the direction of the Department 
or Welfare with cooperation of the Department of Educntion. 
This mention, 1n the Biennial Report, expressed the duty of 
the Department of Education to be.responsible for this project. 
The state supervisor of elementary instruction, H. K. Baer, 
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reported the following to the governor: . 
. The stnte o:r West Virginia-has no apeoial :provision 
for the education of crippled children, who because of 
their hanc11aaps are not properly served by the regular 
school. There are a. large number of cripple·d children 
living in· ve-..rioua seationa of our sta.ta who, at present, 
a.re not receiving tho advantages of a. public school 
education. I conn1der it appropriate to enact legisla-
ture which will extend_the advantages of public education 
to these individuals .3'f · 
This was in 1936, five years batore the· Legislature· 
we.s to enact such a law,.· ·But the sent1.ments 1n regard to the 
h.andicapped were not fol t only by this supervisor.. In Novem-
ber of 1936, the State Superintendent, w. w. 'r!'ent, made an 
address entitloo "Unto the I~a.st of Th.onett · batoro tho Went· 
Vire1n1a. Educational Assoeiatlon •. An ex~orpt from th.ta 
ad.dress regarcttng educct1on tor handicapped, follows: . 
At the risk of h.av1ng my aa:ring roac1ved as un-
favorably as the priests and scribes and elders re-
ceived that declaration (unto tho least of these) on 
that memorial day--so unfavorably that they consulted 
immediately how they might tslte Him away and. crucify 
Him--I am declaring unto you that the only means of 
discovering, conserving, and developing personal1t1as 
in the children under our direction is through ser:: 
v1ae to nl.l of them-even unto the lea.st or them.38 
In 1940 I~. B9.er, the ,State Elementary Supervisor, 
again made a. recommendation that suitable fK1,uoat1on be pro-· 
vided tor handicapped a..."'ld retarded chiidren.39 In the 1941 
37w. w. Trent (director) ~ ~ty-third Report £! :!!h.El 
State Superintendent .Q!. Free Schools. !n, ~State .Qf.. West ll£-
S1nia. For the two years ending June, 193~. (Charleston: 
Jarrett Printing Co., 1938) pp. 42, 43. . 
38Trent~ 2.£• ill_., p. 20 .. 
39Ibid., {:;4th report) p. 139. 
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40w. w. Trent, Thirty-fifth Biennial Report !2f.. !ill!. State 
Sunar1ntendent of Free Schools 1n West Virginia. For the two 
years ending i94o-192~2. (Charleston: Dept. of Ed., 1942) pp •. 46-62. 
41Trent, !Q.g_. cit• 
*In 1953-54 there were 670 children under this provision. 
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pupils in this first year was 320. 
Table I shows the growth of this program in the fit~. 
teen yea.rs or its success. The program is no longer called 
the "Homebound Program." In 1954 the Legislature changed 
the appropriation from the "Homeb01.md appropr1a.t1ont1 to the 
"special education appropriation.1142 
The f aot that this program is a success is not shown 
in the chart. The number of pupils has doubled in the last 
fifteen years, but within the last five years no appreciable 
number· of pupils have been added. This• however, does not 
give a clear picture of the success of the program. 
With the growth of special classes, the homebound 
instruationwas lessened in a great degree. That 1s, pupils 
who had previously been 1.lllder the former program were now 
able, in many oases, to attend a class. This was not only 
benef1a1al to the system, 1n that a teacher could reach more 
pupils, but the child was given the ad.d1tionaJ. opportunity of 
social training and companionship with others. 
. 
Another measure or progress 1n this program was the 
change in policy as the program developed. At the outset of 
homebound 1nstruot1on the organization was weak. This was 
.. 
due, of course, to the lack of a state supervisor or director. 
42Henry J. Otto,. Elementart School Or5an1zat1on !!:!!S. 
Administration. (New York: Appleton-century-Crofts, Inc., 
1954} pp. 493~98 •. 
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TABLE I 
XHE GROtfTH OF THE HOMEBOUND PROGRAM IN WEST VIRGINIA 1941-195743 
··' 
Years 1931 1941 ' 1945 1950 1956* 
Hosp. 
Pro • 
Number ot hand.1- approx. 
capped 1outh 1n 7,942 10,923 9,045 60,000 
West Virginia 
.ftppropriation Public $25~000 125,000 -tso,ooo $100;000 
Welfare 
Expended 122,502 $25,000 $35,209 $100,000 
Number of pupils 60 320 278 530 600 
Pa.rt 
time 2 106 113 176 26 
Number o:r 
teachers 
Full 
time 9 10 19 329 
Number of hand1;.. 
capped youth not 7,622 10,645 8,515 55,804 
bene:f'1tted 
*Tb.e :figures 1Ii this column include the teachers of.the 
mentally and pbya1cally handicapped in special classrooms. 
The enumeration or handicapped youth was done by the state 
Director of Special Education, estimated on the population of: 
West Virginia and. the national estimat.e.. The pupils, however, 
do not include those in special classes. 
. 43w. w. Trent, The Th1rt:r-seconcl B1enti1a.l Report ~the 
State Superintendent of Free Schools in the State of West 
Virginia. For the twO-yea.rs ending 1936:--(charleston:-:f arrett 
Printing co., 1936), p. 20. 
In 1942, Mr. Baer was placed in ~his position but he was 
already Supervisor of Elementary F.ducation for the State. 
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He was an efficient man a;nd was interested 1n the program. 44 
The lack or organizat~on was not due to the 1neff 1~1enoy of 
one man; rather, it was due to the inefficiency of the State 
Department in not placing. a Dir~ctor of Special Jrii.ucation 1n 
the oap11iol. 
The organization consisted merely or a defense of why 
the program was neoessary.
1 
The only action that was ordered 
was the enumeration of handicapped youth by the teacher-
census. 
It was not until 1945 that organization crune into the 
program. ¥.ir. Baer suggested two standards, one for .the 
teachers and one for the pupils. He stated that the teachers 
should meet »certain standards of certification." Whether or 
not he meant that they should have special training for world.ng 
with the hand.1~apped cannot be determined. He did not qualif'y 
the type or requir~ment he proposed. The oth~r standard was 
that a physician must certify th.at the child 1s physically 
a.nd mentally capable of learning.45 
Mr. Baer also made two recommendations. pne, that ea.ch 
county locate a11 the physiaa.lly handicapped youth, and, two,. 
44 . Trent, .2£, ~· t pp. 20~::;4. 
4~;. W. Trent, !h!, Thirty-seventh Biennial Renort of 
the State Superintendent of Free Schools of West Virginia. 
For the two years ending Jtme, 1946. (Charleston: Dept. oi: 
Ed., 1946) p. 78. 
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that they make teachers available :for these children .. 46 
The policy and organization has changed s1noe the 
early days of this program. r.n 1949 a regulation sheet was 
sent to every comity from the boa.rd of education. A copy 
of these regulations may be :found 1n Appelld.ix B. 
By "this time a few counties had added special. classes 
(mostly in churches or public lodges).. Tha legislature ha.d 
extended the program to inolude the me.nta.lly handicapped 
and had stipulated that any manner 1n which tho counties 
cared to do this was all right. Supervision 1n1s to be of:f'ered 
the homebound teachers by the superintendent of the county or 
an assistant superintendent whom he delegated tor this posi• 
tion.47· 
Aa has been stated, the word homebotmd had now been 
deleted from the program.. It was to be called the Home 
Inatruot1on Program. It is that today, a.J..though it comes 
under the Department of' Special Education and 1s a vital part 
of the Exceptional Ohlldren's Program 1n the State. 
With the recent advances in the program of Special 
Education ma.rw changes have occurred in the Home Instruction 
Program. Better organization, policies., and regulations have 
46 Trent, loo. cit. 
--
47From the unpublished regul~tion sheet from the Dept. 
of F..d.. Charleston., November 2, 1949. . 
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been added since the 1949 regulation sheet was printed. The 
new d1reotor in the State Department, Miss Frances Scott, has 
revised the program into a. more w01. .. ka.ble one. ·She visited 
65 to 70 children 1n their homes in seven different c01mt1es 
to see what types ot disability were depriving that child of 
regular·sohool attendance. Miss Scott found that approx1mately 
two-thirds ot the children visited were physically' able to at-
tend school 1!' special adjustments could be made to the school 
bu11ding. The adjustments Miss Scott recommended wore~ 
(1) speo1a.1 transpo1"tationt (2). ramp entrances at school in ... 
stead o:r stairs, (3) bathroom :racllit1oa on the sa!lle tloor 
e.s the class roomt and (4) the forming of a special. olass,48 
THE EXPANDED PROGRAM 
Wast Virginia. .wee far behind most other states in begin• 
niri.g special eduoation,49 although the state provided little 
orge.nizat1on f'or the new program.; West Vi1"'gin1a. 1 s Special 
Education Program had a continual growth once it had begun .. 
From the hosp1ta1 instruction of' the early l930's the program 
had expemed to home bound ins truation of' several. hundred 
teachers. Even bef'ore the leg.1.slature had passed a bill pro• 
48w. W.. Trent t Forty-Third Semi-Annual Report of :fil!!!. 
State Superintendent of' Free Sahoola in West V1rg1n1a. For 
the year ending June, 19557'" Thharleston: Dept .. of Ed .. , 1955) 
4 
. 9Henry J. Otto, FJ.ementa.r;v Sohool Organization and 
Ad.ministration. (Applaton-Century-Crofts,·Inc., 1954)-pp'. 494-98. 
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viding appropriatlon for home instruction {1941) special 
classes h~il been held 1n churches e.nd lodges W3 a. result of 
oommtm1t,y e:f'fort.s. Th~ idea of special education hnd been 
s.caep·ted by many or t,he people of West V1rg1n1a. 
From those sma11 begin..11.inga came the opportunity rooms 
P.nd ·the Oley School f ~;r the Deaf 1n Htt.11.tington. Three teachers 
were provided for apeaial oli::tnsea 1n Wheeling. Brooke, Mineral, 
nnc.1 Wood County all had opportunity rooms .. 
During th1a t1me the State Department sent out n prun-
:ph.1et called l"nnua.1 for ~iuoo.t:ton g! Handicapped Children. 50 
This wns the state's init.ia.1 attempt to promote a program of 
education for the ha.mlioa.pped. ttstart with the fs.eulties on 
hand; improve them as they go a.long.," Thts was the philosophy 
the pamphlet endorsod .• 
.All of' these e.ct1v1tee h8.d been. aa.rried on. beforG the 
Legislature hn.d even a:pproprla.ted or authorized a prcgra.m of 
homebound in.structlon. 
5<:\.1. 11. Trent (Direat.or) "Manual for Education of Hand1-
oa.pped Children° The Thirty-fifth Biermia.l Report g!. ~ State 
Superintendent of Free Schools .L"1 West Vir61n1a. For the two 
yea.rs ending June, 1942 (Charleston: Jarrett Printing Co., 1942) 
p. 46. 
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Snecial Classes 
In the early part of the 1940's a few small classes had 
been in existence.51 These special. classes had been partly 
sponsored by community efforts and partly provided for by the 
county school systems. The special classes which developed 
several years after the homebound program are ~he classes 
discussed here. 
It was H. Cliff Hamilton, Supervisor of the Division 
of Elementary Schools, who, first recommended special education 
classes (1946}. He felt that this lrould provide "equality of 
opporttll11ty for the handicapped, equality with other chil-
dren.052 For these children Q.e wanted special classes and 
special teachers with special training. He advocated in-
service training for teachers (either homebound or ~gula.r 
classroom teachers) who would be.interested in such a teaching 
position .• 
One or the unpu~lished pamphlets which the State Depart-
ment sent out in the 1945-46 school term wa.s entitled West 
5lA. K. Baer, "Report or the.Division of Elementary 
Instruction, 11 The Fifty-1"1fth Biennial Renort .Qt state 
Superintendent or Free Schools in West Virginia. For the two 
years ending 1942. --rGiiarleston, West Virginia: Jarrett 
Printing Co., 1942) p. 78. 
52H. Cliff Hamilton, HReport or the Division of Elementary 
Education," The Thirty-seventh Biennial Report of the State 
Sunerintende~or Free Schools in West Vlrsinia:- For the two 
years ending i94b.--raha.rleston,West Virginia: Dept. of Ed. 
Jarrett Printing co., 1946) pp. 31-35. 
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. V1i~~1n1a..'!!. !!£~Q.!!!!1 Ohildran, T11e;y_,. Too. Belo!!£$ ~ ~ 
Public School. !n th1s article, as in severa1 of their publi-
ca.tiona 1 the e.dmin1stra.tora def:ende;d their po,sit1on by stating 
that the physically handicapped "ha.ve a. right to use their 
minds even if they can.not use their bodies well,.n They 
added that this was a. 'tneeeasary balm for loneli..~ess. " 53 
It was not until 1952 that there was recorded a 
recommendation for special classes to be provided by the 
State 1n cooperation with county boards. During the making 
of his recom.mendation, Superintendent Trent also asked for 
additiona--to h1s staff. The 1945 survey committee had ad-
vocated such a mova.54 The •services' for which the super-
intendent asked included a Director or Research and a Director 
of Special Education. It was in this year, too, that the 
mentally handicapped were·added to the homebound. program. 
53An unpublished pamphlet from the Department of 
Education. 
54 . George D. Strayer. (director), A Reuort of a 
Survey 9£. Public Education fl! West Virginia, Legislative 
Interim Committee. State or viest Virginia.~ 194·5. Cha.1~1eaton: 
Jarrett Pr1nt1ng co. 1945., p. 587. . 
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* The supervisor in charge of the Homebound Program reported 
that. na. few classes had been tried in 1951-1952."55 
By a 1953 act or Legisl.ature,56 education for ex-
capt1ona1 children became a. law. It was permioaive, not 
mandatory. Many had looked forward to a Special Education 
law 1n Wast V1rgln1a but this was not a good year for special. 
I 
education f1nan'o1ally. In the enactment of the bill, the 
·.·'; Legislature ha.d'provided a one hundred-thouse.nd dollar ap-
. ' 
propr1at1on. This was a forty thousand dollar increase over 
the former appropriation for the homebound program. 
These appropriations were necessary because in 1952 
(before the increase) the appropriation had not be.en sufficient 
and the counties had had to provide for their local homebound 
programs by the end of' the school term. The 1953 forty 
thousand dollar increase had not changed matters a great deal.. 
* It was already stated that the State Department had no 
such offic1a.l., Indeed, it was juat stated that the superin-
tendent had just asked for one. However, every year this posi-
tion wb.s given to one of the supervisors of instruction, gene-
rally to the Supervisor of Elementary Instruction (Mr. Baer 
and then Mr. Hamilton. According to the 32nd, 33rd, 34th and 
35th Biennial, for Mr •. Baer, and according to the 31th, 38th, 
39th and 40th Biennial, for Mr. Hemilton. The 36th Biennial 
did not report that this job belonged to anyone.) 
55H. Cliff Hamilton, "Report of the Elementary Instruction" 
The Fortieth Biennial Report of the State Sunerintendent of the 
Free Schools of the State of West Virginia.. For the two years--
ending June 1950. (Charleston: Dept. of Ed. Jarrett Printing 
co., 1952) p .. 46. 
56senate Bill #36 Art. 20, Acts of the Legislature, 1953. 
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By the end of that school term there was no money left. This, 
however, was one of the best years the pupils (handicapped) 
had had. There were 670 pupils being taught by 291 teachers 
(some of these part time). 
There were other problems than financial one during 
this year. The State Supervisor of Elementary Instruction 
reported that there was a. "need to develop a phUoaophio 
l.mdersta.nding of such a program tor these ohildren.1157 The 
admin1stratQrs felt that they needed a. State Director of 
Special Education, one who was trained to supervise, coordi-
nate, a.nd encourage the program. They noted.that they needed 
additional funds. They mentioned that they needed qualified 
teaohers.58 
In November of 1953, the first workshop for special 
teachers was held.. It was plmmed, during this workshop, 
that this would be an annual affair. 
A State Director 
Miss Frances Scott, Director of Special Education in 
West Virginia, osme to the state with high qualifications 
57Ha.mllton, !?£• !!1-.1•, pp. 51 f. 
58w. w. Trent,, "superintendent's Recommendations to the 
Governor« l1!2, Forty-first Biennial Report .Q!. ~ state Superin-
tendent of Free Schools in the State or West V1rg1n1a. For the 
two yearsending June, 1954\charleston: Dept. o:r Ed. Jarrett 
Printing Company, 1954) p. 16-19. 
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and much experience. The special'teaohers and parents.of 
exceptional children have noted many times the seoUl"1ty that 
Miss Scott has given them. This would be true, in part, be-
cause formerly there had been no leader and little organi-
zation. Mies Scott did all the usual activities of a. good 
lead.er; but her efforts were beyond "the call of' duty." 
To point out a.11 oi' the new· Director's activities is not 
necessary. A few are listed because they are 1nd1cative of' 
the progress that the Special Education Program has made 1n 
the last two yeara.59 
1. During 1955. visited every county school board 
office except one. 
2. Discussed with superintendent, or his representa-
tive, the needs of the exceptional school children 
in his county. 
3. Visited all but one of the ·twenty special classes 
for exceptional children in the state. Some were 
visited several time. 
4. Made home visits in seven different counties to 
see what types of disabilities were ma.king home-
bound instruction necessary. 
5. Sponsored an eleven day workshop at the West 
Virginia. School for Deaf and Blind. 
The Workshop Described 
(l} TW'o classes of exceptional children housed 
at school :for demonstration teaching • 
.. 
. 59Frances ·soott. "Report o:r the Division of Special Educa-
tion" ~ Forty-third Biennial Report of 2 Sta.ta Sunerintend-
~ E!. Free Schools ,!n West V1r51n1a.. \Charleston, West Virginia, 
Department of Education, Rose City Press, Inc., 1956) PP• 113 ff., 
(2) The Divislon 01' Crippled Children brought 
the class of phyaica1ly handicapped. 
(3) Ten children from st. Mary's ca.me as dem-
onstration class for the mentally retarded. (4) Shepherd College sponsored the services or 
Dr. Speg to be coordinator. {5) An out of state special.1st was employed. (6) West Virginia University provided testing 
for the mentally reta?ded children from 
st. Yi.a.ry 'a. . -
(7) Department ot Health and Mental IJygiene 
Bureau furnished the demonstration teacher 
for the mentally retarded. class. 
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6. Parent groups were formed. (Miss Scott often attends 
these) 
7.. Organized the laws, policies and regulations concern- _ 
ing the education or exceptional children, a copy of 
which is given to every teacher at the beginning of 
the year. 
Arter the first year of her service to special educa-
tion in West Virginia, Miss Scott made the :following reoom-
mendatlonst 
1. The la.rge number of drop-outs in our schools 
may be due to limitations. The state director 
would like to know or these. 
2. Appropriation should increase a.s the program 
1.norea.ses. 
3. Money to buy large type print books. 
4. Screening program of hearing-testing to i'1nd 
those with limited progress in hearing. 
5. Itinerant speech or hearing specialist. 
6. Teacher education-cooperation with the state 
normal schools to ofter courses. All regular 
classroom teachers should have to take these 
since they have exceptional children 1n their 
classrooms. 
7. Paycholog1oal. test1ng6bo determine those 111 need of special. eduoatlon. 
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Of tho recommendations the d11"eotor made in 1956, sev-
eral of them have bean ad.opted. The, appropriation increased 
' from sixty-thousand dollars to one-hundred-thousand dollars. 
The change that ean be seen is change of policy. Like 
the homebound program. the spec~tal education program had 
11-ttle state orgrurl.zation a.nd me.na.genient until the director 
was employed. The policies or the special education program 
can be found 1n Appendix.B. The laws and regulations are 
also included. 
The moat recent development within the program has 
been the adoption or a special certificate for Public School 
Speech and Hearing Therapy. This is the onlz special certi-
ficate issued by the State Board of FA.uca.tion. The require-
ments for this certificate can be found in Appendix B. 
The law states that all types of exceptional. ch11dren 
may be educated. The cotmty boa.rd of education is required 
to carry out necessary preparations and to provide suitable 
facilities, 1:f a program of this type ia to be carried out 
w1 thin their county school system. Grouping for classes re-
quires at lea.st i'ive exceptional children of one type. 
In the ma.tte1• of' financing 1natruat1on., the state con-
60soott, !Qg_. cit. 
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tributeH to the homa .... bound program or apea1al class program 
under the F01mdstion Progi"a.m f't)r general school use.. The 
county whioh x•eoe1ves a cartrcd.n percentage ·:>.t' their Founda-
tion Program for general. eehoo1 use. also receives the same 
per cent (ratio) ·town.t>d special education. Thia type of 
finance is not.the only one employed. Under the Special 
Education Program the homebound pupils or special classes may 
receive an appropriatlon. In the oases of hospital 1nstrue-
t1on, the Hospital and Orphans A1d aha.res 1n the expanse of 
instruction. In Appendix B, there lr111 be found the complete 
manner in which th1B.Pl"Ogram has become organized 1n the 
matter of finance. 
The employed personnel of special eduaation 1n West 
Virginia consisted of teachers who had been regular class-
room teachers ari..d had been retired, or teachers who met their 
homebound pupils after the regular teaching day.61 The policy 
toward teache:r qua.li1'1oation has changed, although the amount 
of trained-teacher-personnel is very small. Thie 1s partly 
due to the lack, within the state school of higher education, 
of courses in the f1.eld of special education. This has been 
partly remedied under the new stBte d1reot1on, by the addition 
of six semester hours of Special Education 1n the summer 
session of Marshall College. Some of the teachers have 
61Response to Que~tionnaire ?{umber 1. 
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taken advantage of this. 
In the field of specialized training for speech dif-
ficulties and special administration, three counties employ 
specialists. One county has four speech correct1onists and 
one director of special education. In addition there are te 
teachers of the bomebotmd, teachers of the mentally retarded, 
one teacher of cerebrai palsied children, and one for the 
blind. This system also employs two hospital teaohers.62 
Another county which has employed specialis_ts 1n its 
system 1s the county 1n which special instruction first be-
gan in 1931. The school psychologists have offered 1n-ser-
v1ce-tra1n1ng to the teachers of the mentally retarded in 
this county. This program can be found in the Appendix. 
(For the sake of not over-crowding the appendix the first 
pages of each area of training wi11 be included only.) 
Dr. Shrtm..lt 1n oo:rrespondenoe to the questionnaire 
(number 1) showed his interest in spec1a1 education f'or the 
gifted. "We feel that tre would like to help them more, and 
starting this September, we are going to make a study of a 
program for gifted children, tt said Dr. Shrunk. 63 
Needless to say, the special education program has 
expanded. Change 1n policy, employment of a state director, 
62Response to Questionnair~Number l. 
63Persone.1 oorrespondenoe with Dr. Shrunk. 
certain trained speo1a.11sts in some counties, workshops 
for 1n-serv1oe-training, and organization a.re responsible 
for this growth. 
West Virsinia.'a Neglected Exceptional Children 
~gifted child. Education for the gifted within 
the public schools• insofar e.s speo1al classes or schools 
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are concerned., has not developed. This ls due to the opinion 
tha.t the gifted child can get along without asa1ate.nce. 64 
Education for the gifted, either superior mentally 
or according to special gifts, has not developed to any de-
gree in West Virginia.. Until the State Director came to 
West Virginia., no mention of this child was ma.de in eny of 
the superintendents t reports•· The concern tor the hand1• 
capped. was mentioned f'or fifteen yea.rs. The concern f'or the 
gifted was not mentioned until 1956.65 
The survey of 1945 included the gifted child as one 
or its reoommenda.t16ns for improvement or instruction with-
in the state. This survey stated that special scholarships 
should be of:f'ered to any of' the very capable pupils who were 
not :f'inancia.lly able to go to college otherwise. The survey 
recommended guidance fac1l1t1es to be made available to 
64-paul Witty, Helping~ Gifted Child (Sc1enae Re-
search Assooia.tes, Inc. Chicago, lll. 1952}' p. 39. 
65soott, ioo. cit. 
--
those pupils in sel.ecting their courses 1n high school. The 
need far ma.thematics,. science, and· other such courses was 
expedient f'or these puplla, said the committee.66 
The administrative ot'f'icera recently added to some of' 
the ·county systems Which could of'i'er guidance 1n the behalf 
or the gifted are the following: 
Berkeley County -Director of Guidance and Attend.a.nee 
Cabbell.County - School Psychologist · 
- Director of' Eduoat1onal. Measurement 
Kan.awe. County - Director of Tests 
... Director of' Special Activities 
~Tarion County - Coordinator of' Special Activities 
Monongolia co. - Supervisor oLTesting · 
- Payoholog1st67 
In regard to the child with special gifts, a.J.most all 
the counties have special teachers for musio. Several have 
apeoial a.rt teachers. Five counties have special. supervisors 
of these subject fielde.68 
Tb.a opinion of educators writing on the subject of 
education for the specially gifted, is that publiGsehool 
music and art are methods of finding talent and. guiding 1t 
rather than spec1a1 education of it.69 It is probable,. that 
many ehlldren having such gifts have been discovered by apeo-
00strayer • on. c 1 t.,. PP• 223-227. 
67west yirp;inia. Educational pireotory, 1956=57. 
pp. 223-227 inclusive. Department of Education, Charleston. 
68 . Ibid., pp. 223--227. 
69strayer, on. cit., pp. 449-450. 
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1ally tra.1ned subject :field teaohers .. It is certainly.to the 
apeoia11y gifted oh11d•s advantage, rather than to his diaad.-
vantaga, that this number of special subject teachers are 
employed by the state. 
The 1945 survey recommended. that the course of study 
:for public school music and art·stress enjoyment, freedom of 
expression, and aesthetic e.ppreciat1on. The survey also 
recommended that there .. be special courses of a more individual 
qua.11ty offered those showing special ability. The schools 
have offered training in the playing of' band instruments a.1-
most exclusively. 
West Virginia's gifted child is neglected in many ways 
in the regular classroom, which is the only area for his 
development 1n West V1rg1nia1 s public school system. If West 
Virginia has regular classroom teachers like those described 
by strayer7°, then the role of the gifted. child is that of 
doing additional. exercises to be busy while the others 
"catch up .. " 
1h.!.ne5lected socially handicapped. child 
The aociall:rhand1cs:ePed ahlld is t.hat child who is 
out of harmony with his envil"Onment. He is unable to reach 
70strayer, sm,. cit. , p. 457 and Ruth Strang, m.. Ll'ltro-
duction t.o Child Stt..'<iy:, (New York: The :t.ra.omillan Company, 
1938) pp :-443, 445. 
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a reasonably satisfactory state of equilibrium between his 
own desires and the requirements of lifa.71 Sooia1 malad-
justment implies conflicts ,between an individual. and his en-
viromnent. ! sooiallI maladjusted child~!! socially handi-
capped .QDJ!.• 
The child who is unable to achieve a state or order 
lrithin himself 1s an emotionallz disturbed ohild.72 He may 
be excessively conforming or unnaturally withdrawn. 
tionally disturbed child . .!§..!. sooiall? hand1ca12pec1.one. 
With these two criteria.,, the socially handicapped child 
has been defined. To the common observer, a child is not 
known as socially hand1oa.pped; ha is either truant, delin-
quent, 1noorr1g1ble, or "bad/• The first three terms just used 
are technical terms, but they do not define this type of indi-
vidual. They describe his symptoms.73 
Strang.says that delinquency is a.ssoaiated with social 
maladjustment. She goes on to say that truancy 1a "ma.ny 
ohildren•s solution to an unhappy school situation.« She says 
71Jack w. Birch and F.dward Stullken, Solving Problems 
of Problem Children. (Bloomington, lll1no1s; PUblic School 
.Publishing Company~ 1956) p. l and 2. 
72 Ibid., p .. 2 and 3. 
73}reok, :2l?.• ill.·• p. 1 and 2. 
that truancy leads to de11nquency, in. that the truant 
associates with experienced de11nquents.r4 
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In discussing social he.ndioapa in relationship to the 
program of the school it must be a·tated that all delinquency 
does not begin 1n the schoolJ nor is 1:t. e.J.ways the resu1t of 
an unhealthy school aitua.ticm.75 oa:rroll says, however, that 
there are situations 1n the schoo1 that, combined with the 
chUd 1s total environment,. lead to social mSladjustment. It 
1s possible that the oh11d is emotionally disturbed when he 
comes to school, and thera:f'ore cannot ma.ke· a proper adjust-
ment social.ly.7°. When the school fails to do this ~or him;. 
the school has neglected him. 
The. school 1s responsible to the child. It should 
know the child well enough to (l) detect symptoms of mala.d-
justment, (2) offer an environment 'Which will be as healthy 
(or healthier) as his other environments. (3) discuss his 
problems with.him, (4) find his areas of weakness, and (5) 
7~uth Strang, An Introduction to Child Study, (New . 
York: The Macmillan Company, i94tS), p:-597. 
75Jack W. Birch and Edward Stu1lken, Solv!~ Problems 
of :Problem Children, (moomington, lllinoia: Pii'E c school 
Printing Oompaey, 1956), p. i. 2, 39. 
76Herba.rt H. Carroll, Mentnl H;vs:tene, (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948), pp. 206, 207. 
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present him an em~:tohed course of study to inspire him to 
use his ablliti-ea to tha very extent of' them. The first 
responaib111ty o:f· the sohool then, i.e i!.Q_ l:noN tho child com:.. 
plateJ,z.77 
The second respans1b111ty of the school progrem is 
continuous und.erst£1.:005.n" ~ lHlCG"fYt..anc,e. This is the respon-
sibility or the complete school ate.ft and requires trained 
personnel i'or the d1fficult1es when they a.rise~ Most impor-
tantly, this requires tea.chars who are trained. in men.tel ey.:.. 
g1ene and child development; and are well-adjusted. ·them-
selves. All those who dea.l with the child must understand 
him in the light of all the modern psychological, eduau.tional, 
and sooiologica.l study e.vallable.78 
There are three necessary pre-requisites to the p1~­
vent1on of' social handicap 1n the schools today.. They dea.1 
with tho::·tjpe or special personnel and teachers employed by 
the system .• 79 The attandv .. me officer, ths guide.no~ program, 
and the tea.char who. is understeJld.1ng of' behavior symptoms . .-
~West, Vi'.l:'sL1'lia sunnlfed sncclcl. porsonnel !&. detecrt 
77aaorge D. Strayer,, A Renart .Qi:. j;,1.1e Ouz;roy Qt.. F,duoatlon 
in the State of West Virginia, LYiterim Legislature Committee, 
(Charleston, W. Va..,; Rose Printing Company, I11c ... , 1945), p. 414. 
78Ib:td • , P•· 595 .. '. 
79strayer1 on. cit •• P·· 591-595. 
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truancy? The 1945 survey committee rated the state very low 
on the education requirements of its attendance officers. On 
the adjoining page will be found the oo~.mittee's findings in 
this area, in 1945. In column II will be found the author's 
computations as devolved- .. -from the d1reotories of the school 
staffs.80 The third column is a plus (;l) and minus (-) column 
showing the increase and deorea.ae 1n strength of truancy de-
tection. accordi:ng to decrease OX' increase or school. youth 
enrolled. 
Since the survey found that forty pelt' cent of the 
attendance off 1cars were not specially trained they recom-
mended that the University offer courses dealing with child 
behavior problems and adjust:!:ant. They recommended· that 
these officers be trained 1n social-'\~ork. Then, said the 
committee, these officials should not be employed until they 
81 have a oartifioate fulfilling these requirements. Thia 
recommanda.t1on has not been carried out. The University 
off era the courses82 but the attendance off icera are not 
80strayer, Q!?.• cit., pp. 204.:..209, and West Virginia 
Educational Directory for 1956-571 from the Department of 
Education. 
81strayer, !QQ.. cit. 
82H. I. Shott, Bluefield Da.11:£ Telee;ranh,,Blue:f'ield, 
\iest Virginia. July 22, 1949. 
TABLE I:t 
ATTENDANCE DIRECTION IN THE FIFTY-FIVE COUNTIES OF THE STATE 8' 
1945 1955 +or -
Number ot counties employing 
attendance directors · 52 55 +3 
NUmber or attendance directors 
in the state 52 55 +3 
) 
Number ot assistant attendance 
officers 84 47 
-37 
Number ot attendance ot:f'icers 
totaled 136 102 •34 
Number of attendance directors 
who have other official respon-
sib111t1es ,. 14 -ll. 
Largest number found 1n 
17 one county 15 -2 
Net school enrollment 
Ql· 
. ... 407,-551' 457,908 +so,451 
NO?Et The signs plus (-) and (-) minus indicate change in 
strength or attendance direction~ For instance, 1n 1955 tlle 
state had fourteen attendance officers who were also in 
charge or transportation. Ten years before, the state ex-
pected only three of these officers or directors to "share" 
respons1b111t1ea. This eho"t1e a. weakening or decrease in 
strength•' 
,. 
• 
85 
required to take them for certification. 
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It 1s the consensus or opinion throughout the country 
that truancy and delinquency are increasing rather than 
decreasing. In 1953, sixty-one per cent of delinquents who 
were from eight to seventeen years of age were not enrolled 
86 in school. These youths had been truants• · U this is true, 
West Virginia has relru:ed its only p1"0gram for the socially 
ha.ndioapped child; truancy detection; in the presence of 
truancy increase~ 
Il§.Jt West V!rr;1n1a. suwlied personnel within 1ta' school 
pystem to assist tee.chars !!! J;he guidance 2!: ~ notential 
~ already delinquent? 
The survey com!!11ttee found. .as one or the chief weali:-
nesses 1n the schools or West Virginia. the lack of guidance 
personnel and teohnique•87 . 'The committee studied e1ghty•seven 
large elementary schools. These schools were olaEwified on 
the Mort-Cornell Rati!~..g Guide. They then tabulated the 
f'requenoy with which teachers were able to carry out guidance 
pr1nalples1 with 'Whioh principals uere able to assist them, 
and the extent of sp_eci.ally tr.tJ,ined guidance po1"'sonnel to 
85No suoh roquirement found in legislature, school law, 
or aert1f 1ca.tion booklet. 
86Benjain1n Fine, 1,000,000 Delinquents (Cleveland: 
The World Publ1shins Company, 1955) p. 163. 
81strayer! op. oit., pp. 595ff. 
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help the teacher with special problems. Of thaee eighty-
seven type schools. thirty were in the highest expenditure 
group. The rating which the committee gave good guidance 
personnel and techniques in these thirty select schools was 
the frequency of less than ten :per cent. That would mean 
that approximately three schools had any such personnel 
a:•1a.ile.ble to their tea.chars, and that approximately· three 
par cent or these· schools in ~ higLest expenditure group 
practiced nny guida.."'lca methods. 
The followL"'lg tabl.e ia enclosed to present the dif-
i'erent practices tho oommi ttee felt, lrn.s minimum guide.nee 
88 for the gifted, and help for the pre-delinquent. 
The growth or t.hia program could not be measured 
by the type or guide.nee methods practiced 1n every school 
or county. The author had no way of determining the worth 
of a.a.oh progre.m. It can be indicated by the a.mount of 
trained. apecialiste:- It can be seen 1n several articles 
that appeared. in the West Virginia Educational Bulletin in 
1950. :the· moat 1mport~.nt single sign o:f growth wi:t.hin one 
county is the employment of a school psychologist. 
88strayer, op. 2.!i·• pp. 59lff. 
PUPIL-ADJUnTI1.EIIT PRAOTIOES 
· ACCORDillG TO SURVEY 
t. P..oocrds ltopt of s1t;rl.1f1cnnt 
not1v1t1on or pupils outoide 1n 
ouch a t1o.nnor an to be available 
tor e;u!do.noe usage. 
2• MambeJ:ts ot school nto.tf coapar-
ntlns 1n the ga.thorins and record• 
1ng or s1r;n:r1co.nt facts relat1ne 
to pupllo adjuotnent to totoJ. 
onir1ronmont. 
3. A co.retully plttnnod prosrnm of 
pup11 e.djuotnent lt1 th the roooon-
e1b111 ty for t~..a coopel'll.t1o~ of 
tho statr,1n such a matter,delo* 
ga.~d to one 1nd1 vidun.l or oomo1 t-· 
too•· 
4~· Intollic;enco and noh.1evonant 
toots given nnd tho ramllta record-
ed. 
51,. Tee.c11ora with oducntion in pupil 
mo.l.G.djuotmont and. the symptoms ot 
peraon.n11ty bbala.neo • 
. · <5.: School-ooill!nttn.1 ty cooperotion in 
tho ootabliolwent oT roorov.tionnl 
opoort.un1t1an for the natter school 
hoiixae." 
FIGURE 2 
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Fru~c;.umwi OF 
. PBACTICE 
Leoo than 10% 
Loos thnn 25% 
PUFIL-ADJU3T!IB1TT PRt.OTICES TO DZ FOUlID Irl THE PUBLIC nc:rooLS 
OF 1lEST VIRGIUIA ACCOP.Dnm TO !H'S 1945 EDUCt~TIONAL SURVEY COHn 
MITTEE UDII1G TIIE THIRTY HIGH1~DT EXPEHDITURE GROUP OF OCHCOLD. 
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The nu.i~ber of guidance and testing personnel at the 
time the committee surveyed the state was th.rae. In 1956 
there were reported two gu1da.nce directors. five directors 
of tests a.rid mea.suremente,. one visiting teacher, and two 
school psychologists. Eight of the f 1fty-f1ve counties 
employed these specialists.89 · 
In 1952 several articles began to appear in the 
West Virginia Educational Bulletin about revision of 
supervisory techniques for super-visors of 1nstructio11... 
These supervisors reportod the .. t they., nwere goLJ.g to help 
teachers who had serious problem 1n. organization and d:lscipline. 11 90 
They were adding this to their duties of 1nstruot1onal 
supervision. Another article pointed out a drop-out survey 
in a high school in Randolph county. This was dcno 0 to 
forestall future w1 thdrawa.ls. In this way 1t was hoped 
the.t adjustmsnta vmuld be started 1n time to forestall. all 
except those students whose attitudes and i.den.ls are already 
warped .. " 91 
ao 7 Ed.ucationa.1 Directory, 1956 and 1957, pp. 2-237. 
90Kathryn McKinney, «?rom1aing Practices," \·fest Virp;inia 
Educational Bulletin (Charleston: 1951), pp. 18-20. 
91 . . 
~., pp. 25ff. 
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On the following page is a. "request sheetn used by 
Dr. Shrunk. school psychologist for the Cabell County 
Schools. It is quite complete and shows that the teachers 
in one county of the state, a.t least, have personal assistance 
in their work of guidance. It is indicative of the type of 
program which could be started for tha socie.lly maladjusted 
or emotionally 1mbalm1aed ·in other counties of the state. 
The "Hidden" Child 
By this term the author means those children within 
the classroom !!!!2 ~ not, ae yet, beeJl discovered. :EI. their 
school ~ exceptional. These children rrw.y be mentally,: re-
tarded to such a sl~ght der;ree that their slow progress e.nd 
difficulty i~ e.~bool is blamed on laziness or indttfarence.92 
"Hidden", because the child needs to be tested • 
.According t·o tha authorities, the child who is ttsluggieh" 
may be (1) mentally slow, {2} normal ment.-"1ly but 111; or 
(3) mentally superior~ but unchallenged.93 There 1a the 
poss 1b111 ty thgt the chi.ld is of norme,l mental 1.ty, but his 
home and school hava failed to help him establish organized 
l1ork ha.bi ta. 
92Ruth Strang, An Introduqt1.on. :!!.Q. Child Study;, (New 
York: The Macmillan company, l93U) pp. 443, 445. 
93Ibid. I pp. 442-446. 
CABELL COUNTY SCHOOLS 109 
REG.DEST FOR PBYCHOLC>GICAL STUDY 
........... ~ ........... -
School~----~------------~-Signed.~----_...----------------.----Frin .. , V .T., .Nurse, Supervisor 
Date of Request ___________ _,Date received at Psychological Sarv_·~-
IDENTIFYTI~G INFORH.ATION 
Pup11 4a Name.~~----------__.Grade ______ Birthd.ate __ ~~------~--
Address ______ ~----------------------~----~--------~--------
Father's Name Mother's r.:.aiden Na.me 
--------------------- ---~~---
Father• s Occupation Mother's Occupation.__ ____ ~~-
Pupil lives with~~~~----~----~~~----~.....,..~--~~~---­(J?~enta, grmidparents, othe1• relatives, :roster 
home, institution) 
PROBLEM PRESENTED (Reason f'or Roquesting Study) 
Results of' Group Tents or Hental Ability: 
Ne.me of Taet(s) . Date(a) ____ _.Reaults __ _ 
Hs.s this pupi1 been referred previously ____________ _ 
FACTORS Ill. PROBLEf.! 
1 • .Attendance (Describe>~~~~-~-~-~--..~~-~~--2. Academic Attainment (standardized Tests, if available): G.P. or 
P.R. or Teaohar's 
!<!ark, Read.1ng_*_--.. _______ ,.._.;.Arithmet1o* 
·ffElementary School. Ploane place Seoondai"l._y_...,A_o.,...h"""i-ov-e--m-e-n-it--
report on reverse aide. 
Grades Rep~ated.,._..,_ ______________ _ 
Special Difficulties Speoia.1 Talents 
. or Abilitias. ___ _.,,..,~--
3. Physical Faotors {Report or Medical Examination, if available.) 
Vision Glasses Hearing, ____ _ 
Serious I11nesses Aoc1dents 
Easily Fatigued · · Speech -------
4. Peraona11ty Factors (Check traits which describe pupil.) 
{ J:.1.stless ( )Aggrensive · ( )Disobedient ( )D1sli.ke by classmate 
( )Selfish ! }Stubborn ( .)Talkative ( )Worries { )Shy ( ·)Untruthful Quarrelsome ( )~citable ( )Jealous ( }Happy 
{
· !Self-reliant courteous ,( )Ggnerous ( )llervoua ( }Steals 
Bites nails { Eeslly hurt ( )suspicious ( )MoOd:r . 
Shows qualities of ( )Indifferent to failure 
leadership ( )Cannot concentrate ( }Accepted by olaesma.tea 
Note: Any sign1f'icant faot.conoernlng pupil or members of his 
fe.m.ily may be noted on reverse side. Such 1nforma.t1on will 
h= treated confidentinlly. 
Form - 2- PS 
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The school has neglected this child no matter what his 
ability or 11m1tation1 11' that school has not given him. thor-
PUSh e~ination using modern measurement techniques. This 
child is 1n need of counseling and guidance. This child 
needs a guidance staff member 1n his school system. 
West Virginia has neglected this child due to the lim-
ited amoUn.t o:f testing and guidance services offered by 
school systems 1n the state. 
THE REASON FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION IN WEST VIRGINIA 
According to ~ Special Teachers 
· The author sent out questionnaires to every speoie.l 
education teacher 1n West Virginia. Since fifty per cent 
were not returned, a stat1st1oel. eval.uation of results could 
not be obtained. 
Some or the teacher's opinions concerning the value 
of this program are.listed. They are entered here only be-
cause they are an 1nterestins picture of' what teachers who 
have been in the program feel ia the primary importance of 
their- work.. They say: 
J.. Many children.are beoom1ng·well. ad.Justed that other-
wise could not have had this privilege. 
2. This helps the child find a place in society. 
:;. Keeps child from falling behind h1a friends 1n 
school work. (The hospitalized child) 
4. This emphasis helps the total school program. 
5. This lets the hand1oapped ohlld know that he has 
a place in society the same as other children. 
6. It stimulates publ1o awareness of exceptional 
children. 
7. This helps the community accept the h~~dicapped 
child., 
8. "We who are strong.ought to bear the infirmities 
of the l:f ea.k •. •• Romans 15 :l. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Re-statement tl !&2. problem 
The purpose of this study has been to investigate the 
development of special education in West Virginia by (1) 
studying the underlying concepts that were responsible for 
the recognition of "exceptional" needs, (2) tracing the 
first assistance by West Virginia. to meet the needs of its 
exceptional. children, (3) finding the factors which expanded 
this assistance to the tree public school, and (4) noting the 
possible steps which the state might attempt to take in the 
future. 
Summary ,g!, Procedures 
A review or current literature on the subject or all 
phases of exceptional children was ma.de throughout the 
course of this study. Th1a material. wa.s supplemented by 
questionnaires that were sent to special teachers and all 
superintendents having special programs 1n their county 
system. A study or West Virginia. history and the history 
or education was also pre-requisite to this study. Letters, 
interviews, and personal conversation with teachers, parents 
(of exceptional children), supervisors and admlnistrators 
was expedient to a olear picture of the program 1n West Vir-
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ginia. Anecdotal notes of personal experiences of the author 
as a part in the apeoial. education program helped make the 
study more meaningful. In addition, the author also spent 
aotle time 1D: the Department of Archives 1n Charleston, West 
Virginia, to use records that cannot be found e1sewhere. 
the Department of Public Welfare. They instructed children 
in the hospital. This began in 1931. 
4. Before that time the state had made provisions for 
its handicapped; mentally, physically, and emotionally, by 
the establishment of ,1natitut1onn~ Twelve institutions were 
established from the t1me of statehood to today. Three 
children• s hospitals were erected. The state welfare agencies 
and the tederal government took care of providing surgical 
treatment and residence ~or these children. 
5. After the establishment of institutions 1t was 
i'ound that enough of the hand10:apped exception.."l.l were not 
being assisted. This, in combination with the idea. of re-
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habilitation and re-education of the handicapped; which had 
evolved t~oughout the countl,"Y, led the state administrators 
to consider other means or care and treatment. 
6. The homebound program began as a result or this 
concept. 
7. From the homebound program came the conception or 
special classes for the physically handicapped. The realiza-
tion on the part of professional people of the benefits to 
this type or child from social relationships in the group was 
partly responsible for the development of this program. It 
was not long before education for the mentally handicapped was 
also included in the program. 
8. With the employment of a State Director of Special 
Education, the program became a reality. It has not ceased 
to grow. Many counties have added special classes. The ex-
pectation for growth is reasonable. 
9. Many weaknesses can be found in the program due to 
its newness. Certification, special training opportunities 
for the teachers, opportunities for the gifted, opportunities 
for the socially handicapped, and a testing and guidance pro-
gram for West Virginia youth is meded. These are the recom-
mendations for the future. 
Recommendations for the future ...._ _____ - - ---
The study will leave the field of historic recording. 
The task or the historian does not include a look to the 
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future. This writer 1a not predicting the future, but record-
ing the needs ot the present for the growth in the future • 
. 1. West Virginia has no legal requirements for certi• 
t1cat1on of special education teachers, other than cert1f1ca• 
tion. ot teachers or speech and hearing. Since this is the ca.ae, 
it 1a recommended. that in the ruture such special cert1f1cates 
be issued also for teachers or the cerebral palsied, blind or 
partially sighted, and for physical o~ occupational therapists. 
It is understood that these are specialized fields within the 
field of special education, and require additional education. 
These teachers should be paid as specialists. 
2. lt is reoommedded that more curriculum studies be 
carried out; as in the past; and thus encourage all teachers 
to evaluate their teaching processes. The teachers can under• 
stand individualized 1nstruct1on only as they iearn to practice 
it themselves. 
3• Information concerning all school children should 
be recorded in a cumulltive manner, with. a folder for each pu• 
p1l• The teacher should be left at liberty to add any addition-
al information which she th1nke would be of help to the next 
teacher or teachers. She should be advised• however; as to the 
type of information which should be included so as to include 
necessary items and to avoid subjectiv1sms. 
4. The county systems should offer every opportunity 
ll6 
to thi& ch!ld, 1n lit10 '11th hi~ Meda. ~om th" 1ntonnat1on 1n 
the Cumul1,l,t1ve ~eords Md by us~ ot rssourefl $fAttc1ti11sta. a 
raco!:"\\ shottld b~ kept of t11oga individualo \tho ex.hi.bi'!:. Glt• 
cGptiont.tl g!f'ta or w.sakne$S<H:t. teachers Jlihould be ad:vised in 
ths typ0 or currioul.um that e.ro ottered :ror gifted or lim1• 
tea pt.lpila, lli.'ld tha county superv1aor or 1nstruct1on should 
supply addi t1onal enricrunent tnater1ala tfhen they are naoeo• 
snry. 
SI From the g.ro11th and. un.derst4l.nd1ng developed out ot 
a county $ysteni ot teachers e.nd staff that ~ their pupils, 
the proctUHl ot supplying their need.a ahould follow and. grow. 
With the direction of Miss Soott1 the WOl."kehops tor teachers 
should continua e..nd ext.and to regult'l.t? classroom tencnera as 
well. Tho oount:r auperv1sors or 1nstruet1on should plan looe"1 
workehops tor their %'$gule.r t.aehers. Only when 1n-serviee• 
training and additional. tr&inins in child behavior s.nd adjust-
ment 1s offered the regula-r claF.ulroom teachers w11l the soc1a.l-
ly ha.ndice.prA?d. child be understood., and the e;ifted and talented 
oh1.ld. be helped in the special way suited. to hla needs. 
6. In order to make th,.s a program 0 or the people and 
tor all the poopla" • groups or l.ay and professional peopl~'t 
should be er.J.1 sted for atudy to learn to 1dedt1t'y the exoep• 
tiona.l children and. nll or their needs. Every community has 
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resource 1nd1v1duals who oould be added to its own particular 
group. Parent study-groups and clinics would grow out of such · 
a. system. 
7. Community and/or county professional associations 
should be enlisted to survey their locale of industrial and 
educational endeavor. From certain set projects and programs 
their exceptionally gifted child can be reached in enrichment 
ways. Some projects of school-community type could enlarge 
and renovate recreational, extra-school aotivit1ea. The child 
of each community should be provided a healthy and educational-
ly 1nep1r1ng environment. 
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l. Do you htWO a progra-n for th.e exceptional child in your 
county public nehool systom? Yes . Mo . 
. 2. If so, when dld it 'begin? 
------------------------------3. Has any training boon done by private 1ru:ttitut1ons or 
groups other than tho public sahoolB? Yea No 
nr-.me of institution or sroup --J..ddross____________________..._ ____________________ .-.. __ _ 
4. Who <tras the first teacher or superi11tendent-1n-oha..-go of 
the i'lrat program? . . Address 
-----
5. Rmr many pupils d1d ahe have? • 
Physically hatid1cappoo?_r·fel1"!'"t~s.l!!"!!l.,..7-ro-·"'!!"t ...... -,,rd-ed~?--or-.-.-s-o""!"t"!:""h"!"'?-
G. Wns 1t a homebound progrnm? __ apacial cle.sa? __ 'both?_ 
1. Whon did you have your first speeittl clnas lr1th1n a school 
building? Dato name or school _______ _ 
a. Do you heve such a progrrun ~1? Yea No __ _ 
9. Hcr.t mnny tee.chore. do you Onlploy? .. , 
Us.mes and tlddressea of present or rairly recont ionolloro: . 
10 •. Do you have any ne'li'ttpaper clippings. picturen, pa.tlphlotn • 
or .. mimo. ogrnphed 1ntormnt1on trhioh. 1ou coulct onolosa? (roturnecl immediately upon request} 
11. If' you do not hnve nuch a program. do you an.tioipate hnvins 
ono th1.s coming school year? Yes · . Ito . · 
12. tt you do not hnva suoh. a pr~m., 'trhy? ________ _ 
13. 'Wllnt is you eeneral theory na to tho eduontion of tho 
g1:f'tod child? IIave you, in your county oyutem, tmy definite 
techniques £or the enrichment of their program? 
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QUBS'l'lOliNAIRE TO ALL TEACHERS OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IH THB 
STATE OP WEST VIRGINIA 
A. COHCBRNINO YOUR PHYSICALLY· HAKDICAPPJW PUPILS 
In parts A. and B, please answer by giving actual numbers in 
the blanks prov.1ded. If, however, the number 1a an estimate, 
place (E) atter the number you give as an answer. For example: 
22(E). In part c, aruswer the questions w1tb tactual 1ntormat1on. 
How many phys1cal17 handicapped pupils have you trained? ----
How many ot them have reached employable age? ••• •••• ·-----
How many or these pupil• have become employed? • • • • • • 
How many employEtrs have aided 1n the training program? ••• --
How many employers have hired your pupils? ••••••••• 
How many ot your pupils have developed Hobbies? • • • • • • --
--How many ot 7our pupils have become selt-aupporting? •••• __ 
B. COHCERHDIO MENTALLY HANDICAPPED PUPILS 
How many mentally handicapped pupils have you trained? •• ·-----
How many of these have reached employable age? ••••••• ____ _ 
How JJUUl1' ot these have been employed? • • • • • • • • • • • 
How many of your pupils have become aelt sutt1c1enti --
in self'-caret • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • __ 
in simple household care? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1n simple "outside the home" activities? •••••••• --
1n leisure time activity? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • __ 
C • CONOERL~G THE MENTALLY SUPERIOR PUPILS 
How many exceptionally superior pupils have you taught? • • __ 
What special enrichment techniques did you employ? _____ _ 
What special a1d was ottered you by the county school system tor your enrichment program? _________________ _ 
What technique does your county use tor determining the general 
1ntel11gence1 special intelligence or special ab1l1t1ea of' its 
mentally superior? I. Q. test Interest scales Ability 
inventories teacher observation (please check technique). 
What plan tor meeting the needs or the exceptionally wuper1or 
have been employed by your county school syatem? ______ _ 
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l>. CONCERNING PUBLIC INTEREST.ARD PUBLIC CONCBRH 
Please answer YES or NO to the followings 
There has been organized resistance to the program • • & • 
Your newspaper has run special feature stories on it. • • • --
The school administration has interpreted the program to 
· the teachers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
--
Please respond to the following question with an actual number. 
If' an estimate, place (B) after the number you give as an answer~ 
How many members of the community havei 
asked you pertinent questions concerning the program? • 
volunteered to assist you?. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • --
planned parties, trips, etc. tor your group? •••• ~ .• 
planned personally with you toward getting necessary --
equipment tor the special needs of your group1 • ~ • 
eXhib1ted other types ot interest • • • • • • • • • • • -----
How many regular classroom teachers have shown in an inter-
est in the program by observing your teaching, discussing 
1t with you, come to you tor help concerning an a-typical 
child in their classroom, or shown any other interest? ••• 
How many clubs or groups have assusted bys. · . --
donating funds to the program? •••••••• • •••• 
organizing clubs with your.pupils? •••••• -••••• --
adopting your class (or member) as a pro3eot1 •• •:•'• Hame other types of' interested assistance._. __________________ __ 
Would you please list the clubs by name that have assisted you? (Use the back of' this paper, please) . · 
Did &?13' associations tor the exceptional child (or any type or 
exceptional child) develop as a result ot your special parents 
group? It' so, please list. 
Were any ot the associations tor the exceptional child responsible, 
in part, tor your local special education program? 
If' so, please l.1st. ---------------------
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B. CONCJmNIHO THE PARENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIP AND RAPPORT 
(please check) 
Parent-Teacher Grou2 YES NO 
Ve have a Parent-Teacher group • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Bach pupil has one parent in attendance • • • • • • • • ---- ---
Both parents of the majority of the pupils attend • • • :::: 
Other interested citizens attend. • • • • • • • • • • • ---
A county school administrator attends regularly • • • • ---
Pl'Ofess1onal and/or civic groups send a representative .--- ........... 
You attend regularly • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , ____ 
The meetings are formal • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ___ ---
The meetings are sometimes social parties or outings. • ----
The programs use speakers from related fields •••• • - -
The programs are varied(speaks,panels,films,discussion) ____ 
The programs are planned, in part, by the parents • • • _ 
The programs are generally intormal group discussion. • ----
-The parents, on their own initiative, plan parties, 
trips, picnics, etc. tor your pupils. • • • • • • • 
Close friendships have developed between the parents •• 
You have observation days tor the parents • • • • • • • 
- -
- -You have good pa.rental attendance on these days • • • • --... 
You have seen any of the following symptoms of adjust-
ment in at least one or the parents during the year, . 
l. Take their child with them into public gathering 
2. Discuss their child readily with anyone. • . • • • -- -
3. Tell you that they have seen improvement in child = 
4. State appreciation to you tor your efforts • • • ___ 
5. Tell you that 1t helps them to talk about child. _ 
6. Have personally enlisted the services of' civic or -
social clubs in behalf of their child or program._ _ 
7 
• (Add any otl'ier symptom, you hive obse'rved, above:)- -
You feel that the majority of pa.rents are at ease with 
you. • .•••••••••••••••••••••• _ _ 
You feel.that rapport has been established ••••••• ____ ___ 
Method or re orti ro ress to arents. (Underline correct word.) 
ou sen orma , orma repor s to parents. Both. 
The parents have told you that they are (pleased, displeased, 
satisfied) with the reports (report cards), 
You have (one, two, several, no) conferences with iach parent per 
year. · 
You have (no, one, two, several) days or instruction per year for 
the parents, in which explanations and suggestions are given 
them as to how they might supplement the program at home. 
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What, in your opinion, is the most important result or the 
special education program in Wset Virginia? If more than 
one result occurs to you, please list 1n order ot import-
ance. 
»o you feel that West Virginia has neglected her exceptionally 
gifted child! (by'exceptionally gifted" is meant a child 
with high intelligence quotient, who may at the same time 
have some other special ability or abilities, but does not 
necessarily have to in order to be considered ug1f'ted.") 
Do you feel that West Virginia has neglected her "specially 
gifted" child? ('l'his child is average from the point or 
· view of academic ability, but has special gifts often known 
as "talents.") . · : 
Do 7ou personally feel that a special education program should 
have been established tor the ng1tted•• child with high intelli-
gence 1 before the present one for the physically and mentally 
handicapped? It not, why do you feel the handicapped 
deserved tirs'f""ConBideration as to a special educational pro-gram? ____________________ ..._ __________________________ ___ 
A.PPMID!X B 
(REGUL..t\TIONS • POLICIES, REQ.UIREHEMTB • 
SPECIAL EY>-?·1PI..EB OF l?ROORESS } 
Tho state appropr1nt1on for the education oi' homobound chll-
dren 1a e..i"urther reeasnit1on on the pnrt or the peoplo thnt 
'the oow.ntagea of eduont,1on mun t be oxtonded to s.11. children. 
Thia is 1n koeping td.th n pol1oy that ha.a been generally nc-
cepted for a. mrnber of yoe.rs,, the.t all chlldron a.re ontit,lod 
to· not loss than tho1r proportionate share of the school funds:. 
1-rore reoently17 through e.11 act or tho Losislnture. all children 
a.re guars.."'ltecd this m1n1mum expondlture for their Gducnt1on. · 
lt in tu.11.damontnl. to the sticoean .ot such n. progre.m that counties 
a1lcept their part of the reapons1b:l11ty both.ndm1nlstrat1vcly 
a..~ f'1nano1all7. Thia 1s p.,;"trt1.aularly truo in the co.so of 
homebound children where tho oost of lnstruetion in necessarily 
h1gl1 a."ld tho location of' children nnd tiotails of plrum1ns fo:X'-
thoir education require spacial interest a...11..d concern. 
The re..3Ulat1ona for tho prcgra.m a.s approved by the stnta Boa.rd 
of Education a.re outlined below .c In their nd.~1n1atration tho 
children w1ll be nerved best by ndherlns to tho atand.nrdn £or 
instruction lrhioh Sl"'e outl1nod.. 
1. Ela.P;1b111ty s!,. Ptmils -
Persona between ~he r..ges of 6 and. 20 years, inclusive. men-
tally . qual.1f1od to benefit from 1Iwtruot1on \tho by ronnon 
or boing pb.ynicn.lly h.andioo.pped are unn.ble to nttond regu.l~..r 
nohool. ohnll be oonsidorGd homelxlund u1th1n tho meef11ng ot 
this progrnm. nuoh phya1anlly tmndicnppod persona nhall be 
entitled to homebound 1netruot1on th.rough the. servicon of a 
teecher under the rules.and regulntions horeinnfter atatod. 
Homebound. shall ~ construed to moan tt11omos !n tho uanttl 
moaning. but ma.y include hospital 1n eases "»hero hosp1tn.l-
zat1on is prolonged. and tho .. pupils condition is favorable 
to L<tU3truot!on.. All onrolloen for home and hosp1tvJ. 
in.,C)truct1on sbD.11 bo eerti.f iod by an ntto:nd1ng phya1c1c.n 
or by a reg!oteroo nurae as to phys1c~.l condition n~.d a'bll-
it.y to receive 1natruotion. (Sae Form co-1). 
2. cmo.nlzntion ~ ln€rtrmrtion -
n. Before beginning 1nstruot1an, t,he county bonrd. of educa-
tion t111.l nood to havo o.pprovel of the Sta.to Supot-intond-
ent:.or Free ::~ohooln fw both pilplls and teachers. 
(Appl1cat1orm i'or npprovnl will be mnd.Gc on Forms ec-1 
and 00-2). 
b .. For a full-til:le teooher the nunber or pupils mu.at be not 
fewor than 12,. nor nore thrui 14. Exeept1on mcy bo arinnted 
whezwe special nohools nro ~stablished to ·w·h1ch puplla are 
tranopor-tod. 
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d. In situn~ions ·where fewer than 12 pupils r-..ro located in 
hospitals# such pupils may be enrolled to eupplemont the 
homebound pupiln in. securing the required enrollment of' 
12 for a tull-tll:lo tcachintj load • 
. o. Spooial. er.i:phasis should ba fj1V$n to the ind.1.vidn.nl needs 
of en.oh homebound ptt:c11. The usual curriculum i'oll<n;ed 
in the regular pnplic schools ttUl be puroued by a.11 
pupils h.t;t,ving due rcge.1~1.,, hmrovor, to en.ch 1ndiv1dua.l' 
pupil's physic.al OO!ldition, nb111t.1es, ~-m 1ntoroat. 
f .. ''fueri visiting a. homo the tea.char shall have tha p1~pll 
iiLa~·rooa alone for tr:e. period of 1nstruet1on.. Th1s 
is eneentlnl £1"..nd pt-.rents sh~uld be nd.v1ced that no 
$.n.t~ir.tar.t;noe from other children or adults l<till be pcn~­
inlt ted. Por the t!me being tho room ls a school and . 
must be so co.rt..ductea. 
g. Instruction o:r homet.oun:'t and hosp1tn.11zad pupils r!l.'1.Y bo 
given at any 'time 1-r1th1n tho nchool yenr1 not to excood 
a term of nine months 1..~ any ( f'inos.l) nehool year. 
h.. The county board af ooucntion shet.11 mru::e nva.1lnble to 
tenohera nnd pupils 1n all home'bo. und olnsaoa: . (1) rowl!nz 
materials; (2) inntruotional auppliea; (3) textl:co!m; 
and (4) travelin5 l11lrary .. · 
:1. t1here 1t 1a 1mprnct1os.blo to 1n.cludo 1so1ntod home'touncl 
puplls in hone L'1.Stroot1on o1rurnes taught by a. f'ull-
t1me teacher, tho oou..~ty board ot eduont!m1 may employ 
pt!'..rt-time teachers. !''reguont.lY. !. !_oonl t~a.cher will 
teaoh !! homebound pupil . .Q.t. !lli1 cornmunit-1 after ro(:julnt 
school hours. 'l'f{1ir> nroce::.1uro ~ ~ out'.d. suoce!H3ful. 
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3 .. 1tdn11nintrn.t1on -
a. Asaignrat;nt or Teeohers 
'Full-time teachers in the homebound teaching progrnm 
w1ll 'be appo1nted by tho oounty board. of" eduon.tion nnd 
oonaidered a part or t-t'le regular county 1nstruction."l.l. 
stni":f~ 'rhe1 are enti tlod to all legal r.1ghts and 
1nteresta 111 teacher ltelfare enjoyed by their fell ow 
members. Part-time tea~hars who are not nt the time 
employed to tea.ch ln the regular school pi~oerao will 
be employed :from year to yee;r avid will not. Pecoive a 
cont1nu1ng contra.et. county boards or education are 
urged to give apoo1al. consldera.t1on to tho trc:lni11g ana. 
experience as tLey oonai,ler applicn.'flto for such positions. 
b.. Q.uallf'ioat1ona or Tes.oh&~ 
AU. teachers of' homobound pupiln sho.ll holct n vnl.1d. 
-certlfiaate for tenahing. In situations wtioro regular 
teachers sre not nvn11nb1o tor homGbOUllfl teaching 
emergency teachers may be en.ployed during the o:::lerccnay 
period provided they meet the prosor1'bed requirements 
of cert1f:toat1011 for e::iarge-noy tea,ei':ers. Tt-£ nntura of' 
homebound tee.oh.1ng ma.'tos it highly doslrv.blo that such 
teachers shall hnvo had nucce~aful teaehine; e:x.por1o::ce 
a.nt1 that they h£1.ve a whc,1oaomo 1nterost. 1n physionl.ly 
han11crn.pped children. 
d. Travel 
.All too.c~:ers of honeL"'Ound ohildron ( pe:rt.-t1me and tull-
t1mo) nay be paid trnnnportation to ru1d rro-:n tho child's 
homo not to oxocod 6~£ per n1le on a. schedule planned for 
economy 1n travel. The county superintendent or otnor 
uorson de-s1e;n..t:tted by him no d.irector of t 'U homo bound 
ehi.ldren pro5rt>..m shall approve eti..ch schedule on th.o 1:xtn1s 
1::)7 
indicated. Snlary and tronaportnt1on l11ll be pn1d f'I'Ot'1l 
the homabotmd tenahing tund of tho county. 
e. Financing the Progrn.m 
The stato b:mrd. of r:chool 1'1nenee shall d.eroo:1t to the 
credit or the eotmty hom.ebound teaching funcr tram time 
to time an mnount sut:f1c1ent to P!~Y snls1•ies and travel 
exponsea of approved teaohern to the extent tha.t ntste 
fund3 ao marked arG available.. c-0u..~ty bo~""'tls ot eduoa-
t1on ar~ requested t.o aupplomf;;.mt the at~te funda in 
nltu.ntiane trhere the atriount ava1lubla :rrom the stnta 1o 
1..'ladaquate 'to meet the cents of ·~en.ch1ng the homebound 
ohUdren of the cou:tty :tor a full term. 
State allocation or funds 1':t111 be mde to eou.11tios on 
the basis of' appl1ent.1ons (ForJP.s cc-1 ttrul cc-2) that 
have boon reco1vod a.'tld approved by the stn:to super1.~tonc1-
G.."1t or schools. :t1he statG board of school :fiTh~""loo 11'.ay 
exe1"C!s0 1tG t.tnthorlty to rae~.J.l mono:rs deposited in ·th.e 
county homebound. teaching tund upon disoontinuenoe of 
1nstruot1on of a class tho.~ has been 01 .. 13zrnized and 
approved or upon fa11ure or loenl c.nthori·iien. or toschors 
1n chm~e, to obnorve the rt1gulat1ons heroin approved by 
the stt:l.te,board of oouontions., 
t. Reports 
.At the end of Gach month the toacher, or pnrt-tine toaoh-
er, of homobourA£1. pupils will make ~ t:rOi.1. tb.ly 1~oport to 
tho county nuper1ntondont bef'ore nr,l v:r;; or travel expe!'..sea 
for tho month artt po.id. :to mnke thla report, t.uo copies 
of' Fore cc-4 end orJl oopy or Form cc-:; aro to be i"llad 
with the county sups1-.1ntondtm.t. Tho oount::r euper1ntond-
dnt 1.11 turn 1J111 f'ortr::trd ·one copy of co-4 to the state 
aupervisor of elomentary eohools who sorve:s tis at~tt~to 
director of the progra.11. nefora forwarding Form cc-ti to 
the atnte of'fico,, the loonl super1ntende..Tlt ltill 1ndiao..ta 
npprova.t of the rGIX>rt• 
g. Supa1""V'1nion 
/J.l toaohero of homsbound pup11ti a.re to be undor tho 
suyervision of tho cou.."lty nuporL"ltendont OX' of an 
nsslsti:.nt superL1"1tC"11de1-it or supervisor deni(;ne,ted b,-
h1m- 'l'.110 nnmn of" tho oornon no das1r.n..'ltod nhould be :!'or.;n~ u:rormt'i:r1(to t.i)_,:; etr1'to oi'f ice of cie;;-tG11tt1£Y 
• .. ti - t c;; -· ........... ------ --- • -
sohoo:.w ~ ro:fc-x·cnce l!l. ll1rpc·ti:n~ tbo P.rorrn..u.. 'i'he 
local oorson Iii charge "tt111 bo rcspono1blo for loo~..l 
approval or tho nahodulen for hotio'bouna tenchor.n e.nd for 
securing !1.pprovnl of the at.ate nupar1ntandent for the 
tao.cllera employed, the puplli cnrollau. and tho zob.edulea 
of inntruotion. For thG>f.la J;mrposon Forr..s CC-1 ru.ld CC-2 
·will be uncd.. Tb.eoe forms nbould bo mcdo out 1n dttplioa."ta 
and mniled to the ntnto supa.rv-1.cor of elorientary nehoolo. 
When approved by the etnte superintendent, ona copy lrill 
be returned to the county ofi'ice nnd the other wlll be 
filed at tho atnte off1aa. (The -county euper1ntendent 
should be sure to in.dice.to tho no.me or the portion on 
his stnff' 1n ohare;e of homebound teaching.) 
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WEST VIRGnlIA DEPART1ffi:N~ OF EDUCATIOM 
POLICIES A!ID REGULATIOUS 
1. ELIGIBILITY OF PUPILS 
A child w1th a ohronolog1cal aga of 6-21 with n phys1enl 
d1snb1l1ty so severe that regular attondance or special. clnss 
attendance is um11ae or Ul'lSnfe 1o eligible for home 1netru.ct1on, 
provided thnt: 
l. no phys1ael.ly fit child with rm I.Q. above SO aho.ll bG 
eligible for home instruction. 
2. A qualified phya1c1a..~ cort1fios that the child 1s 
unable to attond regulo~ school or a apeo1al clnsa if 
one ls provided ~nd recommends home instruction for 
him. Form. oc-l ah.all be completed by the phys1o1an 
and returned to tho county hon.rd of education. 4t;ny 
exception muat have the approval of the State Director 
of Special F.Xluaat1on. 
3. The oh1ld so cert1f1ed is mentnlly capable of prof1tins 
f'rom 1nstruot1on: 
A. All physically h.Md1oapped children (ages 6-21) who 
nave never attended school. 1nolUd1ng home 1nstruo~1on, 
must have a mental ab1l1ty tent. 
B. A phys1call:Y ·handioapped child who han previously 
attended school and ·w110 has ma.de average school 
progress may be e.dmitted to home instruction with-
out menttil ability tasting. . 
o. A physically handicapped child who hM prev1ously 
nttendod school and uho hna not made nvernga school 
progress oust have n mental ability test and must 
earn a aoore of not less thrul 25 I.Q.. a.nd mental a.go 
of '· A group 1.~telligence test !e not acceptable 
for this purpose. Acoopta.ble tests aro: (1) Stanford-. 
Binet. Rev. 1937 t (2) Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children, (3) Grace Arthur Performnnce Test 111ny be 
used to supplement the teats (1) and. (2) where it seems 
necessary. 
D. Any physicnlly hnnd.1capped child with nn intelligence 
score 01· 25-70 (mental age at least 3 ahnll be certified 
by a qualified medical doctor for home 1nstruct1on.) 
E. A phys1anlly ha.ndicappod child with an I.Q. on en 
accepted teat (soe c above) below 25 1e not eligible 
for homo 1natruot1on. 
F. /my sevo1"oly phys1onlly bruid1onpped child w·ho es..n-
not respond to mental ability eva.luo.t1on su£:f1o1ently 
ltell to show whether ho moots the el1g1b1lity requ!ro-
menta mr:.y bo enrolled. on tho hone instruction program 
for a. trial period not to exceed ono nemoster. 
II. PUPIL LOAD 
l. Full-'Uma teacher 10-12 pupils. 
2. Part-time teacher l-9 pupUs. 
III. '1"'£J~CHERS 
l. Qua11t1oat1ons - All teachers, of homebound pupils shall 
hold a val.id certli'icnto for teaoh1ng. In n1tunt1ons 
\'There toachors n1th regular cert11'1catea are not e:vallnble 
for hone tenoh1-'18t emargt1ne;r tenchere ma7 ba employed 
during tha emsrgency per10d. provided they meet the pre-
scribed requirements ot eert1!1oat1on for emergenoy to~;eh­
era. The nature of homebou.Yld teaching mnkea it highly 
des1rnble tha.t suoh teachors «Jhal.l have l'.k'Ul ouocaasful. 
teaching oxperlenoo. tmd that they have a t1b.olesome 
1ntoreat 1n peye1oally handicapped ohlldren .• 
2. Contrscta - Full-t1."lle teaohora in the homebound tanoh1ng 
progran will be nppo1nted.by the county board of educa-
tion nnd oons1dored a part o~ the regular county instruc-
tional staff'. '!'hey are entitled to nll legal rights and 
interests in tea.oh.or welfare enjoyed by thoir fol.low 
members. Part•t1mo tenchers who are not nt the time em-
ployed from year to yan.r nnrl w1ll not receive a continuing 
contract. county bonrdn of education are urged to g1ve 
apoaial oona1derot1on to the training and experienoa ns 
tha1 eons1dor appl1oa.ntn for such :position.a. 
3 •. Salan: ~ T,tavol;, EXPOnso -
A. Fttll-t1me teachers {l.0-12 pupils) - Regular legal 
salary neaordlng to certli'iont1on based on tre.1n:tng 
and experlonce. 
B. Pert-time tan.chars (l-9 pupils} ... Salary per hour 
shall be based upon cert1f1oat1on ns ca.lled for on 
state legal minimum salary, 1n such proportion e.s 
time Sp&"lt 1B of' 120 hours per month* provided that 
no tea.oh.or io po.id less than ~,2.50 per hour. 
a. Esch home teacher shall be reimbursed at the current 
rate for tho local countr employees :ror netunl mileage 
traveled to child's home and return, by tho short.est 
route, as certified by county nuper1ntend.en.t or schools. 
4. Duties -
A. Recordn of .Attendance -
(l.} Es.ch how instruetion toncner shall .koop e. 
atnte rog1ster mld report to tb.e county supor-
1ntendont monthly1: as other teachers report. 
(2) i\t tha close or tho yenr,, the homo 1nstruot1on 
toaoher shall turn in to the county board. of 
educut.1.on her atn.t.e rgg1eter, completed acauratoly .. 
When a ol11ld 1a transforred to regular school, the 
home 1nstrnotio11 teMb.er sb~all transfer- to tho 
regu1a.r tenohar the chlld 's permanant reaord card, 
the grnda en.rd, and other personal.reeorda pertn1nlng 
to the eh1ld.. 
Ir the child has prtl'Viounly 'been onrollad 1n aohool. 
nnd returnz to school within tho yerxr-. tho home 
1nntruct1on teacher shall trnns~or to the regular 
'too.ohor a raoo1'd of t.he child 1 a and his grade card. 
n. Record.a or Progreso -
(1) Tho grade en.rd currently used in the county ahall 
be used for tho children on home instrt.<tOtion. 
(2) The county superintendent Md tho stnto D1reotor 
of Special Etlucnt1on w.ay require add1~1onnl reporto 
or explanations ot progr&as reports. 
IV. INS TRUOTIOM 
l. Home ft.rra~eoont - i-th.en v1a1t1ng n homo the te-noher shnl.1 
have tho pupil 1n a room al.0110 .for tho per!Od of instruc-
tion. Th1s ia 01.u;ential and parents should bG e.dvisod 
thnt no interference from other chlldron or !\A.ults wll1 
be perm1 tted. For tho ti.."00 being tho room la n. snhool. 
and must be eo oonductod. 
2. Time for Homo Instruction -.....,.........__ 
A. Instruction of homebound pupils may be given nt nrr:T' 
t1:.r.re within the school yon:r, not to exeood e term of 
nine months 1n any (f1ooal) school yonr. 
n. '1\to hours nor l'toelr ntw..11 oonnt1tute n n1.."11mum neolt'n 
attendance- :ror eaoh ehUd enrolled on the home inn true .i:-·· 
ti.on program. lt.. 1n raeomm.ended th..'l't counties g1ve 
1nstruot1on for ndd!tionnl hours but such add.1t1onv.l 
hours vrill not be reported to tho State D{'!p8.r'tiiient 
of Educ~tion £or reimbursement. 
c • .In ca.sea Of 1nolattl'd children 1nvolv1ng exaesnive 
d.istl'..nccs f'or trovel on the pert or the tan.ohor, the 
period of instruction mny be on the bns1s of one 
period each weok last1n.1 tt'fo hour.a provided tha ch1ld 
1a phynically n.blo tor the 10113er par1CYJ. Tho phy-
n1oia.n making the health e~.rn1nntion should indinnte 
approval of the two-hour toa.ohing period.. Thia l1lll 
be ,d.ono by n notation on the appliaation form co-1. 
D. Home 1nstruat1on teachers s!iall assign, for each 
pupil, for the school days ohe dooe not v1n1t child 
eUff1e1ant ouitablo i10rk to oocupy t!1a child de.11y 
.tor the e.mounta of tL"lO suggested belm1-. The homo-
~tot9lt assignment tim.e shal-1 be subject to the approvnl 
ot the ch1ld•s physlc1!1n. 
Graden 1-:; 
Grades 4-6 
Grades 7-lo 
3. Instructional. Materials -
1 hour da11y 
2 hours dally 
3 hours dally 
A. It ehnll be the reeponsibil1ty of the county board or 
educe.t1on to allocate £or boolm end instructional 
supplies for enoh pupil e.t len.st the same amount as 
1s al.loco.tad i'or ottcb pupll 1n tho ree;ular school 
program. 
B. It shnll bo the ronpons1bil1ty or the county super-
intendent to provide or to oeo that ls provided. nuoh 
1nstruct1onv,.l supplies, outl1.."lea, workboolm, and other 
teaohlng nida and mnterlals as a.re. supplied to ch11-
dren 1n the resulnr grades n.nd to $00 thatc the homo 
1nntruet1on progrrun oo oorrelntad u1 th ttlP.t of the 
child' a homo school •. 
SPECIAL CLASSEt FOR PHYS!CJ~LLY HA:ct"DICAPPED 
POLICIES Aral Rr::GUL.r'\ TIONS 
I •. ELIGIEILI1"Y OF PUPILS 
To be ol1g1ble for enrollmont 1n a. special c1aas 'f.or 
physically hnndicnppod, a child nust: 
l. Have a ch.'ronolog1oal age Of G to 21. A child ·who 
renohaa h1s 2lat birthday during the school year my 
con!iinue 1n school until the close of that school 
yot:.tr. 
2. Hentnl age:: 3 y-enrs or e.bove 
3. Intelllgenae quot.lent • npprox1mately 25 or above • on 
strmford-B1nat son.lo o.r Intell.isence a..~/or Woohalor 
Intelligence Bes.le for Children.. Tl1e Grace Arthur Point· 
Soale or P~ormanee mny be used. to e;1vo aupplemonts1 
data. to these 1'1hero neoesaar1. Resu1ts or these tests 
will be aooeptod on1'y uhen thay have been administered, 
scored, and interpreted by a qual.1t1ed person itho hna 
boen ti-pproved for this work by the State Director of 
Special Biuont1on. · 
4. Be able to understand simple d1root1ons and to meJ~e h1o 
noeds lmoun. 
5. Ee socially developed to the extent that h1o bebnv1or 
does not endanger himself or the others 1n t.he group • 
. 
6. Ee emot1onnll;v sttt.bla to t.he point tha.t attondanoe 1n 
n group 'trill not add to his problom. . 
7. Be of physical size and age to bo e.oooptablo l11th th() 
other members or tho class. · . 
8. De oert1f 1ed by a qua.l1f1od mad1cml doctor na being 
lll:lnble to attend regular school even -w1th nll possible 
ooa.ntnt1ons of facil1t1ea. equlpment. and. progra~ 
arranged· for., and be reco.l!lmend.ed :for spocinl clans 
placement. 
9. 'Be recommended :for adm1sn1on by ndm1as1on board. (nee 
I<ontnlly Retarded Item I-10) · 
II. OLA.GS LO.t\D 
1. The mini.mum enrollment io ten o.nd the max1tnrm enrollmont 
for spooial. day clasnos for pbyaionlly hnnd1co:pped chil-
dren, 1no1ud1ng non-severoly ho.nd1on!'Pod. corobrc.l pnlaied 
children. shall bo tU'teen. except thnt in a elanaroom 
where the chronolog1o nl age spread nnd/ or 1nntruot1on.-tl. 
level is gren.ter tha."1 a 1x yon.rs, tho m..'Ut1r.rum enrollnent 
shall be twelve. 
2. The min1tl'W'n enrollment 1s ten ~nd the :mrut1nmn enrol.lm.ent 
for special dny classes for severely physically handi-
capped shall be t'.welve child.ran. i·fhere there are 
several oh1ldren in l'rh.ool ahnira or who are only po.rt1ally 
independent, on orntonen or '>Tho are using othor a.ids. loss 
thnn twelvo ch11dren shall. bG considered a fu11 lond. 
:;. Eduent1onal provision for a ehild with m1lt1ple tutndicGps 
.ab.all be oon.'lidered first.. from the point or view of 
eduoab1l1ty sinao the 1earn11-Jg probl~m 1n n major hnnd1oap. 
4~ 1'.n:f variation in the mn.:dttn.1m enrollment m.triber nunt be 
approved by the sta.t-e Director of Special muontion.. 
s. In a community 1taere, in tbo school enrollment.,. there is 
not n sufficient number of physically hrmdico.ppod. ohll-
dran to we:rrnnt the este.blianoent of a .epbo1o1 class but 
therG la a group o-r 5-9 phynieally hnndlcapped oh1ldron,, 
it mny be arrangerl for the home instruction teacher to 
tee.ch one-half of each school dn:r 1n tho elnea for 
phys1cnlly handicapped, or for such proportionate pa.rt 
o~ her time as tho number of nu.ch pupils wo..rrante: 
IIIti. TE!iCHERS 
Fol"' 
2 childron 
3 ch..Udren 
4 child.ran 
1. gua.111"1ont1ons. -
Tl.ma equ1valont to: 
1• one-hour poriodo per week 
5 one-hour por1ods per lfeek 
8 one-hour parlods per veell: 
A. A teechOr must hold a valid West V1rg1nin cert1t1oate. 
tor tonohing. 
B. A taaeher should have had successful teaching experience 
uith normal children. 
c. A toe.oher should ha.ve entis:f'actorlly completed such 
apooinl edm:m.tion courses as cay bo prescribed by tho 
Stnto Department of Ed.uontlon. 
D. A tonoher should have sound pb.yslcnl nnd r.ientn1 health. 
E. A tesch~r should bo ndaptnbl6t- poaaesa good judgment, 
havo a sympa~hotia understand1ns of thQ problems of 
the pbysianlly handicnpped. 
F. A tench.er should be a person llho pays cmretul ati:tent1on 
to detail and·who meeto first tho nocds 0£ her ohildl'en 
without concern for amount of time and energy required. 
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2. Contracts - Tanchers employed in special clnsses w111 
be appointed by tho county board or eduoo,t1on nnd 
cons 1dered e. part of the ragu1nr oount.y 1nstruct1onr.l 
staff'. They are entitled to all legal rights and 
interests 1n teacher wel.fare enjoyed by tho1r follolt 
mombera. 
3. Snlnr: - Salo.r1es or tGnchara of npecinl classes shall. 
be legal nala.rion called tor by certif loate. 
4. Duties -
A. Records of' _l\ttondance· ... 
(1) Each teacher of a epaa1eJ. clnso for phyll!cally 
handicapped ch11d.ren nhal.l keep n stnto register. 
correct W"'..S. up to date_. Md nhall make such reports 
as regular ton.ohera aro roquired to. 
B. Records of Prog3!'ean -
(l) Each teacher sbnl.1 asnens or lnvon~oey the aeadem1c 
status of ~aeh o-r her pupils at tha beginning ·of 
the nchool 7etJ:C or when he first enters her class. 
Th1s invontory togethe.r "ritb. such reoorde as are 
aveilable on ea.oh child and the teacher's observa-
tion of tha child elwll form the basis tor plamrl.ng 
for his aohooi program. 
(2) Periodic roassesament 1s to be done as ah.Ud'n 
progress 1ndicnten, but nt least nt mid-term and 
at the clone of Ute sohool year or just prior to 
child's withdrawal :from class. 
{:;} ;.:hterinls f'or £inch inventor1en will bo ma.de avail-
able from tha stn.te Department o:r Eduoat1on through 
the office of the Dirootor of Special Education. 
(4) If a child trnnsfera from one specittl. class to 
another, or to the rcgul8r school,. or to some 
other oduaat1on.nl.. or vocat1onnl eervlce,, a current 
copy of ths child's latest inventory shnll be sent 
with other pemanont records. 
O. Reports to Pa.rents -
(l) t'fhore the conventional report card used 1n the 
regular school prog1~rn i,s adequate for use in tt 
speoivJ. class, its uao 1n recommended.. ~tllore snob. 
a form of reporting is 1no.dequato or 1nndv1sable, 
a. report 1n narrative or lotter form should. 'b9 
used. irlth a. eopy kept. 1n tho child. 'a pormnn.ant 
record told er .. 
llf 6 
D. Conferences -
(l) S1noe children L~ apeciti.l. claSseri for the 
phyn1oally hn.nd1capped :trequent1y- require help 
(2) 
in locomotion, in writing. 1n hnnd sld11s• otc •• 
1 t is essential th~,t tl't..e epec1al cla.sn teacher 
cor.Ser frequently with the parents to !teep 1n-
f"ormed as to change$ recommended by the phys1o1an. 
to encourage parents to allow a. child to do more 
for himself', ae well as to aid thom 1n under-· 
stun.ding the child's aoadem1o status., sooin.l 
P.djustt.11ent, otc. Reports on home v1o1ts a.nd on 
co:ri..feronce With parents should be filed 1n escll 
ohlld's permm1ent record fo1der. . 
In addition to the pupil 1nvantory of" concepts 
and. sltllle .. it 1n esaent1a1 "to keep a progrees 
record on tho p1vs1oal aecompl1s:hmantn, and aoo1nl 
sdjtistment. or ph.ysioally hand1onpped children.. An 
m.i.oodotnl. rocord should be kept to provide such. 
ini"oroo Uon. 
(;>} Itotes and lotterE received from pa.rents or o~hera 
regarding child are to be ltept on tile. Carbon 
eopios should be kept of all notes lfritten by 
te!}~cher to ob11d'a po.rent or guerd1(m. 
(4) Slnee pl1ys1.cally hnnd1cappod children r.,.,r'f.y u·en 
bo having treatment for the1r cond1tio:n.s, !!lay 
weVJ!"' bre.oea, une crutches,. need apecin.l rent. .. 
periods, etc •• it ls tho duty of tho speoio.J. class 
teacl:1er to know t<fhat act1v1tien· end. 11m1tat1ons 
have been set for eaoh child and to seo that each 
abides by thorn. 
IV.. msmuoTION 
l. curr1oulum -
A., The curriculum for- childron enrolled 1n special da.y 
olnnsos for the p~s1.cally hnnd1ce.pped·aruul be plnnned 
to meet each child a 1nd1vidue.1 cnpabllltio.a and needs, . 
based upon results 01: pupil inventories, mental sbll-
1ty and e.ahievcmsnt 'teBts, phys1ciana' reportn and 
recomm:endat1®s" teacher observation. etc .. 
B. liherevor suitable, tho curr1ou1um for the regular 
school p1""0grnm shall be followed.. 
c •. All curriculum pltU'lS must be approved. by tho state 
Director or Spoc1a.l. Education. 
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2 •. Clnnoroom Loantion, etc. -
A. It is tho rospons1b111ty or county school bo~..rds to 
provide suitable cle.aaroom space for spoo1e.l. olasaas 
for phyn1ottl.1y a."'ld mentnl.ly handicapped children. 
Such olasnea should be housed wbere practicable 1n 
sohool. build1ngn where P.ro enrolled other children 
of like age groups. 
E. S1zo of ·olasaroorna should be, 1n general, nt. loo.st 
equal 1n size to those of: the regular classrooms 
1t1th1n the building. 
o. It is recommended thnt toilot rnc::d.11t1on should be 
nva.1lable 1mmedintely adjnoont to all olansrool:llS £or 
physionlly hand.1cappocl children. To1lot space shotlld 
bo sui"f'1o1ont to accommodate en.sUy a child 1n a t'lheol 
oha1r. A a1nk '&'11th hot and cold water should be 
available 1n eaoh epeo1al olasaroom or if the toilet 
1"a:ell1t1ea e..ro 1.mmcdistoly nd.Jncont to th& c1aasroon, 
tho n1nk or lnve.tory may- be located 1n the outer 
section of the toilot rooms. 
D. It is recommended that ramps" hand rails. and speoinl. 
school f'urniture neods by inc.l1v1dual ch11dron or 
groups ot oh1ldren in the rogu1e.r sohoo1 program or 
in. tbs apoc1a1 e.duont1on progrnm be provided. by tho 
county bosrd of oduea.t1on. 
3. A,ttond989e Prov1s1onn -
A. The mlnit"llU.lll sobool day for teachers of special cloonos 
sha.11 ·be the sa'ile l1S tor teP..ohers of comparable age 
levels in reguhr school. 
4. I...11struct1ons.l z-:ater18ln -
A. Cottnty 'hoard.a of educe.t1on shall al1ooato £or books 
and 1nstruct1onnl ouppliea for etl.oh pup11 nt leant 
the same amount as 12 allocated for en.ch pupil 1n the 
regul.ar school progrc..m. 
B. :Books and 1nst1~t1onal. supplies su1tnblo for use 
with spee1a.l education pupils should be chosen only 
rrom the list of approved a1ttor1al.e or td'tor consul-
tation with tho State Director of Specinl Education. 
POLICIES AfID ROOULATimis 
I. ELIGIBILITY OF PUPILS 
A ch.1ld must moot the f'ollmring standards of eligibility 
'bef'ore he co.n be cone1d0rod .a,a nn n.ppl1cnnt for onrol.lment 1n 
a. npeoinl clnss for mento.l.1y rotardod childron: 
1., Chronolog1oal nga: 6 to 21 - e. child. who roaches his 
21st birthday w1th1n the achool year mny continue in 
school throughout the achoo1 year,. 
2. H$n~~ ri..e;e: J years or nbove 
3. Intell!.gonce quotient - a:pprox1mately 25..qo (?} - on 
Stant'ord-B1net Sea.lo of Litolligence and/or Weohnler 
Intoll1ge.nce Son.lo for Children. The Graco Jl.rthur 
Point Scale of Pertormnnce may bo used to g1vo m.tpple-
?r.iental data to these uhere necesoa.cy. Renults or these 
teats will be aoaoptod only whon they hnve boen ndmin-
1a tered, scored.,, and 1nterproted by a qunJ.i:fj,ed person 
who has been approved for th.is lrork by the State Director 
or spec1n.l Education. 
4. BG bathroom tl:'nined. 
s. Be able to ttndoratnnd simple d1roct1ons e.nd to m...t\lte hie 
· needn Im.own. 
6. Ee soo1olly developed to the extent that his bol.uw1or 
does not end&"'lger h1msolf or the others in the group. 
1. I?e emot10Ml.1y stable to the point thnt attondanc~ 1n 
a. group ulll not sdd to his problem. 
a. Do of physical. n1za nod aga to be aocepto.bla u1th the 
othar momborn of the class. 
9. Oaref'ul. physical e7..e~m1nn.t1on, including teats of heC1..rl.."fl8 
and vision, v.re roquirod and tho reports ot" nuo:h exn.m-
1nations shall be made 1n wrlting on forms prescribed. 
10. Recommomed for admission to spoo1o.l elssn by vote or 
an adm1aa1ons board i·th1ah oona1sta of exc.mlnir13 
psychologist or person Who ndm1n1stors the tests, 
p11yn101an. local director or spoc1al oduoatlon, spoo1nl 
class teacher,. superintendent or schools or parson 
denign.nted by hL"n, uho shnll be chairman or the admis-
s 1ons boa.rd, and suoh other parsons ns the oupor1ntooo-
ent or schools r:my des1$nnto., 
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No child shall be exoluded from school attendance for 
physical and/or mental 11m1tat1on until 1t has been established 
that he is unable to profit from school attendance because of 
severe physical and/or mental limitations. However, such exclu-
sion is the respona1bi11ty of the local oounty board of education 
and must be based upon as conclusive med.1oa1 e.nd psychological 
evidence as 1a possible to obtain. Each cnse of exe1un1on must 
be considered 1nd1vidually. 
II. INSTRUCTION 
1. Curriculum -
A. For 1netruct1ona.1 purposes, those children with like 
a.b111t1ea and needs shall be grouped together wher-
ever possible. In all cases, the instructional 
group1118 must be approved by the State Director of 
Special. F.ducation. 
B. ·wherever suitable, the curriculum for the regular · 
school program shall be followed •. 
c. Where deviations in the regular program are indicated 
because of a child's physical or mente.1 disability, 
the academic program for such a. child sha.11 be planned 
for him individually on the basis of' a careful inven-
tory of his aonoepts and skills. 
D. In all cases, the curriculum for oh11dren in the 
special education program shall be subject to the 
approval by the State Director of Spec1a1 Education. 
2. Instruotiori..al Material.a -
A. county boards of education shall allocate for books 
and 1nstruot1onal supplies for each pupil at least 
the same amount as is allocated for eaoh pupil 1n 
the regular school program. 
B. Books and instruot1ona.l supplies suitable for use 
with special education pupils should be chosen only 
from the list of approved materials or after con-
sul ta.tion with the State Director of Special Edueat1on. 
3. Attendance Provisions -
A. The minimum school day for teachers of special classes 
for phys1aally or mentally handicapped children sha.11 
be the same as f'or. teachers giving instruction to 
children of comparable age levels 1n regular school. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES FOR 
. HARD .. OF-HEARING CHILDREM OR PARTIALLY-fUGHTED CHILDREN 
I.. ELIGIBILITY OF PtrPII~S 
Where there are ten children ,1n a school program with 
hearing or visual defects severe enough that they need special 
material.a and methods ot instruation it they are to have the 
opporturdty to progress educationally and socially. but who 
are not so severely handicapped as to warrant their enrollment 
in the State Schoo1s for tha Deaf' and the Blind or in special 
day classes !"or the deaf or the blind, a local county board ot 
education may make special. provision i'or the education or these 
children by one ot the 1"ollow1ng methods: 
' ' 1. Special day class for hard .... of'-hear1ng or for partially 
sighted eh11dran: 
Such npecia.3. classes shall bo sat up as home rooms, 1.e .. , 
study an:i teaahi11g rooms i-mere the . -0hildren shall receive 
special instruction and help in the areas or their 
particular needs : · 
a. Partially .. sightod childl .. en need special instruction 
and mater1o.1s in reading, writing, arithmetic. spell• 
1ng:r and typ1ng. 
b.: Hard-of •hearing children need special instruction and 
materials in devel.opment of language both oral and 
written ma.star,. of lip reading skills, use and care 
or hearing aids, besides thell' special needs in the 
understanding and mastery of numbe1~ concept a.nd for-
mal ar1thmet1c, phonetic analysis of words for rea.d-
~1ng and spelling and the other a.oa.demie subjects. 
2. Itinerant or part-time teacher of Hard""'Of•Hea.ring or of 
Psrtially-S1ghtod Children. 
rn· a regular school or sahoole where, in the enrollment, 
there are not a sufficient number of hard•of-hearing 
children or of partially-sighted children to warrant the 
eetahlishmon't of' a apec:tal olasa for them but lfhere one 
to nine such children attend school in areas adjacent 
to each other, a county board or education may arrange 
for a regular taaoher who has had adequate special tra.1n-
1ng for such worlr to give one-half t1me or such propor• 
t1o:na.te pa.rt of her time to these hard-of-hearing chil• 
dren or partially-sighted children as the number of such 
special pupils tre.rra:nts. Thia instruction shall be part 
or the regular school program. 
A child must meet the following standards of el1g1b111ty 
before he can be considered for enrollment in a special 
program for hard•of-hea.ring children or for deaf children. 
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A. Chronological age: 6 to 21.. A ohild who reaohes 
his 21st birthday within the school year may 
continua in sahool throughout the school year. 
B. Nental age: 3 years or above 
c. Intalligenaa quotient: Not less t,han e.pprox1m.~tely 
50, as nearly as it can be determined with these 
children when teated by a skilled ex'a.miner. 
D. careful pll.ysioe.l examilk··1:t:.1on by a qua.l!fied physi-
cian.. Tests of vision and hearing are required. 
Reports of these tests shall.be made 1n detail on 
the forms proscribed. 
E .. For enrollment in a class for partially•sighted chil-
dren, a child m1.iat be rec•:>ifu"'llendec.l by an eye specialist 
:t"or spoc.la.l ~erv1oes for pa.rt1ally-a1ghted oh1ldren. 
F. For enrollment in a elarrn for hsrd-of-hearl:ng children, 
a chUd must be l'ecommen<led by an ea1~ specialist, :for 
s:peaia.l servlces tor hard-of-hearing children. 
G. Recommended. tor o.dmisaion to special class for ha.rd• 
o:t-b.aaring or f'or partially-sighted by vote of an 
admissions boa.rd which con.aiata of ex..~..m1.~11ig psychol-
og:ts t or parson .. who adm~nlster·a the tests, physician, 
local director of special education, special class 
teacher, superintendent ot schools or person designated 
by him who ahal.l be chairman o:r the admissions boa.rd, 
and such other persona as the superL~tendent of schools 
may designate~, · 
No chil'l shal.1 be excluded from sohoo1 attendance for 
physical and/or mental limit1ttion until it has b~en 
entabl1nhed that he is una.ble to profit from school 
attendance because of h1s·severe phys1ca.l and/or 
mental l.:tm1ta.t1ons. However,. such exclusion is the 
responsibility of the local county board of education 
e.Jl(l rnust be based upon sa oonolus1ve medical and 
payohologioal. ev1clenee as is possib1e to obtain. Each 
case of exclusion must be considered .1.ndividua11y. 
II. CLASS LOAD 
The maximum class load for a spoo1al class ror part1a.lly-
sighted children or for hard-or-hearing oh1ldren shall be 
fifteen children except. that 1f the chronological age ap1"ead 
or ins truet1onal level spread is greater than f ou1" years, the 
maximum enrollment of' such a class shall not exoeed tuelve ohil-
dren. Classes for pa.rtial1y-s1ghted.children or for ha.rd.-of-
hearing children sha.11 not be formed for fewer than ten children. 
Any variations 1n this enrollment number must ba approved by the 
State Director of Special Filuoation. 
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Length ot School Day - The minimum school day for teachers 
of special classes for hard-of-hearing and partially-sighted 
children shall be the ea.me as for teachers of children of compa-
rable age levels in regular school. 
III. TEACHERS 
l. qual1f1cat1ons 
A. A teacher shall hold a valid West Virginia certificate 
for teaching. 
B. A teacher shall satisfactorily complete such special 
education courses in the area of the visually or hear-
ing handicapped as may be prescribed by the state 
Department of Education. 
c. A teacher of a special class for partially-sighted 
children shall have normal vision or vision that can 
be corrected to normal. and sound physical and mental 
health. 
D. A teacher of a special class for hard-of•hea.ring shall 
be a specialist in the use of instructional techniques 
needed to help hard-of-hearing children, especially 1n: 
l. Developing understanding and use of language~ 
spoken and written. 
2. Developing lip reading skills 
3. Teaching the use and ca.re of hearing aids. 
E. A teacher should have had successful teachi:ng experience 
with norme.l children of comparable age and/or instruc-
tional levels. 
F. A tea.char should be adaptable, possess good judgment, 
have a sympathetic understanding of the problems of 
hard-of-hearing or of partially-sighted children. 
G. A teacher should be a person who pays careful attention 
to detail and who meets f 1rst the needs of her children 
without concern for the amount of time and energy 
required. 
2. Contra.eta 
Teachers employed 1n apec1a1 classes for the hard-of• 
hearing or for the partially-sighted w111 be appointed 
by the county board of education and considered a part 
of the regular county 1nstructione.l staff. They are 
entitled to all legal rights and interests in teacher 
welfare enjoyed by their fellow members. 
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3. §ale.ry - Salaries of full-time teachers of special 
classes will be the legal minimum salary based upon 
certification. Part-time teachers will be paid on a 
proportionate basis. 
4. Duties 
A. Records of Attendance 
(1) Each tea.char of a special. class f'or he.rd-o:t- · 
hearing or of partially-sighted. children shall 
keep a state register. correct and up-to-date, 
.and she.J.l make such reports as regular teachers 
are required. to. 
B. Records of Progress 
(1) Each teacher shall assess or inventory the 
developmental and academic status of each of 
her pupils at the beginning of the school yee:r 
or :when he :first enters her class. Thia inventory, 
together with such records as are available on ea.ah 
child and the teacher's observation o:f the ohild, 
shall form the basis :for planning for hia school 
program. 
(2) Many of the instructional materials needed by 
partially-eightecL or hard-of-hearing children who 
a.re enrolled in special. classes are not available 
commere1a.lly. Thus the special class tee.char must 
prepare or provide these materials .. 
c. It is the responsibility of. the teachers of hard-of-
hee.ring children or of partially-sighted children to: 
(1) Observe ee.oh hard-of-hearing or part1ally..;.s1ghted. 
child in the regular classroom 1f he participates 
there to discover how he i'1ts into the group·and 
to note his spec1a.1 abilities and needs. 
(2) a.. A child shaJ.l not be transferred to a reguiar 
claes rrom a special class ror partially-
s ighted children until provisions have been 
made :for proper sea.ting, scheduling or work 
to allow for proper distribution of vision 
work and rest periods, ror restricted partic-
ipation in art, handiwork, and physical· educa-
tion according to the recommendations of the 
eye specialist~ · 
b. A child shall: not be transferred from a 
special class for hard-of-hearing children 
until his understanding of a.n.d sld.11 1n 
spoken and written language, lip reading 
and use and ca.re of hearing aid (ti one ls 
required) a.re developed to the point that 
the child can make the same amount of pro-
gress that he would if he continued 1n the 
special class. It is understood, of course, 
that the regular teacher and the specio.l 
teacher sha.ll cooperate in planning the 
educational programs for these children 
when a transfer is mu.de. 
(3) The teacher of partially-sighted children shall 
provide or prepare the 1nstruct1ona.l materials 
needed 1n large typ.e or large form. 
IV. INSTRUCT!Oii 
1. Curriculum 
A. The ourrleulum for children enrolled 1n special 
programs for the hard-of-hearing and for the 
partially-sighted shall be plan..11ed to meet the needs 
of ea.ch child individually. Wherever suitable, the 
curriculum for the regular school progrrun shall-be 
followed.. 
B. It shall be of the same size an.d desirability as 
other regular classrooms in the building. 
c. The county board of .education ahnll be responsible 
for providing suoh regular furniture and equipment 
as the children of this class need. The provision 
of the epecia.l equipment, 1natructional. materials, 
and supplies needed by these children shall also be 
the responsibility of the county board of education. 
Nothing in these regulations shall, howevert prevent 
a county board of education from accepting donations 
for the purchase of the special equipment and supplies. 
D. While the classroom for hard-of-hem:"ing or for par-
tially-sighted children shall be considered their 
home room, it should be the aim of tbe special ala.as 
teacher and of the teachers of the regulur grades to 
assess the needs and oapab111tieG of these children 
nnd to provide every possible opportunity for them to joi.n 1n the aot1v1t1es of the regular school program. 
V. FINANCil1G THE PROORAM 
1. All children in special day classes for the hard-of-
hear1ng or for partially-sighted sha.11 be on net 
enrollment. 
WEST vmGINLi\. DEPARTMENT OF EDUOl~TIOM 
POLICIES .AND REGULATIONS FOR SPECI!tL SERVICES FOR BLTIID 
P.ARTIAILY-::SIGHTED, DEAF ANO' HARD OF HE.ARING CHILDREN 
- ------- ............. .....-.. .......... 
In·oons1der1ng the adv1ea.b111ty of establ1shin8 within a 
local school system special day classes for such groups or excep-
tional children as the partially-sighted and hard-of-hearing, 
county boards or education should be especially concerned with 
such essential ma.ttera as:. · ·· 
1. The establishment and ma1ntena.noe of such special classes 
should be limited to oount.1as where a auff1o1ent number or pa.r-
t1e.J.ly-s1ghted or hard-of-hearing children or similar ages and 
needs can be grouped. together for instruction. 
2. The maximum enrollment for ea.ch such specia.1 class shall 
be 15 children; the minimum enrollment shall be 10 children. 
3. There should be grade levels of' special classes for chil-
dren of similar handicaps so that there will be e.n opportunity 
!'or them to move ahead aooially and aeadem1es.lly as do children 
1n regular grad.as. · 
4 .. Tea.chera of euch speciG.l elasaes sha,11 be specialists 1n 
the use of 1nstruot1onal techniques that must be used with these 
pupils if they nre to make progress in eompansa.t.ing for their 
d1sab111t1ea and. in, their regular academic program. 
5. Classroom.a or at le~.st averE,;ga size a.ri..d desirability 
should be available fo~ such classes. 
6. Where there a.ro fewer then 10 ohlldl"en in a. county having 
a similar type of handic~p, a county boa...'l"d of education may 
e..rrange for a teaohe1 .. with special training for such work to give 
one-half' or such proportions. ta part oi' her th1e to these children 
as their number warrants. Such classes will be financed as port 
of the regular cchool progr:.u.n. 
Classes for dee£ and for blind children m.t>.y be organized by 
loaal county systems as part of the general school program on 
approval of the State Director of Special. Educnt1on. These classes 
will be i"inanoed as another regular class in the school, no·c as a 
separate school, 1n the foundation program. 
These olnsses should Pl"OVide suff ie:lent equipment a11d 
educational mntar1nl to enable the children to get an education 
similar (oomptl..rable) to that ln regular classes. For such. classes 
for blind or deaf children there shall be, beginning at the junior 
high school level, provision made for pre-vocational a.nd academic 
education. 
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FINANCING ~lST'RUQTION FOR\HOI4E-BOUND CHII.DREN AND CLASSES 
FOR THE PHYSICALLY HAUDICAP'.PED AND MENTALLY RETARDED 
'I 
The State w111/'c~nt~~but~. to the counties toward f'1nanc1ng 
'\ \ \ :.I\ 
instruction i"or home-bound' children in the ratio o1'" (that) state 
Aid t01·1ard the support of the Foundation Program is to the contri-
bution of the respective districts. In percentage it means that 
counties receiving 75 per cent of their Foundation Program :ror 
general school purposes will receive 75 per cent oi" the cost of 
instruction for home-bound children. 
Computations of amounts due will be made by the secrete.py 
of the State Board of School Fina.nae and the transmittals written 
by him for the signature of the Chairman of the ~os.rd of School 
Finance. Payments will be made quarterly; the i"irst quarter of 
the approval of their instruotiona.1 program, and others at the 
beginning of each succeeding quarter on reports submitted by the 
counties on instruction for the preceding quarter and the program 
for the succeeding quarter .. 
Counties will receive for pupils on home instruction, who 
are reported in net enrollment for the preceding year, no 
additional allowances for home-bound instruction. 
Classes for physically and mentally retarded children 1rho 
were reported as a school the preceding yea:r and, therefore, 
were ·included in th<J nat enrollment for computation of the 
Foundation Program, will be financed as a school and, therefore, 
will not receive any- or the special appropriation for mentally 
and physically handicapped children. For pupils 1n a. class not 
reported 1n the net enrollment for the preceding year, the 
counties will receive aid on a percentage or ratio bas1a., 
THE co~~llTTEE ON TEACHER EDUCATION 
In session Janue.ry 7•8, 1957, ad.opted the f'ollow1ng 
recommendation: 
That a field of specialization f'or Special Non-academic 
Certificates be added, to be known as .Public School Speech and 
He~ing Therapy, to include: 
PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPY 40 Semester. Hours 
Required Areas 
Introduoat1on to Speech Correction 3 
Advanced Speech Correction 3 
.Anatomy and Physiology of Speech a.nd · 
Hearing Mechanism 3 
Phonetics 3 
Elective in Stuttering and Other 
Organic Disorders 6 
Audiology 12 
Clinical Method (Observation e.nd 
Praatice)l 4 
Suggested Electives (exclusive of Human 
Development) . 
Advanced Study in Child Development 6 
Mental Hygiene 
Psychology of Speech 
Abnormal Psychology 
1. a) Practice training must be received where conferences 
can be held with a clin1c1an holding the advanced 
certificate of the American Speech and Hearing . 
Association in Speech and/or hearing therapy. 
b} Minimum total clock hours in clinical method and 
practice to be 300. o:r which 100 clock hours to be 
in Hearing Therapy, 1n addition to Directed Teaching. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH THERAPY 
A field o:r specialization in Speech Therapy only includes 
requirements as listed above except for the exclusion of 9 
semester hours 1n Audiology and the exclusion of 100 clock 
hours in Clinical Method 1n Hearing Therapy. 
Adopted by the State Board of Education, January 29, 1957 
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IN-SERVICE TRAINING SEHINAR 
CABELL COUNTY SCHOOLS 
Meetings Begin at 7:30 P. M. in the Holderby Building Auditorium 
February 26 DeForest L. Strunk, II 
School Psychologist 
Cabell County Schools 
Explanation of the program 
to be set up in the Cabell 
County Schools • General 
Orientation to Retardation I 
March 6 
March 13 
Mareh 20 
April 3 
April 10 
April 16 
April 30 
May 8 
May 15 
May 28 
April 23-27 
r;:ay 21-25 
DeForest L. Strunk, II 
Dr. Mary Lyon Sutton 
Director of Multiple 
-Sclerosis 
General Orientation to 
Retardation II - Including 
Types of and Causes 
The Mentally Retarded and 
Emotional Involvements 
Mrs. J. w. Underwood Experiences of a Teacher 
Teacher o'f' Mentally Re- for Mentally Retarded. Children -
tarded Children, \·Ie1rton nI Teach the ?il'entally Retarded." 
Miss Frances Scott 
State Director 
of Special Education 
Dr. Thelma Owen 
Psychiatrist in charge 
of Otten Clinic 
DeForest L. Strunk, II 
Mrs. Ruth Garrett 
Professor, Department ot 
Speech, Marshall College 
:Mrs... Lures.ta. Martin 
Director of Music 
Cabell County Schools 
Mies Lillian Woli'e 
Director of Art 
Ca.bell County Schools 
DeForest L. Strunk, II 
Evaluating the Mentally Retarded 
Child 1n Terms of Pre-academic 
and Academic Skills · 
Psyoh1a.tr1c Problems of 
Retardation 
The Special Class - Its 
Objectives and its curriculum 
Speech Correction with Mentally 
Retarded Children - Simple 
Techniques 
!·1us1c, Rhythm1os, a.nd Games 
for the I:!enta.lly Retarded 
The Use of Art with Retarded 
Children 
Techniques and Skills in 
Teaching !·Ienta.lly Retarded 
Children 
Norman K. Niesen Educating our Retarded Children 
Cincinnati Public Schools 
DeForest L. Strunk, II Summary 
International. Council for Exceptional Children 
Annual Convention, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
American Association of' Mental Def'1a1ency 
Annual ?·ieet1ne;, Hartford, Conn. 
CABELL COUNTY SCHOOLS 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE 
nr-SERVICE TRAmn1G SEMINAR 
"Teaching the Mentally Retarded Child" 
Individual ~ Rocognition ~ 
Name ____ ~~----~--------Age_,~ ___________ Date __ ~-----------
(The following is based on Betts• READING VOCABULARY STUDY and 
arranged in order of frequency of occurrence.} 
Instructions : An abbreviated test may be administered by using 
the first ten words in each column. Check ( ) all correct responses; 
mark with a zero (0) a failure to respond; record all incorrect re-
sponses. 
-----·-Pre•Primer Level--------- ----------Primer Level··--------
St1mulue Flash Untimed Stimulus Flash Untimed 
l. the 1. with 
2. a. 2. me 
3. mother 3. :f'or 
4. is 4. he 
5. I 5. we 
6. to 6. my 
7 •. and 7. away 
8. said a. can 
9. come 9. like 
10. you 10. a.re 
11. in 11~ did 
12. will .12. no 
13. f a.ther 13. red 
14. little 14. they 
15.. here 15. at 
16. on 
17. one 
18. some 
19. girl 
20. do 
GLOSSARY OF P!iYCiiOLOOICAL TERPS 
CABELL COTJHTY SCHOOLS 
PSYCHOLCXJ.ICAL S~ICE 
Dr-SERVICE TRAIHI~ S!::l!INAR 
"Tenohin6 the }'entnll7 Retrl:ded Chlld" 
Aoromegnly - !!.• A obron,.o dlneese, ohnrnoter1zed by enlnrgamont ot 
the bonoa and sort pnrta or the bnnda, teot, and taoe. The 
dlsenee 1s associated with the overtunot1oning ot the p1tu1tnry 
body. 
Mjunttiant - n. An:r opernt1on that ennbloa the 1nd1v14uol. to bo-
oooe more favorably related to his em1.ronmontJ meeting lU'e 
s1tunt1ons with a m1n1mum or stress and v1th m.o.x1Jllum ett1o1oncy. 
Agnos1a - !!.• Losa ot ability to recognize tnm111nr obJeota. 
Agrnphla - n. Innbllity to er,>rooa thoughts 1n vrltlng due to a 
oentrn:J. reaion. 
Alexia - !l• Word-blindneaaJ 1nabll1ty to rend due to a oentral loa1on. 
Amont1a - !!.• Intollootual (mentnl) der1o1encr (or1g1na.t1ng before 
or soon atter birth) • . 
Anticonvulsnnt - !!.•• rJ· Do1ng, or perta1n1.ng to, a modiool. oeont 
preyentlng convula ons. 
Aphasia - !!.• Detect or loss ot tho pavor ot expt"esalon by apoecb, 
writing, or signs, or ot comprehend1ng spoken or written lnn-
gunse, duo to 1nJU1'1' or cllnonse ot tho bro.in centers. 
Aproooxin - n. A condition 1n which there 1a 1nnb111ty to t1x the 
attention';" 
Athetoe1a - n. A constant recurring series or olov Termioulnr 
coveoenta-o1' the h.nnda and teot, occurring ohienr 1n chlldren, 
am due pr1nc1pall.J to a brn.1n lee1on; tentnole-11ke movements 
ot tho area and legn. 
Aura - n. A peoul1n.r aen.sat1on th.nt preoedea an epllept1o nttnok; 
a aubject.1ve aonaory phenomenon. , 
Cntho.rs1a - !!.• 'nle pr-oceoa nnd technique ot tmburden1ng d.1aturb1.ng 
oont'l1cta nnd complexes. 
Cerebral - ndJ. Pert.n1.nlng or relating to tho brain or cerebrum. 
Clonns - !!.• Spano 1n vhlch rig1dlt1 r.nd relnxation succeed each 
other. 
Co!:JPU].s1on - n. An 1J.'Tes1st1ble 1.mpul.se to pertor:n some aot 
contrary to ona'a better Judgcont. 
Conoan1tlll. - ft.t!l. Born v1tb a person; ex1st1.ng nt or before birth; 
not heroditnry. 
Cret1n1sa - !!.• A condition duo to oongonitnl lnck ot thyroid se-
cretion, a....rked by nrrented ph.ys1onl and :nontnl developr:Jent 
Vitb dystrophy Of the bones nnd Bott parts. 
CABELL COUNTY SCHOOLS 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE 
IN•SERVICE TRAINING SEMINAR 
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VISUAL SYMPTOMS 
Selected List: Gilbert Schli"f'man 
OBSERVATION OF SYMPTOMS THAT MAY INDICATE 
£.. VISUAL PROBLEN - -
Tend.ency to close one eye 
Frequent sties 
Tendency to rub e.t one eye 
T11t1ng head to one side 
Complaint of blur - near or f'a.r 
Squinting, blinking, twitching 
Complaint of pain or discomfort 1n eyes 
Extreme sensitivity to light 
Complaint of seeing double 
Holding the page too close or too far.when reading (Normal distance is about 14 in. from the eyes) 
Inflamed, runnirJS eyes; red-rimmed or swollen lids 
Crossed eyes 
Excessive head movements while reading 
Avoiding close work 
Excessive reversals in reading 
Tension during close lrork 
Frequent stumbling 
Complaint of words or letters running together 
Thru.sting head torward when observing distant 
objects 
Poor hand and eye coordination 
Complaint of headaches, dizziness or nausea 
asaoo1ated with use of the eyes 
CHECK LIST 
Form I•A 
1. come 
2. go 
3. he 
4. mother 
5. a 
6. was 
7. !n 
a. do 
9. it 
10. can 
11. With 
12. on 
13. 111{0 
14. see 
15. I 
16. have 
17. we 
18. here 
19. of 
20 .. at 
· CABELL COUNTY SCHOOI.S 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE 
Ill-SERVICE TR.Amn~G SEMINAR 
0 Teaoh1ng the Mentally Retarded Child" 
Directions for administering $polling Test: 
1. Pronounce each word. 
2. Give it a. sentence setting. 
3. Pronounoe the word again. 
Form II-A Form III-A Form IV-A 
1. table l •. news 1 •. choose 
2 .. you 2. things 2. witch 
3. bed 3. six . 3. fit 
4. must 4. teacher 4. burned 
5. have 5. roof 5 •. forest 
6. water 6. farmer 6. raise 
7. many 7 .. walked 7• learn 
8. :five 8. ready 8. given 
9. ,other 9. part 9 •. everyone . 
10. much 10. carry 10. turkey 
11. here 11. place 11. cost 
12. pull .12. laughing 12. below 
13. was 13. wall 13 •. marks 
14. cry 14. laughed 14. belong 
15. man 15. holding 15. sometime 
.16. hops 16 .. watched 16. raised 
17. her 17. Mrs. 17. eight 
18. eye 18. ·early 18. blame 
19. men 19. walking 19. bathing 
20. more· 20• sitting 20 •. field 
21. clean 21. leaders 
22. gray 22 •. silk 
23. stores 23. ba.lte 
24. cream 24. rose 
25. lights 25. neck 
PRE...,AOADEHIC DNENTORY 
INBTRUCTIOMS FOR ADMINISTERING 
!.• NAMES QE. COMMON OBJECTS 
A. Ivfa.ter1nls : 
1. l!i1n1ature of' real objects of the :following: 
. . 
(a) house 
(b) dog . 
B. Procedures: 
(c) ball (e) hand {g) cup 
(d) stone (f') hammer· (h) gun 
(1) badge 
(j) bird 
1. Present objects to child.- one at 0. time, e.na. ask him 
to name them. Record exactly what child says • 
. 
·2. For child. who has no speech or 1nsuf:f1o1ent apeeeh for 
above procedure: · 
. 
(a) Arrange :first three objects before child a.'ld ask 
him to indicate the one the examiner names. 
Exruniner names objects in m1xt'd order •. 
. (b) Re-arrange objects and name the second. 
. . (c) Re-arrange objects and name the third • 
. 
House 
Ball. 
Dog .. 
dos ball 
dog house 
house ball 
'\ . " (d) It a child :fails to identify an objeot.oorrectly, 
present that object a.gain in another order, until 
that particular one has been presented.three times. 
II. ~ QE. _oBJE ......... •....,C_T_S 
A. Materials: 
l. Use objects presented 1n 1 above. 
B. Procedures: 
1. Ask child ,,what each 1a used for,::/,md record just what . 
child says. 
2. If child has no speech or 1nsuff1o1ent speech to reply, 
present first four objects in order listed and a.sk child 
to point to correct object 1n answer to these questions: 
{a.) House dog ball 
Which one barlts? 
Which do we throw? 
Which do wa live in? 
Which do we shoot t-rith? 
Copyright 1955 Frances Al1ene Scott 
ACADEMIC INVENTORY 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR Jl.DNI1USTERU1G 
!• PHONETIC ELEJ.fEJITS 
A. Na.mes of Letters 
1. Present 1ist of letters of alphabet arranged 1n random 
order.· · 
2. Ask' child to name the letters. ·.·· 
3. Record errors, as : g ., j 
Intarpretnt..ton: 
Correct name or letter - g; child calls letter - j. 
4. Record omissions, as:· h 
Interpretation: 
Child omitted to name- letter h, or said he did not 
know the name of 1t~ 
B. Initial Consonants, Blends, Finn.1 E Sounds, etc. 
1. Present list of' letters or alphabet arranged 1n random 
order. 
2. Ask child to give sound of each letter. 
3 .. Record errors or omissions as outlined below: 
Interpretation t 
s ~ j - na.m.a ot latter - g; child gave sound for .1• 
m • n - nama of letter • m; child gave sound :f'or n. 
qu - child omitted sound for qu. 
4. Ad.minister only to pl.a.ca where ohil.d has nearly every-
thing wrong. ·If child has more than 50% . errors on 
sounds of initial consonants, do not ad.minister blends, 
nor any elements beyond. If child misses more than 50% 
or initial consonants, 1t is not necessary to ask him 
to giva sounds for the re:rrmlning ones for purposes of 
establishing his mastery level since they a.re arranged 
in random order • 
. .ll.• BASIC' READING VOCABULARY 
A. Tetiting tor Ree.d.1nfs Mastery-
l. Have two copies or Ba.sic Word List I - one for child 
and. one for teacher. 
2. On copy teacher holds,· in upper right hand. corner write 
full name of child to be tested and the date of testing. 
3. Ask child to read. the words aloud as well a.a he ca.n. 
4 ... Record errors, con:f'uaions, and omissions, as below: 
Interpretation: 
airplane 
·ball-bell 
bed-red 
big-pig, big 
come 
blue 
black-blue 
brown-dawn 
Copyright 1950 - Frances 
Child did not !mow airplane 
Child called ball-bell 
Child called bed-red 
Child cnlled big-pig, but then corrected 
himself and. said big 
Child omitted come 
Child omitted blue 
Child called black-blue 
Child called brown- down 
Allene Scott 
VITA 
Mn..ro1o. Macdonald Walke1 .. Blo..nda.u, daU{!,hter of Wandell 
Holmes and Marga.rat Hill Walker, was born March 10, 1928; 1n 
Swo.rthmore, Pennsylvania.. She wa.a educated in the schools 
of Martin County; Kentuclcy- unt11 the last year of hif!h 
school. She at tended Willirunson High School, 1U111runaon, 1i'est 
Virginia. for this last yaar of public education, and was grad-
uo.ted 1n 1946. 
She attended the University of Fennaylvo.nlo. and The 
King's Oollee;e,(Briaroliff,M.Y.). In 1950 she received her 
Bachelor of Arts degree from The King• e College, having maj-
ored in psyoholo5y. 
In the ea.me year she married James Richard. Bla.ndau of 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania who soon received his Master's de-
gree in psychology from New York University. Sinco that t1mo 
they have two daughters. Marcia Livingston and Heather !!ont-
gomery. 
In 1952 they moved to Richmond, where Mr·. Blo.ndo.u be-
50.n his studies in divinity~ In order to support the family, 
Mrs. Blo.ndau became a school teacher. During her sum.'llers, she 
attended the University of Richmond and later bego.n ·work on 
a. gradu'"1.te level tm·ro.rd. a Master's Degree. \~en her husband 
graduated from Union Theolo~1ce.l Sem111'.lry, in 1955, the fam-
ily moved to his first pastorate in Bluefield, West Virginia. 
Since that time, she has been training the mentally re• 
ta.rded child of Mercer County in that county's firot program 
of special education~ 
